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Sammanfattning 
Det huvudsakliga syftet med detta projekt var att tillhandahålla Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden med ett 
verktyg som kunde användas för att sammanställa och analysera elektriciteten som används för 
produktion. Verktyget skulle använda sig av undermätt data för elförbrukning och jämföra denna 
förbrukning med lämpliga produktionsvolymer. Ett annat mål var att introducera detta verktyg till 
organisationen för att visualisera elanvändning. Barriärer mot energieffektiviseringar har gåtts igenom både 
ur ett allmänt perspektiv och tillämpat på Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden:s verksamhet i Jordbro utanför 
Stockholm. 

För att ta fram verktyget tillämpades en modelleringsprocess uppdelad i fyra huvudfaser. Först togs en 
konceptuell modell fram, där verktyget sattes i ett större sammanhang och dess funktion förklarades på ett 
övergripande plan. I den andra fasen uttrycktes denna konceptuella modell med matematiska och 
fysikaliska samband för att bilda en kvantitativ modell. I den tredje fasen utvärderades denna model och 
dess uppbyggnad analyserades. I den sista fasen applicerades och introducerades modellen för Coca-Cola:s 
verksamhet i Jordbro, för att utvärdera dess användbarhet och eventuella fördelar.  

Introduktions-/applikationsfasen indikerar starkt att det excel-baserade verktyg som tagits fram i detta 
projekt, som genererar energinyckeltal dagligen och visualiserar elanvändning på en undermätt nivå, linje 
för linje, hjälper till att sänka och överkomma många av de barriärer mot energieffektivisering som 
identifierades på Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden.  

Den information rörande elförbrukning som tidigare var tillgänglig var absolut och enbart redovisad på en 
total nivå för både produktion och för fastigheten. Sådan data har visat sig vara otillräcklig för att 
uppmuntra energieffektivisering och skapa incitament för energibesparingar. Istället måste den data som 
genereras av ett undermätningsystem för el relateras till produktionsvolymer för att skapa nyckeltal. På 
detta sätt kan datan ge tillgänglig och personlig information som sedan kan öka kunskapen och ge 
incitament till effektivisering även på lägre nivåer i organisationen. Rädslan för sub-optimering vid 
införandet av initiativ rörande energieffektivisering visade sig vara större i de lägre delarna av 
organisationen, men överkomms till stor del genom införandet av det utvecklade verktyget och 
användningen av energinyckeltal, vilket också konkretiserade fördelarna med energibesparande åtgärder.  
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Abstract 
The main purpose of this thesis project was to provide Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden with a tool that 
could be used to assess and analyze electricity consumption in production. The tool would use sub-
metered data on electricity consumption and compare this consumption with production volumes. 
Another aim was to introduce this tool to different levels of the organization, so that electricity use would 
be visualized. Barriers against energy efficiency present at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden were also 
mapped and the tool was evaluated to see which barriers could be overcome through visualization of 
energy use.  

A modeling process with four steps was used. The first step, the conceptual model, the tool was put in a 
larger context and its different uses explained only schematically. In the second step, the quantitative 
model, the conceptual model was expressed using mathematical and physical expressions. The third step 
was the evaluation of the model through thorough testing and analysis of equations. The last step was to 
apply the model and implement the tool to assess its use and possible gains by using it. 

The application stage of the modeling process indicated that such an excel based tool, as the one 
developed in this project, where energy performance indicators were generated on a daily basis, clearly 
helped to reduce many of the barriers associated with energy efficiency. 

A conclusion that can be drawn from the completion of this project is that for production at Coca-Cola 
Enterprises Sweden only general absolute data on electricity consumption isn’t enough to promote energy 
efficiency measures. Data on electricity consumption has to be broken down and made into information 
by relating it to production volumes. In this way an incentive also for lower levels of the organization to 
save energy is developed. Another conclusion is that the fear of sub-optimization is more prominent in 
lower levels of the organization, but to a large extent overcome through the implementation of a tool like 
the one developed here and the regular use of Energy Performance Indicators. 
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1 Introduction 
Global warming has been identified as one of the most eminent threats to our generation. The 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC, has put together several plausible scenarios 
depending on the continued output of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere (IPCC, 2007a). Even the most 
pessimistic ones, when it comes to rise in global mean temperature, demand severe cuts in carbon dioxide 
emissions. In IPCC’s fourth assessment report several options and actions that could reduce the emission 
of greenhouse gases are presented (IPCC, 2007b).  

One of the major findings of the report is that through energy efficiency and by implementing techniques 
already available to the market, levels of CO2 can stabilize on tolerable levels (IPCC, 2007b). Hence energy 
efficiency will play an important role to battle global warming. Edenhofer and Stern (2009) went as far as 
saying that energy efficiency will be the most important weapon of seven key suggestions, in IPCC’s 
report, to stop global warming.  

But energy efficiency isn’t only important from a CSR perspective. Huge gains are to be made from 
lowered energy consumption. With rising energy prices the incentives to reduce energy consumption only 
grow stronger, especially in highly competitive markets, like the beverage industry. The Swedish industry 
has enjoyed some of the lowest energy prices in Europe and has therefore not focused on lowering its 
energy consumption through energy efficiency. But as energy markets opens up, energy prices rise and the 
need for efficiency increases. (Rohdin, Thollander, & Solding, 2006) 

Low energy prices has also led to little incentive to focus on energy efficiency, since pay-back times for 
investments in this category have been long and have rarely qualified for the sharp criteria used by many 
companies for capital investments. In recent years though, energy prices in Sweden have risen. Some say 
due to the opening of the energy market. ( EEPO, 2002) This and other factors such as CSR awareness 
and Global warming have raised the need for energy efficiency means and measures. But despite this need, 
studies show, that the existing potential for energy efficiency isn’t realized. This difference between what is 
technologically feasible and economically sound, and what is actually realized, is referred to, in literature, 
as the efficiency gap. This gap can be further explained by defining different barriers that all deter from 
investments in energy efficiency, hence building up this gap. (Rohdin, Thollander, & Solding, 2006) 

1.1 Background 
In 2011 Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden installed a system from Siemens called Energy Monitoring and 
Control System (EMC). CCES has for a long time focused on CSR issues and has tried to steer towards 
energy efficiency using an energy-KPI that sum up all energy consumption for the whole plant. In an 
energy assessment ordered by CCES, an energy sub-metering system was pointed out as a way to focus 
more on specific energy saving options and enable follow-up of initiatives. 

The EMC system enables the user to meter and sub-meter energy flows of different kinds. Management at 
the production facility in Jordbro, the only one in Sweden that produces Coca-Cola Company’s beverages, 
found themselves neither using the system or the data it logged. As a solution to this problem this thesis 
was initiated. 

The project aims at solving the common problem of data overload, which managers started to experience 
during the 90’s when personal computers made it possible to track development on a very detailed level. 
The solution then was to create economic Key Performance Indicators that enabled managers to get an 
overview of the situation economically. Here a similar approach is chosen using Energy Performance 
Indicators (EnPIs) that will help Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden to assess the situation and on a more 
detailed level carry out and follow energy efficiency measures. 

1.2 Problem definition 
Rising energy prices together with growing concern for global warming, fierce international competition 
and corporate social responsibility issues make energy efficiency a pressing issue. However, since energy 
efficient technologies are available for commercial use already but not implemented, there seems to be a 
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discrepancy between what is possible to accomplish versus what is actually implemented. This discrepancy 
is often referred to as the “efficiency gap”. (Rohdin & Thollander, 2006) 

The roots of these barriers to cost-effective, energy efficient solutions are numerous. Rohdin and 
Thollander (2006) point out risk and cost barriers associated with product disruptions, lack of time, other priorities 
and lack of sub-metering to be the most deterring. They also point out driving factors such as people with real 
ambition and having a long-term energy strategy. 

This project focuses on the barrier associated with metering, monitoring and control. At Coca-Cola 
Enterprises Sweden a new Energy Monitoring and Control System from Siemens has been installed, in 
short called EMC. This system allows updated, high resolution energy consumption data to be produced. 
In order to find energy saving options, implementing them and follow the track to fulfill long-term 
objectives, it is paramount not only to generate these data, but also to visualize them and make them part 
of everyday operations. 

The beverage industry is a very large industry and Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden alone produce over one 
million liters of beverage on average each day for the Swedish market (and to a small extent the 
Norwegian market). In order to stay competitive, production must become effective in all aspects. 

Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden, which is a part of Coca-Cola Enterprises Europe, has for some time 
focused their attention on energy consumption and CSR, or as they themselves call it CRS, corporate 
responsibility and sustainability.  

In 2011 the International Organization for Standardization launched a new standard named 
ISO50001:2011. This standard is highly compatible with earlier standards, such as ISO14000. It contains a 
plan for visualization of energy use, identification of energy saving options and implementations of actions 
that can save energy. Coca-Cola Enterprises has implementation of ISO50001 as an outspoken ambition, 
but no date has been set for the factory in Sweden. New initiatives are to be compatible with the new 
standard, even if implementation isn’t planned in the near future. One of the most important steps 
towards becoming ISO50001 certified is to monitor energy use. 

With this in mind one of the major undertakings of CCE Sweden is to identify the barriers against energy 
efficiency most difficult to overcome and to implement a new analysis and follow-up tool that can 
visualize the energy consumption data generated by Siemens newly installed EMC System. 

1.3 Purpose 
The purpose of this project is to analyze and visualize the electricity consumption used for production at 
Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden. 

The web-based Energy Monitoring and Control (EMC) system from Siemens that collects and stores data 
on electricity consumption is currently in use at the facility. In order for this torrent of information to be 
easily available for management and employees, an excel-based tool has been developed that has the 
potential to raise energy awareness.  This tool contains Energy Performance Indicators (EnPIs), which will 
be used to interpret information on electricity consumption for each line and upstream unit individually. 

The long term objective of this project is to enable Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden to identify and assess 
Energy Saving Options in production by visualizing energy performance. The main purpose is not to 
actually find and implement initiatives, but rather to bring energy consumption to the agenda, by making it 
easy to assess, track and compare. 

The above mentioned tasks are some of the main steps in becoming more energy efficient according to 
several energy management systems, such as the ISO50001:2011 and will help Coca-Cola Enterprises 
Sweden to be ready for ISO50001 certification. They are also ways to further increase general resource 
efficiency as explained in ISO standards already implemented at CCES. 
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1.4 Report Structure 
First an introduction to the problem at hand and the issues that have led to the creation of this project is 
presented. The purpose and objectives of the project, the methods used, the research questions, which try 
to be answered and the delimitations made in the project are all found in the introductory chapter. 

The chapter that follows holds the theory used in this project. Different barriers against energy efficiency, 
making up the “efficiency gap”, are shown. Energy Management systems and Information and 
Communications Technology are also shortly explained and gone through and their connections to this 
project explained. 

In the Empirics chapter Coca-Cola Company, Enterprises and Enterprises Sweden are thoroughly 
investigated. The energy use, meeting structure and organization at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden are 
mapped. 

The report then carries on to explain more about the barriers against energy efficiency identified at CCES. 
This is done by systematically going through the different barriers and placing them in the context of 
CCES. The Energy Efficiency Maturity Level Model by The Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering 
Sciences is also introduced in this chapter, and CCES placed within this model. 

As an answer to the barriers identified in chapter four, chapter five adopts a widely used model to develop 
a tool, The Analysis and Follow-up Tool as it is referred to in this thesis, which can overcome the 
identified barriers. In chapter five the model is put in a larger context and a conceptualization of the task 
at hand is made. This chapter also contains the quantitative model which holds the different mathematical 
and physiological relationships used by the Analysis and Follow-up Tool. The tool is also thoroughly 
explained in this chapter.  

In chapter six the tool is evaluated both mathematically and conceptually. It is then applied to CCES and 
different suggestions on how it can be used to lower energy consumption are given. 

Chapter seven discusses which barriers were addressed by the developed model and the conclusions 
section determines to what extent these addressed barriers were actually overcome. The thesis is ended 
with further recommendations, which can be used by Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden to improve and 
develop the project. 

1.5 Method 
The purpose of this project is to design a tool used for analysis and follow-up of the electricity 
consumption at CCE Sweden’s facilities in Jordbro. By implementing a tool that visualizes energy 
consumption, deviations can be identified and energy saving options found and implemented on a more 
detailed level and initiatives aimed to lower energy intensity can be evaluated.  

Literature concerning barriers against energy efficiency has been reviewed. In the empirics chapter Coca-
Cola Enterprises Sweden has been thoroughly investigated in order to see which barriers seem to be 
present at CCES. Open interviews with staff and managers as well as written reports constitute the 
foundation for the empirics and the barriers found at the company. Some of these barriers will be affected 
by the development and implementation of an energy analysis and follow-up tool. 

In order to develop this tool a modeling method including four phases has been applied. First a 
conceptual model has been developed, which is an abstraction of the model itself and the surrounding in 
which it will work. The second step of the modeling method is where mathematical and physiological 
relationships are used to describe the conceptual model. In the third phase the model is evaluated. The 
fourth phase is where the model is applied to reach the purpose of the project. 

 

Figure 1: Steps in the modeling process 

Conceptuali-
zation 

Quantification Evaluation Applicaiton 
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In the discussion the barriers addressed by the developed tool are discussed and analyzed. The major 
findings are then brought up in the conclusions section.  

This project was created to make use of the data generated by the EMC system. Therefore some of the 
method of the project was already decided. A tool was to be created that would use this torrent of data to 
try and lower energy consumption. The open interviews were conducted to, in a simple and effective way, 
gain further understanding of Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden and the barriers against energy efficiency 
there. The method for developing the tool was chosen since it gives the user a comprehensive picture of 
what needs to be done early in the process in order to deliver the final results.  

1.6 Research Questions 
 Which barriers against energy efficiency seem to be present at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden? 

 How can a tool like the one developed in this project overcome these barriers? 

 Which barriers are addressed by a project such as this? 

 How ought a tool like this be implemented and used in order to overcome the identified barriers? 

 Which barriers were actually overcome through the development and implementation of the 
developed tool? 

 What can be done in the future to further raise energy awareness and develop the project? 

1.7 Delimitations (rewrite/add things) 
 The AFT will only concern electricity consumption in production. Not the electricity 

consumption associated with the rest of the facilities such as for headquarters. Nor will it take 
into consideration district heating or water consumption at CCES. 

 The project is meant to be a part of the implementation and certification according to the 
ISO50001. Therefore the literature review will focus mostly on theory concerning ISO 
implementation and requirements. 

 The case study will only follow and assess one production line. The others can are left as further 
implementation for CCES to accomplish in an analogous way. 

 The main point of the case study is not to implement ESOs, but rather to use the AFT to analyze 
the situation, identify ESOs and raise energy awareness. 

 Root Cause Analysis of EnPIs – this tool does not give reasons to why EnPIs deviate. It only 
points out that that is the case and then it is up to the user to make an analysis to see if the cause 
can be found. 

 Actions to improve high EnPIs – neither does this tool in itself identify actions that would lower 
energy consumption.   
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2 Theory 
Even though cuts in energy consumption are high on the agenda, not least due to global warming, much 
of the potential doesn’t seem to be fulfilled. Gorp (2005) point out that there are many different ways to 
reduce energy consumption that does indeed have a negative cost, meaning the increase in efficiency 
generate more money, even in the short term, than they cost. This must mean that there are barriers that 
hinder rational decisions when it comes to implementing energy efficiency initiatives. As described in the 
problem definition, this discrepancy between what is possible and lucrative to implement, to achieve 
reduced energy consumption, and what is actually implemented is referred to as the “Efficiency Gap”. 
Much research has been made on the field of barriers against energy efficiency, of which some of it is 
assessed in the sections below. 

2.1 A Taxonomy of Energy Efficiency Barriers 
A barrier can be defined as “a postulated mechanism that inhibits investments in technologies that are 
both energy efficient and (apparently) economically efficient.” To be able to identify and implement 
efficiency measures the barriers causing the Efficiency Gap have to be assessed and categorized. (Sorrell, 
o.a., 2000) 

In 2000 a major report on the barriers constituting the efficiency gap was finalized, by request of the 
European commission. In Barriers to Energy Efficiency in Public and Private Organisations (2000) four 
main classifications of barriers are found; Economic (non-market failure), Economic (market failure), 
Behavioral and Organizational. Within these four main classifications, 13 sub-categories are specified 
which define the barriers themselves. These are all depicted in Table 2. 

Table 2: Classification of Barriers to Energy Efficiency by Rhodin and Thollander based on (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Classification/Per
spective 

Sub-categories Description 

Economic (non-
market failure) 

Heterogeneity A technology or measure may be cost-efficient in general, but not in all cases.  

Hidden costs Examples of hidden costs are overhead costs, cost of collecting and analyzing 
information, production disruptions, inconvenience etc.  

Access to capital Limited access to capital may prevent energy efficiency measures from being 
implemented.  

Risk Risk aversion may be the reason why energy efficiency measures are 
constrained by short pay-back criteria.  

Economic (market 
failure) 

Imperfect information Lack of information may lead to cost-effective energy efficiency measures 
opportunities being missed.  

Split incentives If a person or department cannot gain benefits from energy efficiency 
investment it is likely that implementation will be of less interest.  

Adverse selection If suppliers know more about the energy performance of goods than 
purchasers, the purchasers may select goods on the basis of visible aspects 
such as price.  

Principal-agent 
relationships 

Strict monitoring and control by the principal, since he or she cannot see that 
what the agent is doing may result in energy efficiency measures being ignored.  

Behavioral Bounded rationality Instead of being based on perfect information, decisions are made by rule of 
thumb.  

Form of information Research has shown that the form of information is critical. Information 
should be specific, vivid, simple, and personal to increase its chances of being 
accepted.  

Credibility and trust The information source should be credible and trustworthy in order to 
successfully deliver information regarding energy efficiency measures. If these 
factors are lacking this will result in inefficient choices.  

Inertia Individuals who are opponents to change within an organization may result in 
overlooking energy efficiency measures that are cost-efficient  

Values Efficiency improvements are most likely to be successful if there are 
individuals with real ambition, preferably represented by a key individual within 
top management.  

Organizational Power Low status of energy management may lead to lower priority of energy issues 
within organizations.  

Culture Organizations may encourage energy efficiency investments by developing a 
culture characterized by environmental values.  
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These classifications or perspectives cannot be said to be entirely exclusive or exhaustive. Each 
perspective will have economic, behavioral and organizational aspects (Weber, 1997). The economic 
perspective is the one most exhaustively developed. However research show that it might not be sufficient 
only to explain and become aware of the existing barriers (Sorrell, o.a., 2000). 

2.1.1 Economic barriers (non-market failure) 
One of the reasons why economic barriers have attained so much attention is due to the widely believed 
hypothesis that agents make energy related decisions in a rational manner. The choices that concern 
investments in energy efficient measures reveal information about the investments themselves. These 
choices can be affected by for example imperfect information. Criticism has been raised against the 
rationality hypothesis, meaning that it overestimates the ability of the decision-making agent to make 
complex economic profit maximization calculations. Even though this might not be the case for most 
agents, by merely reflecting on the problem at hand, these calculations can be said to take place in a 
simplified manner. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000)  

The economic perspective on barriers above have been divided in two after a framework made by Jaffe 
and Stavins (1994). The first sub-category is non-market failure barriers, or simply market barriers. These 
barriers explain why any technology, that appear to be cost effective at current prices are not invested in. 
The other sub-category is market failure barriers, which take up the barriers that are caused by market 
imperfections and hence could, and possibly should, be approached by regulations and public policy 
interventions. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Heterogeneity 
The heterogeneity barrier stems from the fact that cost effectiveness is based on an average user in a 
particular situation. When outer factors might change the evaluation of the technology cannot be made in 
an analogue manner. Even though information about the technology might be present it may not be 
applicable to the specific situation. (Jaffe & Stavins, 1994; Golove & Eto, 1996) 

Hidden costs 
The hidden costs barrier presents perhaps the most important argument against the “efficiency gap” 
hypothesis. It suggest that engineering and economic models that calculate the cost effectiveness of a 
given investment might not account for all the costs, thereby arriving at the result that the technology or 
change is more efficient than it actually is. (Nichols, 1994) The hidden costs can relate to employing 
special people, energy information systems, cost of energy audits, identifying opportunities, extra staff and 
maintenance, disruptions, problems with safety, noise, working conditions, and much more.  

Four main categories of hidden costs can be assessed. These are: 

 Hidden production costs – are influenced by the attributes of the technology in question and site-
specific factors. These can be engineering costs, production interruption costs, etc. 

 Loss of utility – are also influenced by attributes of the technology and site-specific factors. These 
can be increased noise of new technology or reduced service quality. 

 Market transaction costs – are influenced by different markets for information and how available 
that information is. It can also be traced to the organizational procedures for external 
transactions. Costs for gathering and assimilating information on new equipment, specifications 
and tendering fall under this category.   

 Organizational transaction costs – These costs, in contrast to market transaction costs, are related 
to procedures for internal transactions. Monitoring and control costs, decision-making costs, 
maintaining and running energy information systems costs and many more costs are placed in this 
category.  

(Mallett, Sorrell, & Nye, 2011) 

Access to capital 
Another barrier making up the efficiency gap can be the lack of access to capital. Since many agents might 
not be able to get money below rates much higher than the average rate of return on capital it might be 
impossible to invest in more energy efficient solutions that demand a high rate of return. (Hirst & Brown, 
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1990) This is not a market failure barrier because it might very well be the case that borrowers, that have 
to pay a high interest, are at high risk of default and therefore should be shut out from the possibility to 
invest in these technologies. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Risk 
Sorrell et al. (2000) define three broad categories of risk: external, business and technical risk. The 
rejection of certain energy efficient technology might be a rational response to market risks, in which case 
it doesn’t build to the gap, but is entirely appropriate. If an objective calculation of risk cannot be made 
and instead perceptions of risks are dominant it might on the contrary constitute a huge barrier. External 
risks can be connected to macro-economic trends, reductions in energy prices and political changes and 
instability. Business risks are risks specifically for one sector or just one business or can be related to outer 
reactions to increased borrowing for investments. Technical risks exist because the technical performance 
of certain technologies cannot be assessed properly and these technologies might be unreliable due to 
their very nature of being innovative. 

2.1.2 Economic barriers (market failure) 
In neo-classical economics, market failures are often put into four main groups. These are incomplete 
markets, imperfect competition, imperfect information and asymmetric information. The first two, 
incomplete markets and imperfect competition, are according to Sorell et al. (2000) less likely to explain 
the efficiency gap. Instead focus in research has been on the two latter causes, imperfect information and 
asymmetric information.  

Imperfect information 
The energy service market produces and shares too little information about new technology. Therefore 
potential customers cannot assess investments and become frightened to make them (Huntington H. , 
1994). Information about current energy consumption, on energy-specific investment opportunities and 
information on energy consumption of new buildings and equipment is found to be of extra importance 
in order to promote energy efficiency investments. In the journal Energy & Environment, Eyre (1997) 
point out that “Faced with good information on capital costs and poor information on operating costs, 
consumers may rationally and systematically choose the low capital option”. Since most investments made 
in order to lower energy intensity are made infrequently, technology has probably changed substantially 
since the last purchase, making the information barrier even harder to overcome.   

Split incentives 
The barrier concerning split incentives have been known for many years. In short it can be described as 
the “what’s-in-it-for-me”-barrier. The classic example is the landlord-tenant relationship where the 
landlord might be less enthusiastic about retrofitting of an old apartment in order to save energy, since the 
gain in lowered spending on energy will be reaped by the tenant.  

It is also often the case that managers, who in most cases make the decision to invest in energy efficient 
technologies, remain in their position for relatively short periods of time (DeCanio, 1993). If the pay-back 
time of an investment is longer than the manager is around, he or she has no incentive to make it, even 
though it might prove beneficial in the long run. The use of sub-metering becomes even more important 
when seen in this light, in order to be able to create personal incentives for energy efficiency measures. If 
divisional managers were responsible for their own energy use, this would create an enormous incentive to 
save energy. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Adverse selection 
Adverse selection is a form of asymmetric information, where one part in a transaction has private 
information before entering the transaction. Therefore there might be an automatic selection of 
buyers/sellers due to the problems of the part with private information to convey this information. 
Consumers tend to base their decisions on visible traits such as price and underestimate the worth of high 
quality for example, causing the demand for high quality goods to be lower than the hypothetical demand. 
This barrier may be overcome through product guarantees or through the introduction of standards. 
(Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 
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Principal-agent relationships 
There is much literature on the subject of principal-agent relationships (Mohlo, 1998). This barrier arises 
when the agent, the part who acts, and the principal, the part who is affected by the actions, don’t know 
what the other one is doing. The borrower of money for example might benefit from being opportunistic 
and default even though he or she might not have to. Or a worker might benefit from not doing exactly 
what the employer wishes him to do. Though one part might benefit from this opportunistic behavior, the 
overall economic efficiency becomes less maximized. 

2.1.3 Behavioral barriers 
Even in a world with fully rational agents, that is firms that maximize their profit and consumers that 
maximize their utility, other barriers than the economic ones would impede economic efficiency. The 
rationality assumption has been widely criticized and poorly represents the actual behavior of agents some 
believe. With agents that behave in an irrational manner the efficiency gap becomes even larger and 
cannot be explained fully by only the economic barriers. Behavioral aspects must also be integrated into a 
full explanation. 

Bounded rationality 
The concept of bounded rationality was first introduced by Herbert Simon in the 1950’s (1959). The main 
idea is that a distinction has to be made between the rationality of the agents, that the economic models 
suggest and can process, and the actual rationality that comes with constraints from real life situations. 
Simon define these two types of rationality as substantive, prescribed by formal optimization models, and 
procedural rationality, which imply that people make decisions under the constraints of their attention, 
resources and ability to process information. This causes the agent’s behavior to be substantially different 
from the behavior suggested by economic models. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Procedural rationality has important implications. Agents will, rather than make economically optimal 
decisions, make satisfactory ones. Instead of draining time and human resources decisions are made when 
a satisfactory option is found. The other implication is that decisions are rational in that that they are goal 
oriented. The agent, instead of making correct objective considerations, use rule of thumb and routines to 
assert options, since time, attention, resources and ability to process information are limited. In industrial 
companies this can mean focusing on core activities, such as production processes, and underestimating 
the importance of bi-activities. Empirical studies support the hypothesis of bounded rationality. (Sorrell, 
o.a., 2000) 

The concept of bounded rationality has three major implications; first that these barriers cannot be fitted 
into classical economic models. Second the part of the efficiency gap that stems from market barriers and 
from bounded rationality is hard to define even after massive empirical studies. Thirdly, and perhaps most 
importantly, bounded rationality may undermine the effectiveness of intervention programs made to raise 
energy efficiency. If agents cannot use information provided, there is little use in providing more. (Sorrell, 
o.a., 2000) 

Because of bounded rationality, firms’ work may be looked at as collections of routines rather than 
rational choices being made on a regular basis. (Dosi & Nelson, 1994) Rules and routines become a way to 
handle the complexity of real world operations. Most decisions are a consequence of following pre-
determined rules and routines, rather than having a systematic approach and analyze every possible 
alternative. (Stern, 1984) 

When routines are entrenched they can become very hard to change. Fawkes and Jacques, in their brewery 
case study, found that an inefficient type of pump was used only due to the fact that it was easy to clean.  

‘…Only after extensive tests and persuasive efforts did the brewers admit that it was just as easy to clean the more efficient 
pump...... the brewers exhibited an almost fanatical unwillingness to even consider change’ (Fawkes & Jacques, 1987). 

Form of information 
There are substantial costs associated with acquiring and verifying information. However research done 
by, among others, Kempton (1994) show that even when information is basically provided at no cost, 
agents fail to access and use it. The form of information seems to be just as important as the availability. 
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This has been considered a fact in marketing and social psychology, but has failed to reach the energy 
efficiency community. Five points which are particularly important to the presentation of information are 
stated by Sorrell et al. (2000) 

 In order to get the message through, information should be specific and personalized. E.g. 
information about energy consumption is more effective is it is given at different resolution to 
different levels in an organization. 

 Information should be vivid rather than static. Interactive information is better than mere fact-
stating. Demonstration of tangible success is likely to have far more persuasive power than 
normal written sales pitches. 

 The information should be clear and simple. Firstly to reduce the cost of acquiring it, but also to 
make it memorable and persuasive.  

 Information should not be lagging in time. Frequent updates on decisions should be provided. 

 Specific feedback should be given for previously carried out energy efficiency measures if 
subsequent decisions are to be encouraged. 

It could be argued that some of these points fall under the category bounded rationality. For example the 
point that information should be clear and simple is partly to lower the cost of acquiring it. The design of 
effective information seems to be very complex.  

‘Human learning processes and the effective coupling of energy information to incentives are complex topics that remain poorly 
understood in the energy conservation area.’ (Lutzenhiser, 1993) 

This is especially true when it comes to feedback (Lutzenhiser, 1993). 

Credibility and trust 
This barrier is intuitive in its nature. If information comes from a credible and trusted source it is rightly 
assumed to be more persuasive than if it comes from an unknown source or from a known lobby group 
for example. Credibility and trust will depend on many factors, such as where the information comes from 
(private, governmental, charity or pressure group), past experience with the source, recommendations, etc. 
Especially interpersonal contacts are found to be of great importance. Most of these contacts are made at 
the workplace where colleagues create a great foundation for trust and credibility. US domestic energy 
efficiency programs had a much higher rate of success if implemented via community groups that had 
already build trust through personal contacts. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Inertia 
Inertia can be viewed as peoples’ resistance to change on irrational grounds. (Rohdin & Thollander, 2006) 
From a neo-classical economical perspective this barrier does not qualify for policy intervention since it is 
not considered a market-failure. However, if looked at from a behavioral perspective, inertia is very likely 
to be a major obstacle and must be taken into account when explaining the energy efficiency gap. (Katzev, 
1987) 

Gains are treated differently from losses. Opportunity costs will consequently be undervalued compared 
to out-of-pocket-costs. And foregone gains will be less disturbing than perceived losses. When it comes to 
energy efficiency, companies have the tendency to consider their current energy consumption fixed. They 
do already own the facilities and have the routines to support the core activity and pay the necessary 
energy bills. (Hewett, 1998)  

When energy efficiency investments are considered the future gains are viewed as opportunity gains and 
the capital expenses viewed as out-of-pocket costs, which is a promoting factor to inertia. Potential 
efficiency gains are uncertain, sometimes due to lack of sub-metering, causing decision makers to withhold 
the status quo rather than to make an unsure investment. (Mallett, Sorrell, & Nye, 2011) 

Inertia is highly connected with energy efficiency since energy efficiency often involves investments in 
hardware with uncertain outcomes if energy metering cannot be carried out. 
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Values 
In one sense economic theories about barrier hypothesis should be able to explain the whole efficiency 
gap since people are assumed to be rational. But in real life there is a large discrepancy between 
economically rational behavior and actual behavior influenced by values. Values, in turn, are influenced by 
external factors such as global warming and a changing climate.  

A distinction can be made between personal values and the values of the organization. Organizational 
values are embedded in a wider culture at the organization. Values of higher management are undoubtedly 
important to realize energy efficiency means. Values can help individuals notice investments that would 
otherwise have gone under the radar. 

The visibility of the energy efficiency also greatly matters since it helps create values and good will around 
the company. (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

2.1.4 Organizational barriers 
Models that depict organizational barriers define companies as “social systems influenced by goals, 
routines, organizational structures, etc.” Firms are run by decision-makers and trade-offs have to be made 
between non-energy related goals and goals that concern energy efficiency. Decision-makers cannot hold 
all information about all decisions and therefore it becomes impossible to always make the most rational 
decision. If responsibilities for energy consumption isn’t clear energy efficiency improvements might not 
be raised to the agenda. (Weber, 1997) 

Behavioral barrier models instead focus on the person, with varying attitudes and values towards energy, 
within the organization. Taking one step further out means focusing on the organization where the agents 
act. How this organization influence the efficiency gap is explored in the two following sections. 

Power 
An organization can be viewed as a political playfield where actors use their relative power to push their 
agenda and influence decisions. Theories about organizations as political entities are connected to energy 
efficiency and the efficiency gap through the level of power of environmental managers and driving 
spirits. Since different interests are present, different goals will be set and political theories try to explain 
those interdependencies. (Morgan, 1995) 

Power can be defined as the medium that is used to push one’s agenda. Morgan (1995) defines four types 
of power: 

 Formal authority – usually associated with a formal position in an organization. 

 Control of scarce resources – such as skills, raw materials, human capital, etc. Since budgeting 
and planning is a central activity of most firms this power becomes important. 

 Structure – how decisions are made and if the organization is centralized or decentralized matters 
much to the power level of certain groups. 

 Information and knowledge – a key resource that can influence decisions and create 
dependencies. 

To analyze the barriers against energy efficiency the questions one must ask are: How much power is 
available to the actors responsible for implementing energy efficiency? Do those actors have the required 
information? And how much control do they have over key resources? (Sorrell, o.a., 2000) 

Culture 
In an analogue manner to how values affect the individual, culture affect the whole organization and how 
energy efficiency technologies are adopted. Whilst culture may not be a barrier in the ordinary sense, it 
offers explanations about in which organization new technologies can be introduced. Hatch and Schultz 
(1997) define culture as the mix of knowledge, ideology, values, norms, laws and day-to-day-rituals.  

In most literature it has been pointed out how much top management matter when it comes to shaping 
values that guide the organization. (Gladwin, 1992)  
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The adoption of new energy efficient technology depends heavily on status and place of environmental 
values within an organization. Much emphasis ought to be placed on “soft” cultural factors, such as 
adopting an energy policy. (Energy Efficiency Office, 1995) (Higher Education Funding Council for 
England et al, 1996) 

2.2 Energy Management Systems 
An Energy Management System, or EnMS, is a tool that is intended to continuously help companies look 
over and improve their energy use. It contains a set of rules or guidelines in order to map and analyze the 
current situation and find ways to increase energy efficiency, lower energy use and increase the portion of 
renewable energy or the energy exchange with the surrounding environment. (Swedish Energy Agency, 
2010) 

There are many different standards for energy management systems. ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 are some 
of the most well-known. Sweden has had a leading role when it comes to implementing energy 
management systems and has had its own standard, SS627750, in place since 2003. About 100 Swedish 
companies have had 250 plants certified with this Swedish standard. (Swedish Energy Agency, 2010) 

CCES is ISO14001 certified and plan to become ISO50001 certified in the near future. Therefor much 
focus will be put on ISO50001 in this literature review. 

2.2.1 ISO 50001:2011 
ISO is the International Organization for Standardization. ISO has created over 18 000 standards 
worldwide in order to increase sustainable development within three fields: economics, the environment 
and society. (International Organization for Standardization, 2011). 

ISO50001:2011 or just ISO50001 is a new international standard for energy management systems that was 
introduced in 2011. By following certain steps, companies are encouraged to improve their energy use and 
become ISO50001 certified. To become ISO50001 certified companies are required to implement clear 
energy management routines that contain certain management strategies. By implementing a fixed 
framework and becoming ISO50001 certified, the following is supposed to be accomplished: 

 Better use of existing energy consumption 

 Improved communication on energy management 

 Implementation of best practices and enforced good energy management behavior 

 Evaluation and implementation of new energy efficient technologies 

 Energy efficiency throughout the supply chain 

 Facilitate energy management projects aimed to lower greenhouse gas emissions 

 Integration with other management systems, such as those for health and safety 

(International Organization for Standardization, 2011) 

The ISO50001 standard is based on the system plan-do-check-act which is found in earlier ISO standards. 
The first step, Plan, involves making a thorough energy audit in order to set baseline values for future 
comparison, setting up Energy Performance Indicators (EnPI, or energy KPIs), stating objectives and 
targets and forming action plans in order to reach these goals. The second step, Do, contains actual 
implementation of actions that were agreed upon in the first step. This is followed by the phase Check, 
where the implemented actions are monitored and measured and EnPIs tracked. The result is then 
evaluated against objectives, baselines and targets, to visualize improvements and the energy use itself. The 
last step is called Act. This step ensures that continuous improvements are made to the Energy 
management system so that goals and action plans are updated and new targets set. In this way a positive 
loop has been created and the process is supposed to start over again. 
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Figure 2: Overview of the process Plan-Do-Check-Act in ISO50001 (International Organization for Standardization, 
2011) 

2.2.2 Baseline scenario 
Energy saving projects can involve large capital investment. Even if the capital investments are low, as in 
projects that mainly deal with behavioral changes, other barriers such as risk of disruptions in industry 
processes are looked upon with much skepticism. Energy saving projects that risk disrupting normal 
processes and/or are associated with large investments will surely be subject to executive review. In such 
circumstances it is not unusual that high level managers are familiar with and follow the management 
routines linked with Six Sigma (another set of tools and strategies for process improvements) and ISO 
management systems. These management systems highlight the importance of measuring improvements 
and following outcomes compared to a set baseline scenario. A natural way to assure long-term energy 
efficiency improvements and attract the attention and enthusiasm of higher management is to describe a 
baseline scenario which can be used to compare investments to. (Gorp, 2005) 

The new ISO management system ISO50001 requires that energy planning becomes a documented 
process where progress and deviations are traced. To know what a deviation is a baseline scenario has to 
be set. This scenario should be based on an energy review that depicts the organization’s energy situation 
historically and today. The energy review is a thorough document that will lay the foundation for the 
baseline. It ought to contain the following key headlines: 

 Current energy sources 

 Analysis of past energy use and energy consumption 

 Analysis of present energy use and energy consumption 

 Estimates of future energy use and energy consumption 

 Significant energy uses 

 Current performance of the processes, systems, equipment and facilities associated with the 
significant energy uses 

 Relevant variables that affect the significant energy uses 

 Estimates of future energy use and consumption for significant energy uses 

 Prioritized opportunities for improving energy performance 

(U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) 
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One of the main reasons to establish a baseline is to have reference point that all future improvements in 
energy performance can be measured against. In order to present the business case of energy performance 
improvements one has to be able to compare before and after data that clearly show the effects of a 
certain change. (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) Indeed this is a major barrier identified, by amongst 
others, Rohdin and Thollander (2006). In their survey, imperfect information about energy saving 
opportunities and outcomes, constituted a barrier resulting from lack of possibility to track and evaluate 
changes. 

Many different baselines can be established for different parts of the organization, depending on the 
EnPIs and what can be measured. A baseline could represent the whole facility or factory, or be broken 
up into fragments representing only a system, a process or a piece of equipment. The baseline is usually 
kept static. However there are times when changes have to be made. One example is if the EnPIs chosen 
earlier no longer reflect the energy consumption, or when there has been major changes in production 
processes. (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) 

2.2.3 Determine goals and long-term targets 
If the goal of setting up a thorough and reliable baseline is to provide a reference model that can act as a 
starting point before energy management actions commenced, then the target model acts as a “yardstick” 
for comparison of future energy saving activities. (Gorp, 2005)  

How goals and targets are set varies from organization to organization and depend on factors such as 
strategy, CSR, policies, etc. The goals, targets and action plans determined lay the foundation for a 
successful Energy Management System that could help lower an organization’s energy consumption as 
well as keep it low. There is an abundance of literature on how targets and goals ought to be set. This 
project will not go into the details of these frameworks and models, only state that this is the case and a 
thorough investigation should be made before targets are definitely set. 

2.2.4 Setting up appropriate Energy Performance Indicators (EnPIs) 
The energy baseline can be said to be the starting point for energy performance improvements. But in 
order to track energy performance over time, Energy KPIs or Energy Performance Indicators (EnPIs) are 
needed. EnPIs are the quantitative measures of energy performance. EnPIs should fit managers and 
employees at different levels in the organization. By using EnPIs a torrent of raw data that was perhaps 
generated “just in case we would sometime need it” can be assessed by a visual chart if designed 
effectively. In order for the EnPIs to work they have to be accepted by managers and employees as an 
accurate representation of energy performance. (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) 

One way to determine appropriate EnPIs is to start with the current environmental, energy and 
sustainability goals and then see which EnPIs best represent the path to obtain these goals. In this way 
one can avoid oversizing a monitoring and control system. In order to be effective the goals cannot only 
specify which future targets to reach, but also has to encompass what metrics to use and the timeframe in 
which to reach the targets. A structure for an overall performance metric definition ought to contain the 
following points according to Gorp (2005): 

 What energy consumption data to use in order to present the baseline value and from where to 
get it 

 What that energy data should be compared to in order to design EnPIs and from where to get it 

 Determine the EnPIs to represent the baseline scenario, what units to use, and what targets to 
reach for by a certain timeframe 

 How to gather the needed data for energy consumption and how to document this data 

 How to gather the needed production data and how to document this data 

 State how often and to what level of detail these two sets of data ought to be comprised into 
EnPI and assessed in an energy performance report and to whom it should be delivered to 

All EnPIs should be described in detail so that everyone understands what is being measured and why. 
(Gorp, 2005) 
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2.3 Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
It is no exaggeration to say that Information and Communication Technology, or simply ICT, has 
changed the world we live in. The commercialization of the Personal Computer (PC) and the internet 
made it possible to share information in a totally new way, and at speeds that were previously 
unimaginable. ICT has entered all parts of society, not least the industry sector. The ability of computers 
to access data and make decisions based on that information is crucial for efficiency and development. 

For a long time the availability of energy consumption data has been limited. But with new information 
systems, that allow sub-metering with high resolution, the energy field is reaching into a new phase, where 
information is abundant. This however may cause new problems when it comes to managing this torrent 
of data and translate it into usable information. 

Information, how it is managed, shared and communicated, are critical factors when it comes to energy 
efficiency. Imperfect information and lack of information may hinder the optimal solution from being 
chosen, or the form of information may hinder the recipient from using it. Huntington et al. (1994) go as 
far as saying that “…information problems taking different forms are the principal source of market 
failures that account for the “gap” in energy efficiency investments”. Too much and too detailed data can 
deter and too little will keep investors from risking an investment. One way to reduce the information 
barrier is to implement an energy monitoring system. In this way investments can be assessed and the 
result followed.  

How much information is available depends to a large extent on the information from the utility bill, the 
level of sub-metering, the availability of relevant benchmarks, the use of computerized information 
systems, the time devoted to analyzing consumption information, and so on (Mallett, Sorrell, & Nye, 
2011).  

In most energy management systems today, such as the new ISO50001:2011, a way to handle energy 
information is one of the founding stones. Information about past, present and future energy 
consumption makes it possible to set goals, track performance and communicate results. (Gorp, 2005) 

The adoption of energy information systems in industries and businesses around the world has however 
had an unexpected outcome. Instead of increased knowledge about energy consumption and easier 
decision-making, executives and managers “drown” in data that is too detailed and too specific to handle. 
(Gorp, 2005) The business sector underwent the same development earlier in history. After the 
introduction of computers, everyone started measuring everything. To be able to make sense of all the 
new data, Key Performance Indicators, KPIs, were introduced. These KPIs, if used correctly, helped 
managers at different levels in the organization to get “nuggets” of information that clearly depicted how 
the business did and what should be focused on to improve performance. The same approach can be used 
on energy information systems. Instead of generating and presenting data as often and from as many 
measuring points as possible, less data can be generated, but interpreted better.  

The factors affecting a good energy information system or energy monitoring and control system are 
many and often depend on the KPIs that each business consider important for energy analysis. It is often 
a good idea to first determine the energy performance indicators and later install the energy monitoring 
and control system, in order not to over dimension it. EMC systems can be rather expensive and too 
many measuring points could make the system too complicated. On the contrary can a detailed system 
offer great possibilities for future, further investigation, once a simple, understandable and visual system is 
in place. (Gorp, 2005) 

2.3.1 The Energy Monitoring & Control System from Siemens 
EMC is common abbreviation, in this case used by Siemens for their energy information and 
communication system and stands for Energy Monitoring and Control. It is a system developed by 
Siemens to help companies do just that, monitor and control their energy consumption. It can be used to 
track different kinds of flows such as gas, water, district heating or electricity. The system is web-based, 
meaning that its users can log in from anywhere to access data and follow consumption. 
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The physical meters, that actually measure the electricity consumption, are called transformers. Up to a 
level of about 63 ampere, these meters are not transformers at all, but directly read the magnetic field of a 
current and use this information to calculate the electricity consumption. If the current is larger than 63 
ampere, transformers are used to transform the current so that a meter of appropriate size can be used. 
These transformers (meters) store information about accumulative electricity consumption and are 
assigned unique addresses. 

DUCs (data-under-centraler) are then used to gather the information from the different meters. The DUC 
goes around in a loop between the meters to gather new information. If new information has been logged 
into the meters it is collected and brought to the DUC. Before reaching the DUC the signal is converted 
from BUS to TCP/IP. The DUC is connected to the LAN and information can thereby be retrieved by 
using any computer logged into the network. The computer program used to collect this data is called 
Desigo Insight and is also delivered by Siemens.  

EMC is based on ASP (Application Service Providing) technology. This means that the data stored in 
Desigo Insight is acquired by Siemens’ servers. When the web-based program EMC is then used, it 
retrieves its information from this server. Via this program reports on energy consumption can be viewed 
by the user manually or generated automatically by the program and sent via e-mail or sms. 

 

Figure 3: Model of Siemens' Energy Monitoring and Control System 

The monitor arrow represents the EMC system in the circle below. The monitored meters provide data 
for analysis. If analyzed correctly energy saving options can be found and the facility in question can be 
optimized. 

 

Figure 4: Positive loop of Energy Savings (Siemens) 

The web-based program allows the user to bundle several physical meters together, making one virtual 
meter. In this way a whole process, comprised of several energy demanding operations, can be viewed as 
one entity for analysis. Hence the user doesn’t have to add or subtract different energy flows to find the 
right consumption for one pre-defined process. Instead the program can be set up once and then generate 
data for key processes on a regular basis. 
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3 Empirics 
In this chapter Coca-Cola in general and Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden in particular is investigated and 
mapped. The chapter starts with an introduction to the soft drink industry and then specifies on the 
facilities in Jordbro, Sweden and the organization building up CCES. To be able to investigate the barriers 
against energy efficiency emphasis has been put on the energy situation at the company and the factors 
that can come to affect a project such as this. 

3.1 The Soft Drink Industry 
The soft drink industry is an old industry but that doesn’t necessarily mean the market has calmed down. 
New products are being launched every day and competition is fierce. 

The word soft in soft drink refers to the fact that the drink contains less than 0.5 % of alcohol by volume, 
in contrast to “hard” drinks that contain more than 0.5 % alcohol. Soft drinks are most often, but not 
always carbonated. The first soft drink was manufactured in Paris and was basically lemonade sweetened 
with honey. In the 18th century the process of artificially impregnating still water with carbon dioxide was 
invented by the researcher Joseph Priestley (Priestley, 1772). This rather complicated process of dripping 
sulfuric acid onto chalk in order to produce carbon dioxide gas was later automatized by Swedish scientist 
Torbern Bergman, which allowed for large quantities of, what we today would call sparkling water, to be 
produced.  

In the early years of soft drinks, bottling techniques had not been developed. Soft drinks were instead sold 
from so called soda fountains placed in drug stores of ice cream parlors. 1886 is an important year in soft 
drink history. It was the year when carbonated soft drinks were first sold in glass bottles. But it is 
important for other reasons too. In 1886 Coca Cola and Dr. Pepper were introduced to the market 
through pharmacies.  

Over 1500 patents were filed for sealing techniques during the late 19th century, but since bottled 
carbonated beverages are under quite a lot of pressure they are not easily stored and transported. However 
in 1892 the first truly successful technique for sealing was invented. When glass blowing of bottles became 
automatized in 1899 the sale of bottled soft drinks could flourish. During the first half of the 20th century 
sales of bottled soft drinks rose enormously. During the second half of the century canned sodas would 
also get a market share. PET bottles were introduced and patented on the market in 1973 and do today 
comprise the largest share of sold soft drinks. (Wyeth, 1973) 

Since the introduction of bottled sparkling beverages, the market and the industry has changed 
tremendously. Products are introduced to the market constantly, in order to please different market 
segments. New techniques for more effective production are researched and introduced continuously. 

Most large scale beverage companies today have very modern production facilities for container 
production, filling and handling, in order to quickly be able to fill the requirements of the market. One of 
the latest recognizable trends is health and nutrition beverages, in particular drinkable yoghurt, but also 
highly caffeinated beverages such as Red Bull (AC Nielsen). 

3.1.1 Coca-Cola 
The Coca-Cola Company is the world’s largest beverage company, producing over 1.8 billon servings per 
day. The headquarters are located in Atlanta, Georgia in the U.S.A. Worldwide the company is built up as 
a franchise company. Coca-Cola Company themselves only produce the concentrate from with the 
beverages are mad. The Coca-Cola Company also develops new products and marketing campaigns.  

The first producer of Coca-Cola Company’s beverages in Europe was located in the Netherlands and 
started producing in 1993. In 2010 The Coca-Cola Company bought Coca-Cola Enterprises North 
American Operations. Today Coca-Cola Enterprises own factories and produce for the western European 
market in The UK, France, Benelux, Sweden, Norway and Belgium. (Om CCE i Sverige, 2012) 

Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden, CCES, produce and sell about 1 million liters of beverage per day in their 
factory in Jordbro, Sweden, for the Swedish and Norwegian market. They have a turnover of about 3 
billion SEK annually, 817 employees (in 2011) and have a large portfolio of beverages. Some examples are 
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of course Coca Cola, Coca Cola light, Coca Cola Zero, but also Fanta, Sprite, Vitamin Water, Burn, 
Bonaqua and Minute Maid. The factory in Jordbro was founded in 1997 and production rights for Coca-
Cola were previously owned by Pripps. The factory has seven production lines: three for non-refillable 
PET bottles, one for cans, one for recyclable glass bottles, one for bag-in-boxes of concentrate and one 
for Tetra Brik beverages. In order to provide full delivery coverage with only one production facility in 
Sweden, CCES use 16 cross docks where larger shipments are divided and transported further. CCES’s 
goal is to reach 99% of Sweden within 24 hours. (Om CCE i Sverige, 2012) 

3.2  Factory Set-up and Production 

3.2.1 Main production lines 
CCES’ factory in Sweden has seven production lines and one sorting line for glass bottles of various 
kinds. The lines are all modern and highly automated. In Table 3 the different lines and capacities are 
shown. 

Table 3: Summary of production lines 

Line Specifics Primary pack 
(liters) 

No of shifts 
(normally) 

S3 Sorting RGB 0,33 1 

S4 RGB 0,33 1 

S5 Can 0,33 2 

S6 NRPET 0,5; 1; 1,5; 1,75; 2 2 

S7 Bag-in-box 5; 10; 20; 250 1 

S8 NRPET 0,5 2 

S9 Brik 0,2 1 

S10 NRPET 1,5 2 

 

 Line S3/4 is a recyclable glass line that actually consists of two lines. S3 sorts and cleans incoming 
glass bottles, while S4 fills the correct bottles with beverage, labels them and pack them 
appropriately. 

 Line S5 is the fastest line (counted in produced units per hour) at CCES. It is a can line and has a 
capacity of 100 000 cans per hour. It only produces cans of the volume 0,33 liters. 

 Line S6 is a Non-Refillable PET-line that can fill, label and pack bottles of many different 
volumes. It has a capacity of around 22-24 000 bottles per hour. 

 Line S7 gets non-diluted concentrate from the beverage preparation facility. It then fills bags-in-
boxes of volume 5, 10, 20 and 250 liters with this concentrate. These boxes are used at restaurants 
around Sweden, such as McDonald’s where at sight the concentrate is mixed with carbonated 
water. 

 Line S8 is also a Non-Refillable PET-line that produce 0.5 liter bottles at a maximum capacity of 
36 000 bottles per hour. 

 Line S9 is a Tetra BRIK-line. It fills tetra pack cartons with non-sparkling beverages, for example 
MER. It has a capacity of 24 000 units per hour and is very stable with few disruptions. 

 Line S10 is the newest line and produces only 1.5 liter Non-Refillable PET-bottles at a maximum 
rate of 36 000 bottles per hour. The bottles are stacked on plastic racks. The line is equipped with 
a dishwasher to clean these racks. 

Line S5, S6, S8 and S10 are monitored by a system called LineView. LineView keeps track of all the 
components making up the line to see if there are stops or critical factors that have to be observed. The 
other lines have a less detailed system for monitoring and control, called Proficy. 

All lines are set up according to what is called a v-curve, meaning that the critical machine, i.e. the slowest 
one, is at the bottom of the curve setting the maximum speed of production. All other machines before 
and after the critical machine is adjusted to run slightly faster than the machine next to it in the direction 
towards the critical machine as depicted in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Example of V-shape for machine speeds (speed of critical machine for line S10) 

3.2.2 Non-bottling production units 
In addition to these production lines, of which one, S3 is just a sorting line for unsorted glass bottles, the 
factory in Jordbro has other units that provide raw materials and help functions to these primary 
production lines. These help units, in this thesis referred to as units or upstream units are: 

Table 4: Upstream production units 

Upstream Production units Comment 

Process Air Unit Air compressors that provide low pressure air for pressurized machines 

Syrup Unit Produce the different beverages that goes out to all the lines 

Destruction Unit Inferior goods are destroyed and sent for recycling 

Bottle Blowing Unit Produces the PET-bottles for lines 6 and 8 and provide the HP air for lines 6,8 and 10. 

Freezer Unit Used to store ingredients that need cooling 

Process Air Unit 
There are compressors that provide workload air work with low pressure, around 6 bars, in order for 
machines and robots in the whole factory to work. The compressors and the help activities around them 
are all referred to as the Process Air Unit. Their energy consumption is associated with all lines, since all 
lines use robots. Figure 6 shows which lines are dependent on this unit. 

 

Figure 6: Production lines associated with the Process Air Unit 

Syrup Unit 
The Syrup Unit uses on average about 17 % of the electricity needed for production, the second largest 
consumer of electricity in production. In this unit the two sets of beverage concentrate, that are 
manufactured in Ireland and then shipped to Sweden, are mixed with sugar, water and acids to make the 
less thick concentrate that is in turn used to make drinkable beverage. The second stage concentrate can 
either be mixed with CO2 and more water or packed directly in bag-in-boxed for use in so called beverage 
fountains, found for example at McDonald’s. The second stage concentrate is mixed at a ratio of 5.6 to 1 
for most beverages. If light products are produced then the sugar is exchanged for sweetener of various 
sorts. In Figure 7 below these connections are shown on a simplified conceptual level.  

Process Air 
Unit 

S3/4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 
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Figure 7: Simplified layout of Syrup Unit 

Some of the main reasons why this unit consumes such large amounts of energy are due to pasteurization 
and heating of sugar. Much of this energy comes from district heating. Pumps however are purely run on 
electricity. Figure 8 shows which lines are dependent on the Syrup Unit. 

 

Figure 8: Production lines associated with the Syrup Unit 

Destruction Unit 
The Destruction Unit is where all scrap products are handled and destroyed. This unit usually consumes 
very little electricity. The plastic bottles are shredded and cans and glass bottles crushed and sent for 
recycling. The beverage is used to produce bio gas at a power plant. Figure 9 shows which lines contribute 
to the workload of the Destruction Unit. 

 

Figure 9: Production lines associated with the Destruction Unit 

Bottle Blowing Unit 
The Bottle Blowing Unit consumes on average about 35 % of the electricity used for production at CCES, 
which makes it one of the most important units to look at for energy efficiency improvements. This unit 
consists of four compressors (of which at the moment only three, the ones used, are added to EMC), 
bottle blowing machines (machines that heat ampules of plastic and then use high pressurized air and 
molds to form the bottles), bottle trajectories (to carry the bottles to their respective productions lines) 
and cooling machines for the compressors. The bottle blowing machines produce bottles for lines 6 and 8. 
Line 6 uses two blowers and line 8 two blowers. These could be exchanged, but never are, due to long 
lead times. Line 10 uses its own bottle blowing machine, but is dependent on the supply of high 
pressurized air from the compressors in this unit. All compressors have three modes; off, half force and 
full force, and are run according to an automatic program that measures when the pressure in the 
connected system is too high or too low.  

Figure 10 shows which lines are dependent on the bottle blowing unit and to what extent.  

Syrup Unit 
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Destruction 
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Figure 10: The parts constituting the Bottle blowing unit and their respective associated lines 

Freezer Unit 
There is one large freezer room at CCES where ingredients for the different beverages are stored. The 
freezer is about 140 square meters and powered by a 9 kW compressor. The heat exchanger has the total 
cooling effect of 33 kW and provides an output temperature of -23.3 degrees Celsius. 

Figure 11 shows which lines are dependent on the Freezer Unit. 

 

Figure 11: Production lines associated with the Freezer unit 

3.2.3 Facilities not directly involved in production (offices and 

warehouse) 
CCES’ site in Jordbro is 168 000 square meters and the roofed area is about 62 000 square meters. There 
is one detached building that houses offices for the head quarter. Other offices are places in conjunction 
with the production facility.  

District heating is used to heat the facility, but also for several processes involved in production, such as 
pasteurization. One large air-to-air cooler with four pumps are used for comfort cooling.  

This project only focuses on electricity consumption for production. Therefore the rest of the facilities are 
only shortly mentioned. 

3.2.4 Cleaning-In-Place (CIP) 
All lines can bottle different beverages, such as Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola Zero, Fanta and MER. Depending 
on the beverage that was previously produced and the beverage that is to be produced after the change, a 
cleaning process has to take place. These cleaning processes are referred to as CIPs, or Cleaning in Place. 
As the name suggest CIPs are used to clean the line to prevent two beverages from mixing and to 
disinfect the line. Depending on the beverages the CIPs can be either hot or cold. If, for example, a 
beverage with real fruit juices has been produced previously, a hot CIP must be carried out to ensure 
complete rinse of the system. Whereas if Coca-Cola has been produced and the line changes to Coca-Cola 
Zero only a cold CIP has to be carried out. These CIPs of course consume energy. A hot CIP consumes 
quite substantially more energy than a cold CIP. However, most energy needed for the CIPs are used to 
heat water. This energy is foremost taken from the district heating system and does not affect the 
electricity consumption. 

CIPs are considered line DT and hence affect production volumes and line utility. 

3.3 Organizational Chart 
The top organizational chart is shown in Figure 12. Head of supply chain at CCES is the Operations 
Director. Below this position is the Local Management Team that consists of the Manufacturing 
Operations Manager, Distribution Operations Manager, Engineering Manager, QESH Manager, 
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Operational Excellence Manager, HR Business Partner and the Plant Controlling Manager. This project 
was carried out under the Engineering Manager’s division. 

 

Figure 12: Top organizational chart of Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden 

The Manufacturing Operations Manager is responsible for production and directly below this position are 
the Production Managers (“produktionschefer”). The production managers are each responsible for 
different production lines or upstream units. Each line or unit has operating shifts. Up to three shifts per 
line or unit. These shifts are run by Shift Leaders who operate the line by the help of their operators. The 
first shift usually starts at 06:00 and ends at 14:00 and the second shift runs from 14:00 to 22:30. In some 
cases there is also a night shift. The manufacturing department’s organization is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Organizational chart of manufacturing section 

3.4 Dashboards and Meetings 
The meeting structure at CCES is rather developed with many regular meetings as well as unplanned one-
time meetings. Daily Dashboards are used in some meetings to present important KPIs and put a 
structure to the meeting. In some cases the dashboards also have room for comments and action plans to 
be fitted into them. Below a summary of the meetings that could influence this project the most is placed. 
The meetings are not shown in chronologic order as they are held during the day in Figure 14. Rather are 
they sorted according to how frequently held they are.  
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Figure 14: Summary of Meetings and Dashboards at CCES 

3.4.1 Monthly Management Dashboard 
This dashboard consists of several parts produced to give a more long-term understanding of progress at 
CCES. No particular meetings are held to accommodate this dashboard. Here the bottom line is shown as 
well as key projects, initiatives and KPIs. One of the KPIs is Energy usage in the unit of kWh/1000l. All 
KPIs are shown for the last three and 12 month periods. 

 

Figure 15: Monthly Operating Scorecard for period 8 (August) at CCES 

  

•Dashboard without assigned meeting to visualize certain KPIs 

Monthly Dashboards (no meeting) 

•Exhaustive meeting with accompanying dashboard to keep track of KPIs and improvement initiatives 
where Local Management Team is attending 

Weekly Dashboard meetings (Mondays, 12:30) 

•Meeting for Production Managers, Shift Leaders and Operators to discuss last week's biggest time and 
production losses. 

Production losses meeting (time depending on line, weekly) 

•Walk through The Daily Dashboard with most important KPI, such as LU. Go through what happened 
yesterday and define actions for improvement as well as follow up of implemented actions.  

Daily Dashboard meetings (9:30 daily) 

•Meeting for Production Managers and other concerned parts to discuss yesterday's production, 
problems and how to handle those problems short term. 

Morning Meetings in production (8:30 daily) 

•Discuss previous shift and what to focus on during the next shift 

Shift leader meetings (twice daily) 

•Meetings for shift leaders and operators to, very quickly, go through the last four hours of production 
to solve problems and decide what to focus on during the next four hour period. 

Short Interval Control meetings (08:00, 12:00, 16:00, 20:00, 24:00 daily) 
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3.4.2 Weekly Operations Meetings/Local Management Team Meetings 
These meetings are held once a week on Mondays with the local management team to discuss action plans 
and make decisions. Table 5 shows which major topics are brought up and discussed. 

Table 5: Main topics brought up during Weekly Operations meetings 

Meeting topic Main KPI Comment 

Financial/Performance - Line Utilization 

- Variance on 
ingredients 

LU for the past week is discussed for the different lines. 
Deviations are documented. 

Health & Safety - Lost Time Accidents 
(LTA) 

Accidents that cause lost time are documented and 
comments/actions are written down. 

Corporate Responsibility and 
Sustainability 

- Energy Use Ratio 
(kWh/1000l) 

- Water Use Ratio (l/l) 

Comments and actions are noted. 

Quality - Complaints per 
million units 

- Headcount & Icon 

- Capital Expenses 

 

Volume - Volume produced  

3.4.3 Production losses meeting 
These meetings are held for each line and upstream unit individually at different times during the week. 
During these meetings last week’s biggest losses, either time or production, are brought up and discussed. 
The causes to these losses are investigated and action plans to solve the problems are laid out. Shift 
leaders, Production managers and to some extent also operators attend these meetings. 

3.4.4 Daily Dashboard Meetings 
These meetings are held with the following key managers: Operations Director, QESH manager, 
Engineering Manager, Distribution Operations manager, Direct Store Distribution Manager, Production 
Planning manager, Customer Service and Logistics manager and the Manufacturing Operations Manager. 

The meetings follow a dashboard sheet made as an excel file, where data from previous production days 
are gathered and documented. The following main points are discussed during this meeting: 

 Production (for each line) 
o Actual and target LU (Line Utilization) 
o Actual and target volumes 
o Comments to each line’s figures 

 Warehouse 
o Fill rate 
o Capacity 
o Bin structure 

 Picking operations 
o Cases picked per man-hour 
o Comments to these numbers 

 QESH 
o Safety accidents 
o Quality blocked 
o Quarantine 
o Comments to these numbers 

 Distribution 
o Deliveries 

 Well-done’s 
o Actions that ought to be noted for being particularly well done 

 Inbound goods and cross dock goods 

 Out of stocks (products that are out of stock) 

 Cover days for each line (the number of days stocks will last if line is down) 
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These points are discussed and analyzed if negative outlier values are detected. Depending on the 
seriousness of an outlier number actions to deal with risks are decided on. The action is then filed in a list 
below the dashboard. In this list the following has to be filled in: 

 Who (who is responsible for completion of the action) 

 Opened (when was this action agreed upon) 

 What (what is to be done) 

 Target (what is the objective of the action) 

 Due date 

 New due date (if old due date has been passed) 

 Done (date action was completed) 

 Comments 

Actions that are done are counted and overdue actions trigger a red box to appear. These meetings usually 
take about 30 minutes. 

3.4.5 Morning meetings 
After each morning’s first Short Interval Control meeting (see below) at 8:00, the Production Managers 
hold a meeting in an assigned meeting room down at the factory floor. Some other key managers are also 
present depending on the agenda. Data concerning yesterday’s production is assessed. Quality, production 
planning and the different lines are gone through to see how yesterday’s production went and what can be 
done to make it run more smoothly the present day. The previous day’s LU for each line is noted and the 
target LU for the present day stated. If the LU was high the previous day possible reasons are discussed. 

Initiatives that have been agreed on earlier are looked upon and new initiatives that can improve 
production are decided on. Some information from the day’s first SIC meeting is also brought to this 
meeting in order to know weather problems from previous days have been solved and if new problems 
have arisen during the morning.  

3.4.6 Shift leader meetings 
There are several shift leaders to each line and unit. These shift leaders have informal meetings twice a day 
to discuss previous production and targets for following production shifts. 

3.4.7 Short Interval Control (SIC) meetings 
SIC is short for Short Interval Control and are meetings held at 4-hour intervals during production time. 
During these meetings DLs take up key aspects of production with their operators, assess how the last 
four hours have gone and tell them what to focus on during the next four hours. These meetings are held 
besides a whiteboard where the following is written down and discussed: 

 Goal LU for the following interval 

 The actual LU for the previous interval 

 The largest line loss 

 Focus area  

 Planned stops and 

 Action plans to solve problems 

The first SIC meeting is held at 8:00 am after one hour of production (production usually starts at 7:00). 
The following SIC meetings are consequently held at 12:00, 16:00, 20:00, 24:00 and 04:00 the following 
day. 

3.5 Energy Usage at CCE Sweden 
Since the EMC system hasn’t been up and running for a particularly long time it is rather hard to make 
correct evaluations of CCES’s electricity usage over a whole year. Production volumes change quite 
substantially over the year with peaks during the summer and Christmas. However less detailed energy 
consumption data found on the utility bills, which show electricity, water and district heating 
consumption, is available several years back and so is beverage production data. 
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In Figure 16 the electricity purchased from the grid per month is displayed. 

 

Figure 16: Electricity purchased from grid for whole CCES (2011 & YTD 2012) (Total electricity consumption 2011 
approximately 23.5 GWh) 

The electricity consumption during the year is relatively stable except for a peak in the beginning of 
summer. This peak is due to a rise in sales when summer activities such as camping and outdoor 
restaurants begin their season and want to fill their inventory. Figure 18 shows the electricity consumption 
for both facilities and production. Since heat for ventilation is only taken from district heating, this 
consumption doesn’t cause a rise in wintertime. 

EMC didn’t work properly before the first of June 2012. Hence the ratio between electricity consumed for 
production and for facilities can only be assessed on data from this day and forth. Figure 17 show the 
electricity consumption for Production and the Facilities in kWh per day. 

 

Figure 17: Daily consumption of electricity for Facilities and Production 

The average daily electricity consumption for production 29 722 kWh per day and for facilities 24 273 
kWh per day (these values are based on consumption data from EMC from the 1st of June till the 5th of 
December and incorrect values generated by EMC have been removed) and their relative values shown in 
Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Ratio of electricity consumption for Facilities and Production 

Even though electricity consumption for production during production hours is twice as high as normal 
electricity consumption for facilities, on average the two groups consume about the same amount of 
electricity on average. The chosen time period captures production during the peak period, summer, as 
well as autumn when production is lower. 

3.5.1 Electricity consumption: Production 
Electricity consumption for production is quite volatile as seen in Figure 19, stretching over a period from 
the 1st of June until the 1st of October. 

 

Figure 19: Daily variations of electricity consumption for the different production lines and upstream units (6 months) 

By far the most electricity is consumed by the Bottle Blowing Unit that holds all the high pressure 
compressors. However this amount has steadily decreased since the measurements began in the beginning 
of June, 2012. All units consume much less energy during night when production is usually down, 
indicating that many processes are indeed shut down.  
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Figure 20: Daily variations of electricity consumption for the different production units and upstream units (22 days) 

The ratio between the average electricity consumptions of the production units are depicted in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21: Production lines' and Upstream units' ratio of electricity consumption respectively 

The Bottle Blowing Unit, with the compressors, consumes as much as 35 % of all electricity, about twice 
as much as the second largest consumer, the Syrup Unit. S10 (which has its own bottle blowing machine, 
whilst no compressor) and the unit for process air also consume quite much. Line S10 should actually 
represent a larger portion of the overall consumption since it uses the compressors in the Bottle Blowing 
Unit. 

3.5.2 Electricity consumption: Facilities 
In Figure 22 the ratio between the units in facilities’ electricity consumption is shown. 
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Figure 22: Ratio of electricity consumption for Facilities 

By far the largest consumers of electricity on average are power for lighting in production (Insamling 
Kraft bel prod) and power for lighting in the inventory (Insamling Kraft bel lager). Together these two 
units account for about 63 % of all electricity for facilities. There is a relatively even distribution between 
the other units, with the loading station for electric trolleys at the top at 10 % and Customer service center 
at the bottom at 4 %. 

3.6 EMC set-up at CCE Sweden 
The current EMC system was installed at CCE Sweden in June 2011. It consists of about 120 meters 
placed to cover the whole plant’s electricity consumption. Large consumers of electricity often have their 
own meters, whilst smaller consumers sometimes are lumped together.  

Figure 23 shows CCES’s login to the web-based program EMC System at a first glance. At the top the 
user can either choose to display “Monitoring & Control” or “Analyze”. The first option is chosen for 
report generation whilst “Analyze” is used to display data. 
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Figure 23: First view after login into the EMC system by Siemens 

To the left on the screen (the grey square) all of the meters are collected. There are two types of meters in 
EMC; the ones that are directly connected to a real, physical meter and virtual meters. The real meters 
represent an actual physical accumulative energy meter. The other type, the virtual meters, are meters that 
can be created in the program to either gather the information from one real meter, or from several.  

The accumulative meters actually measuring the energy consumption are reflected by EMC meters and the 
difference between two consecutive measurements (since they are accumulative) is sent to EMC. 
Sometimes the physical meters reach their top value and are reset, which create values that are incorrect. 
For example if a meter, whose max value is 1000, is at 999 when it is first measured, and then flips over to 
001 before it is measured again. Then EMC will think that is has consumed -998 units. This is of course 
wrong. In order to correct this mistake another, consecutive data point is created that reads +998, that 
cancels out the first negative one. What is seen is a large spike in negative consumption (which is 
impossible) and a large peak. These two data points tend to ruin generated charts due to their large values 
that have to be fitted into the chart’s y-axis. To fix this an algorithm has been added to EMC by Siemens. 
This algorithm however doesn’t seem to be working, forcing CCES to take to other means, such as the 
filter function in the developed Analysis and Follow-up Tool (more about this in chapter five).  

The EMC system is divided into sub-categories with several points of metering in each. Under the first 
expandable label named “Coca-Cola Drycker Sverige AB (arkiv) all the meters are grouped according to 
an old layout of the system that will not be used in this project.  

The new layout of the system consists of the labels “Facilities” and “Production” (see Figure 24). These 
nodes are also viewable in Figure 23 above. In the model developed here, energy consumption for district 
heating and water consumption will not be investigated. Electricity consumption for Facilities will be 
treated on a basic level. However, electricity consumption for production is elaborately developed. Figure 
24 shows the general disposition in EMC between Facilities and Production. 
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Figure 24: Layout of EMC System (three levels) 

Below the categories Facilities and Production are meters for electricity, district heating and water 
consumption. These subcategories are in turn built up of several meters chosen to best represent all the 
energy consumption of that specific line or process. In this respect EMC works as a tool to visualize the 
energy meters. It creates a structure similar to reality, where individual meters are grouped to represent a 
whole production unit for example.  

In each of the following paragraphs the structure of EMC will be explained for Facilities and Production 
respectively. 

3.6.1 EMC layout for Production 
Below Production lies the node Electricity, under which all sub-nodes for lines and upstream units are 
places. All these nodes’ electricity consumption can be displayed individually.  

 

Figure 25: Layout of EMC System (four levels) 

If EMC is expanded one more level Figure 25 is obtained. Most production units/lines only have one 
virtual meter which represents all the electricity used for that unit/line (even though this can be an 
accumulation of several meters). Some units are however divided in more detail. The units with more than 
one meter are the Bottle Blowing Unit and the Syrup Unit (as can be seen in Figure 26). The Syrup Unit 
has five sub-meters and the Bottle Blowing Unit has six. All the other units/lines are only represented by 
one meter. 
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Figure 26: Layout for EMC System. Only electricity consumption for production (levels 2, 3 and 4) 

If you go one more level down actual functions that collect the real, physical meters’ values are found. In 
this project these meters are not used, but only the virtual meters shown above. 

The Syrup Unit’s sub-meters and the Bottle Blowing Unit’s sub-meters are explained in the tables below. 

Table 6: Sub-units in Syrup Unit in EMC 

Syrup Unit Comment 
Beredning (preparation) Preparation of the beverage. Mixing of concentrate, etc. 

Förångarrum (steam generation) Captures the electricity used to make steam needed for carbonization of beverages. 

Kolsyretank (carbon dioxide tank) Pumps used to store the carbon dioxide in tanks. 

Sockerbehandlingen (sugar treatment) Praparation of the sugar used to make non-light beverages. Most of the energy 
needed for this unit is taken from the district heating system, but some electricity 
is needed for pumps and such. 

Vattenbehandlingen (water treatment) Also here, most of the energy needed is taken from the district heating system, for 
pasteurization and such. Some electricity is however needed as well. 
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The divisions that have been made within the Bottle Blowing Unit are: 

Table 7: Sub-units in Bottle Blowing Unit in EMC 

Bottle Blowing Unit Comment 
Blowmax 8 Bottle blowing machine that produces bottles for line S6 and S8. 

Blåsbanor (air conveyors) This unit is only used to carry the blown bottles to lines 6 and 8. Hence its energy 
consumption should only be allocated to those two lines. 

Flaskblåsning (bottle 
blowing) 

The name of this unit is a bit confusing. The total energy consumption of three bottle blowing 
machines and one high pressure compressor is collected here. The three bottle blowing 
machines’ energy consumption should only be allocated to lines 6 and 8. The compressor 
though produces HP air that is fed into a system that is common for the other compressors. 
Because this HP air system is shared between all compressors it is impossible to know to 
which line the air goes to.  

Kompressor 1 (compressor 
1) 

Compresses air for the common HP air system that is used on lines 6,8 and 10 and hence 
should its energy consumption be allocated to all of those three lines. 

Kompressor 3 (compressor 
3) 

Same as for compressor 1 

Kompressor 4 (compressor 
4) 

Same as for compressor 1 

Kylmaskin blowmax 8 
(cooler for blowmax 8) 

Provides the cooling needed for the bottle blowing machine Blowmax 8. Hence its energy 
consumption should be allocated to line S8. 

 

3.6.2 EMC layout for Facilities 
EMC’s layout for the electricity consumption for facilities is depicted in Figure 27. It is merely presented 
here to provide understanding for the energy use overview in the previous chapter. No further 
development of this area of consumption will be made. 

 

Figure 27: Layout for Facilities in EMC 
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3.6.3 Report generation in EMC 
Energy consumption reports can be generated through EMC. The resolution of data points can be chosen 
by the user as well as the required time period, the output unit and which format the data is to be in: excel, 
pdf or HTML. The output data can also be adjusted in respect to degree days and other factors that could 
externally affect the energy consumption. A typical report may look something like Figure 28. This report 
was generated for line S10 for 2012-09-03 to 2012-09-24. The stacks show electricity consumption during 
that day from 00:00 to 23:59 in kWh.  

 

Figure 28: Meter report from EMC showing electricity consumption in kWh for line S10 (3/9-25/9-2012) 

The above report was generated from the meter “Insamling S10” which is a virtual meter that collects data 
from meters 1A and 2B and thereby represents the whole production line S10. 

 

Figure 29: Example of virtual meter in EMC (“Insamling S10”) 

In this case, since there is only one function collecting the data from real meters, generating the report 
standing on “Insamling S10” or on S10 (the light grey marking in the picture above) will yield the same 
result. 

If the unit contains more functions the report will include all of these sub-meters. In Figure 30 the Syrup 
Unit’s EMC layout is shown. A report for this unit could represent data collectively for all the different 
sub-meters, or individual reading for the different sub-units. 
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Figure 30: Layout for Syrup Unit in EMC  

3.7 Production Data at CCE Sweden 
Production data at CCES is carefully monitored and documented using the logistics program SAP. When 
each line has produced a specific number of outputs that are bundled together, for example 24 cans of 
beverage in a tray, that item is labeled with an EAN code representing data such as its article number and 
where to store it in the warehouse. When each such unit is produced and the label is put on, it is 
documented in SAP. From SAP, production data is brought to an excel spreadsheet, for further 
documentation. This excel file is at CCES named Production DB. 

Table 8: Example of Production DB file 

 

 Starttid (start time) = the time when production was first commenced that day and line 

 Sluttid (stop time) = the time when production ended on that day and line 

 Antal (number) = shows the number of bottles/cans/tetra/BIBs on that day and line 

 CCE cases (number) = a special measure used by CCE to bundle several units of production 

 Earned time (min) = the earned time is the Crewed time minus NRFP-time.  

 Crewed time (min) = the total time that the line is crewed, also referred to as paid time.  

 NRFP (min) = Not required for production is the time that by decision of the planning team the 
line isn’t running. Can be caused because of maintenance or merely the fact that no more 
production is needed. 

 PDT (min) = Planned Downtime, is the total number of minutes required for: planned asset care, 
hygiene, packaging/flavor changes, briefs, safety checks and stock takes. 

 Non-line DT (min) = Non-line downtime shows number of minutes that the line can’t run due to 
external causes such as: delivery failure, no space in warehouse, fire alarm, site evacuation, 
materials downtime and site service downtime. 

 Equipment loss = Time that the critical machine is down due to malfunctions on the line. 

 LU (%) = Line Utilization is the most commonly used KPI at CCE and is a measure that 
compares the total number of cases that were actually produced with the number of cases that 
could have been produced if the line had been running perfectly and according to business 
planning. 
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 Availability (%) = Shows the percentage of time the line is actually available for production, that 
is running hours divided with the crewed time minus time not required for production. 

 Efficiency (%) = A measure that compares the total number of cases produced with the 
theoretical number that can be produced at that specific line. 

 Running hours (min) = Crewed Hours - NRFP - Planned Downtime - Non-Line Downtime 

This is the main source of production data that will be used in this project in order to create and analyze 
EnPIs. 

3.7.1 Production day 
A production day usually consists of two shifts, staring at 6:00 and ending at 22:30. The whole day is 
referred to as a production day. During some of the hours of a production day the line is crewed, these 
hours are referred to as crewed hours or crewed time. All hours when staff isn’t present at the line or 
upstream unit are referred to as non-crewed hours or time. During crewed time, time for other activities 
but production can be scheduled. This time is referred to as NRFP or not required for production. If you 
remove the NRFP time from the crewed time you get the earned time. The earned time is the time that is 
assigned for production during the day. But during earned time downtime may be planned. This DT can 
either be on the line, and are then referred to as PDT, production down time, or external from the line’s 
point of view, and are then referred to as Non-line DT (non-line downtime). Included in PDT is among 
other things CIPs, which are perhaps the most time requiring non-productive activity. PDT is always 
planned downtime.  

If the downtime isn’t planned, but is rather due to a malfunction on the line that affects the critical 
machine, this time is referred to as equipment loss. Below is a table showing how a normal production day 
might look in the form of a GANTT-schedule. 

 

Figure 31: Example of production day with time losses 

3.8 Key Performance Indicators (KPI) currently in use at 

CCES 
There are many KPIs at use at CCES in order to better understand economic data and progress. By far the 
most frequently used KPI at CCES and at CCE in general is Line Utilization. The KPI used to keep track 
of energy consumption is defined as kWh/1000l. 

3.8.1 kWh/1000l 
This Energy Performance Indicator comes in two levels, one for the total energy consumption for the 
whole plant, including district heating and electricity for both production and facilities and the other split 
in two to show only electricity or only district heating. However, no division is made between facilities 
such as offices and warehouses and production. When setting targets for future periods these are set on a 
general level for both facilities and production, which leads to difficulties when responsibilities are to be 
set. 
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The targets for all of these energy KPIs are phased, meaning they take into consideration which period is 
viewed. For example much more district heating is required during the winter, allowing for a higher target 
for this period’s energy KPI. During the summer on the other hand, when production volumes are large, 
the electricity KPI has to be set low. 

Below is the chart depicting the overall Energy Performance Indicator. The target for this KPI is around 
100 kWh/1000l. 

 

Figure 32: Energy Performance KPI (actual against target with production volumes in background) 

3.8.2 Line Utilization 
Line Utilization, or LU, is used to give a measure of how efficiently each line is used when available. LU is 
calculated as follows: 

                 

                 
                ⁄

                 
  

                 
                ⁄

            
 

Or  

                                         

Where: 

 Actual production is the accumulated number of units that have been produced 

 Rated line speed is the accumulated number of units that could have been produced had the line 
run optimally based on the slowest machine 

 Crewed hours are the number of hours the line is manned 

 NRFP is time the line isn’t required for production due to central planning decisions (time for 
cleaning and changeover isn’t part of NRFP) 

 Earned time – some lines have the capacity to produce different products or different bundling of 
products. These varieties may alter the maximum production rate. In order to take this into 
account a new factor named earned time is calculated. At CCES a simpler version of earned time 
is used where the term is just crewed time minus NRFP-time. 
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4 Barriers at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden 
In this chapter the earlier identified barriers will be put in the context of Coca-Cola’s production facilities 
in Jordbro. A model presented by Professor Per Lundqvist a member of The Royal Swedish Academy of 
Engineering Sciences, IVA, used to determine the level of energy efficiency maturity of a company will 
also be applied to CCES. 

4.1 Barriers against Energy Efficiency at Coca-Cola 

Enterprises Sweden 
In this section the barriers mapped in chapter 2 will be reviewed to determine if any apply to CCES, and if 
so, how and to what extent. Also driving factors that are sometimes related to the barriers will be 
mentioned. 

Generally, one of the most prominent barriers against energy efficiency at CCES, and in large why this 
project was created, might be the lack of possibilities to evaluate existing equipment and energy saving 
options. This in part was because of lack of sub-metering of electricity. The EMC system was thought to 
be cure of this problem, but turned out to be only one step – a part of the whole solution. The system 
generated masses of data, but no information or understanding of the situation. More and more resources 
were needed to analyze data and therefore the system was barely used. Data needed to be personal and 
related to production to make sense. This was especially the case for operators in production. 

Energy efficiency was on the agenda, with higher management fully aware that energy needed to be saved 
in order to live up to ambitious targets. A new Energy Assessment conducted by The Coca-Cola 
Company in 2011 came up with many energy efficiency measures, of which one was the installment of an 
EMC system. CCES allocated large amounts of resources, bot capital and human to implement these 
initiatives. 

Below are the barriers identified at CCES through open interviews and by working alongside members of 
the staff through the development of this project. 

4.1.1 Economic Barriers (non-market failure) 
Hidden cost cannot be overlooked when it comes to energy efficiency, and CCES is no exception. 
Because the brewing industry is quite complex and the production facilities very automated (not least 
Coca-Cola’s plant), the investment cost, of more energy efficient equipment, is deemed high. If more 
efficient equipment is installed it would require substantial amounts of work. The common belief is that 
capital investments is a later step than behavioral change, like shut-down procedures. In the energy audit 
that was performed by outside consultants, refurbishing initiatives were brought up and the introduction 
of energy management systems, but no suggestions for replacement of large pieces of equipment. Hidden 
costs for energy efficiency investments were believed to be rather large. For example was a perceived 
hidden utility cost the belief that new, more energy efficient lighting was of inferior quality than old types, 
even though it proved not to be. Since the technical expertise to correctly evaluate this new technology 
was found both at central CCE and at CCES, more energy efficient lighting was installed and proved to be 
of high quality. This example highlights the power of perceived hidden costs. On one hand this cost is 
believed to be rather large at CCES, on the other CCE and CCES combined have the know-how and the 
outside help to make correct evaluations and root out only real hidden costs. 

In order to obtain information, investment, operational and staff, costs will in most cases have to be 
raised. These often fall under the category Market Transaction Costs. The market transaction costs include 
all the organizational costs stemming from implementing and sustaining an energy management scheme, 
investing in energy saving technologies, and implementing specific energy efficient options. (Mallett, 
Sorrell, & Nye, 2011). CCES is already ISO14001 certified and the decision to become ISO50001 certified 
sometime in the near future has been made. Therefore this part of the market transaction costs doesn’t 
seem to constitute a barrier in this situation. However, the necessary routines to implement efficiency 
means are not fully developed and hence constitute a barrier. 

Organizational transaction costs – costs that are influenced by organizational procedures for internal 
transactions – are perhaps the most prominent hidden cost at CCES. This barrier was thought to be 
overcome by implementing the EMC System. The costs of acquiring the system were already undertaken 
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and very little maintenance was needed. However, this proved not to be the case. More resources were 
needed to analyze the new data to be able to make decisions based upon it. 

The barrier concerning Access to Capital does not seem to be particularly applicable at CCES. Coca-Cola 
Enterprises Sweden is a large company and part of an even larger European conglomerate that puts 
energy efficiency high on the agenda. That the energy assessment was made and EMC installed gives little 
reason to deem this as a major barrier. 

None of the three types of risks, external, business and technical, seem to constitute a large barrier at 
CCES. Technical risks are less prominent since much technological competency is found within the 
company and new equipment is assessed in a rigorous way. CCES itself and the larger organization Coca-
Cola Enterprises Europe are stable companies, selling brands that are market leaders and not very sensible 
to shifts in the economy. They are profitable and investments in new technology have to be very large to 
affect the economy of the whole company. To operate in Sweden, a very stable country, both politically 
and economically, further decrease the external and business risks. 

However, there are undisputedly risks to new innovative technology. Energy efficiency measures often 
involve new technology, but it doesn’t have to. There can also be risks when improving or adjusting an 
existing system to make it more energy efficient. CCES for example are currently working on new 
automatic compressor management systems, has installed extra insulation of piping and rerouted its steam 
and hot water in order to save energy. In the case of the compressors an obvious risk is that they won’t 
function as well after the adjustments and a decrease in productivity might be the result. The major KPI 
used at CCES is line utilization. There is a fear that energy efficiency means will reduce line utilization. As 
long as projects and energy saving initiatives cannot be evaluated and followed-up it is very hard to see the 
upside of making adjustments that will lower energy consumption. 

4.1.2 Economic (market failure) 
The imperfect information barrier concerns the difficulties of evaluating new technology in an objective 
way. Decision-makers tend to be deterred by large capital investments, while operating costs are paid less 
attention. Whilst CCES certainly have the competence to evaluate new technology, the latter might be 
true. It is usually not the same people making the decisions about investments that will later be responsible 
for operating costs. This could inhibit energy efficient technology from being purchased. One way to 
overcome this barrier is to rent or lease equipment and with the help of an EMC system evaluate the 
energy operating costs. 

Much focus has lately been put, by CCES, on shut-down procedures for equipment since this is believed 
to be low hanging fruit for energy savings. Since energy efficiency at the moment is only shown once a 
month on a dashboard, there are reasons to watch out for split incentives. Operators for example has little 
reason to shut off equipment (which will in many cases make his or her job more difficult) that is not in 
use for short periods of time. A bonus system based on sub-metered energy consumption data could 
change this reverse landlord-tenant problem. 

Adverse selection might occur since people tend to overestimate the importance of visible traits of new 
technology, such as price, and underestimate quality for example. From the empirical investigation of 
CCES this hardly seems to be the case. Production lines are bought from a well-known German company 
called Krones that has operated many years in the business. Whole production lines are built and tested in 
Krones’ factories before shipment to Sweden. Also, other production facilities within the CCE, have 
similar pieces of equipment, and quality and reliability are investigated thoroughly. 

As with most other large industrial companies the Principal-agent issue might apply. Operators and 
decision-makers can be opportunistic, but more research has to be made to determine if this is the case at 
CCES. Operators for example might not be long-term enough to evaluate if behavioral changes will affect 
their situation in their current employment. Since higher management doesn’t supervise the production at 
all times operators, shift leaders and production managers, who are mostly judged based on the line 
utilization they deliver, might benefit from not saving energy. If for example start-up of a machine is hard 
work, it might be left on during the night, so that production can start instantaneously the following day 
and line utilization maximized. 
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4.1.3 Behavioral Barriers 
Bounded rationality is probably present in all aspects of life, not least in the working place. It is practically 
impossible to make fully informed, entirely objective decisions. And to do so would induce large costs. It 
is certainly the case at CCES that some decisions are made from rules of thumb. But for larger 
investments and changes, CCES use a project planning tool and perform detailed analyses. The more 
easily available information is, the lower the cost of acquiring it becomes. An identified barrier against 
energy efficiency at CCES is that in production, no information about energy consumption is available at 
all. The computers used by operators and shift leaders only show line utilization and production flows. 
They are therefore forced to use rules-of-thumb and make decisions based on experience and routines, 
which might not always be beneficial to energy efficiency measures. 

It is not only the availability of information that matters. The form of information might be just as 
important. Higher management might be more interested in long term trends of energy efficiency, in the 
form of kWh/1000l. But if you go further down in the organization, to operators and shift leaders, much 
shorter time intervals and data that is specific for each task, is wanted. The data should not be lagging in 
time and should be easily assessed, perhaps through color coding. To show information on energy 
consumption in currency instead of kWh might also help create insight that saving energy is important. 
This is not available at the moment at CCES and constitutes a barrier. 

New technology and best practice has been evaluated and researched in large by in-house expertise. But 
Coca-Cola Enterprises also has a central organization of which one important task is to find best practices 
within all the production plants and facilities and to learn from different projects. This information is then 
free for all the production sites to use. This source of information is highly valuable. However, sometimes 
outside consultants are brought in, mainly for larger projects. Because of the database with best practices 
and the in-house knowledge, sources of information are on the whole trusted and known. The question is 
if these trusted sources are interested in investing in energy efficient technology. When it comes to 
information about energy consumption, it has only been retrievable from the utility bill, which isn’t very 
detailed. Since the EMC system didn’t work properly for a long time, and it failed to collect all the energy 
consuming pieces of equipment, the information it generated was deemed less credible for a long time. 
This has been a large barrier when it comes to believing energy consumption data even though the new 
system gave accurate readings. 

CSR values are deeply rooted within the whole Coca-Cola Company and Coca-Cola Enterprises, both 
among managers and staff. The two resources to be saved are water and energy. Water might be more 
highly valued, even though it is associated with much smaller costs. The KPI for water is measured in 
liters of water per liter of beverage and the view is that it should be used sparsely since it is considered a 
scarce resource in many parts of the world. Energy on the other hand is rather saved due to economic 
reasons, but also of course due to environmental respects. Energy efficiency is measured in kWh per liter 
of beverage and is perhaps not as easily understood as water consumption. CCES buy all of its electricity 
and district heading from renewable resources, which might further reduced the incentive to save energy. 
If a distinction is to be made it should be between the organizational values that energy needs to be saved, 
due to costs and global warming, and between the personal values, that the job to produce beverage, 
should be put first. Showing that these two don’t contradict each other will be a great challenge and 
altering the values of operators is probably a must. There are indeed persons in all levels of the 
organization that highly value saving energy, but they have not been able to quantify the results of their 
efforts to become more energy efficient, something that this project aims to facilitate. 

4.1.4 Organizational Barriers 
CCES as all other large companies can be seen as a political playing field, where scarce resources are torn 
between people with different wants and needs, but also with different levels of power and different kinds 
of power. The following questions, raised by Sorell (2000) are indeed relevant: How much power is 
available to the actors responsible for implementing energy efficiency? Do those actors have the required 
information? And how much control do they have over key resources? 

At CCES energy efficiency is placed high on the agenda among people with much power, foremost higher 
management. The question is what kind of power higher management has. If it is mostly based on formal 
authority, real behavior changes will still be hard to induce. Investments in new technology seem to be 
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easier since managers have the power to allocate resources to a large extent. The company is probably the 
opposite of one where a few driving spirits, without any real power, drive environmental issues. On the 
contrary does local and international management push the agenda of energy efficiency and energy saving 
very hard. The scarcest resource at CCES seems to be time. It becomes very hard for managers to use 
their power to try and reallocate time resources, so that more goes to energy efficiency initiatives. 
Information and knowledge matter immensely to power allocation. Key people for example don’t have 
information on energy consumption that can be translated into money, to show the pressing need of this 
issue. 

If a clear line between people in higher management, who are deeply involved in energy efficiency, and 
operators, who are not as enthusiastic, can be drawn, this division is nowhere to be found in the company 
as a whole, on a cultural level. CSR and environmental issues in particular, are deeply rooted in the culture. 
The culture at CCES seems rather to be a driving force, which creates values that trickle down in the 
organization. 

4.2 Maturity Model with Barriers and Driving Forces 
By implementing an analysis and follow-up tool many of the earlier identified barriers are addressed. It is 
important to put these barriers in a larger context and see how they can affect a company like Coca-Cola. 
The model shown below has been presented by Per Lundqvist, a member of The Royal Swedish Academy 
of Engineering Sciences (2012). It describes the level of maturity of an industrial company, concerning 
energy efficiency. It can be used to analyze a company to assess their current situation, where their biggest 
challenges lie and what barriers are hindering them to proceed, but also which motivating factors might 
drive change and where the biggest possibilities lie. 

The first step in this cycle is to realize why energy needs to be saved, to gain insight. Then knowledge and 
competence has to be applied in order to find out what can be done in order to raise energy efficiency. 
However, it is not enough only to know what needs to be done. A realistic plan of how to raise energy 
efficiency has to be developed to get real change. When methods are decided on, time and resources have 
to be allocated to be able to act. When changes have been made, results have to be followed up and 
improvements analyzed. If no follow up takes place projects cannot be evaluated and important lessons 
for future projects can go unnoticed.  

 

Figure 33: Energy Efficiency Maturity Level model 

Different barriers are more associated than others, with some stages in this cycle. The Organizational 
Barriers, that have to do with Power and Culture at the company, for example, might be most prominent 
in the Act stage above. Since time and resources have to be allocated in order to solve problems, it is very 
important that key individuals with power find energy efficiency important and that the correct resources, 
both human and other, can be allocated. 
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In the following matrix barriers are mapped depending on at which level of maturity they most often 
occur and according to the type of barrier. The barriers are divided into four groups, financial, behavioral, 
organizational and institutional. The barriers in bold text are especially applicable to large industrial 
companies. 

Table 9: Barriers to overcome to reach different levels of maturity in the model. Plain text are for small companies, 
underlined for middle sized and bold for large. (Lundqvist, 2012) 

Level of 
Maturity 

Financial Behavioral Organizational Institutional 

Insight  Skewed economical 
instruments 

 Uncertain long term 
energy policies 

 Commitment of management 

 Lack of networks 

 Lack of belief in efficiency 
potential 

 Conservatism (inertia) 

 Energy consumption data 
not made visible (both 
usage and costs) 

 Lack of 
resources 

 Type of 
ownership (less 
engineers and 
more business 
owners) 

Knowledge   No outside input 

 Lack of focus on energy 
issues 

 Conservatism (inertia) 

 Energy consumption data 
not made visible (both 
usage and costs) 

 Lack of 
systems view 

 Lack of 
knowledge 

 

Methods  Operating costs not 
taken into account 

 Investment models 

 Capital allocation  

  Unsystematic 
approach 

 Not demanded 
from customers 

Actions  Does not own facilities 

 Not profitable 

 Lack of capital 

 Lack of knowledge 
about future economic 
conditions 

 Long pay-off times 
(investment caps) 

 Uncertain energy save  

 Lack of experience 

 Conservatism (inertia) 

 Incentive problems 

 Lack of 
energy 
management 
systems 

 Human 
resources 

 Lack of time 

 Operating 
risks 

 Controlled by 
central 
management 

 Short term 
ownership 

 Environmental 
permissions 

Follow-up  Hard to calculate pay-
off times 

 Lack of metering and follow-
up (reference values) 

  

 

It is interesting to place Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden in the, above mentioned, level of maturity cycle 
and also relate the company to the matrix with barriers against and driving forces for energy efficiency.  

Starting with the maturity cycle it can be noted that management has indeed identified the need for energy 
efficiency. Mostly reasons connected to CSR have contributed to this insight, since the company enjoys 
rather low energy prices. Key persons within the company have been assigned to work with energy related 
questions and an energy monitoring and control system was installed not long ago. 

What has to be done, on the other hand, is harder to identify. While higher management has put energy 
efficiency high on the agenda, lower levels of the company, the ones actually operating the machines, are 
further behind in the maturity cycle. Most of the know-how concerning production is found amongst 
operators and shift leaders and therefore what can be done without risking production disruptions is hard 
to identify. In 2011 an energy assessment was made by the Coca-Cola Company which resulted in a report 
with small and large projects that would raise energy efficiency and save energy. This activity is part of the 
global energy savings program within the Coca-Cola Company. This, among other things, shows that 
different parts of the company are at substantially different levels in the maturity cycle. The ones aware 
that something has to be done aren’t the same ones that can identify energy saving options. This can be 
said to be an organizational barrier. 
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The company possesses much in-house knowledge. How projects ought to be carried out and 
implemented can often be figured out without taking in outside consultants. With engaged and ambitious 
employees and managers, the company appears very willing to try new things and change.  

Time and resources are allocated when needed. Managers at all levels are involved in CSR issues. The 
Environmental Manager, under the QESH function, have a lot of responsibility when it comes to raising 
energy related questions, but he can in no way be seen as an isolated enthusiast. Care for environmental 
issues run deep in the company’s management culture. However to a smaller extent the further down in 
the hierarchy you go. 

Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden work from a project leading template called PPS (Practical Project 
Steering). Even if this template isn’t always followed, all projects are evaluated and followed-up after 
completion. However, since sub-metering of energy flows and an energy baseline haven’t been available, it 
has sometimes been hard to determine if projects have actually led to the desired energy savings, especially 
if the projects have to do with behavioral change or new routines. 

To summarize, it seems Coca-Cola can be split into two parts, one managerial part, which has fully gained 
the insight that energy efficiency is important and who are prepared to set aside resources to make change 
happen. And another part that have the technical know-how about what can be done and how, but isn’t as 
sure steering towards energy efficiency won’t damage production results and who don’t see the incentives 
to make changes. The real challenge lies in combining the two groups to form one integrated positive 
circle, rather than to have two broken cycles. 

Looking at the barriers at the different levels, some seem to be applicable and others not. At the insight 
level information about energy consumption isn’t made visible for a large part of the staff, foremost 
operators. Even though the EMC System was installed, it wasn’t used, and the company is a long way 
from having easily understandable, much less sub-metered, energy consumption information. Operators 
and shift leaders are perhaps most influenced by this lack of intuitive, relatable information, since their 
energy saving actions and good behavior can in no way be traced back to them. The question often cited, 
“what’s in it for me?” cannot be answered at the moment. Even though an energy save might be 
calculable with the EMC system, this isn’t done, validating the “Uncertain energy save” barrier. This 
makes it hard for operators and shift leaders to focus on energy saves. The company on the whole is quite 
active, but the closer to production you go in the company, the general view seems to be that the main 
objective of the company is to produce beverage, not to save energy. The two are found to be in conflict 
and sub-optimization, or at least a risk of production loss, is a fear amongst production staff. 

On the other hand, the barrier concerning type of ownership can hardly be said to affect Coca-Cola. 
CCES is owned by the West European company Coca-Cola Enterprises, the third largest marketer, 
distributer and producer of Coca-Cola Company’s beverages. Care for environmental issues and CSR run 
deep in the company and engineering skills and know-how are valued high, ensuring that energy efficiency 
means are put high on the agenda.  

Looking at the driving forces for energy efficiency one can see many that are in place at Coca-Cola. 
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Table 10: Driving forces at the different stages of maturity. Plain text are for small companies, underlined for middle 
sized and bold for large. (Lundqvist, 2012) 

Level of 
Maturity 

Financial Behavioral Organizational Institutional 

Insight  Threat of raised energy 
prices 

 Profound long-term 
energy policies 

 Lowered costs 

 Lowered costs 

 Economic reasons 

 Raised revenue 

 Image (large part sells 
to end-customer) 

 Local network 

 Environmental liability 

 Take leadership position 

 Personal interests 

 Structured work 

 Energy use is made 
visible 

 Customer 
focus 

 Customer 
needs 

 Owner 
requirement 

 Involved 
management 

 Laws and 
regulations 

 Laws 

 Energy 
Management 
Systems 

 Evade laws and 
regulations 

Knowledge  Examples of savings 

 Image (large part sells 
to end-customers 

 Long-term 
involvement 

 Steering opportunities 

 Local network 

 Driving spirits (fast 
decision-making) 

 Environmental liability 

 Networks 

 Energy use is made 
visible 

 Safe and 
efficient 
production 

 Environmental 
supervision and 
laws 

 Public 
procurement 

 Owner and 
customer 
requirements 

 Product 
requirements 
 

Methods  Long-term acting 

 Steering opportunities 

 Energy analysis 

 Networks 

 Safe and 
efficient 
production 

 Environmental 
supervision and 
laws 

 Public 
procurement 

 Owner and 
customer 
requirements 

 Product 
requirements 

Actions  Economic 
support/subsidies for 
incentives and analysis 

 LCC calculation 

 Profitable 

 Long-term 
involvement 

 Steering opportunities 

 Networks 

 Personal interests 

 Structured work 

 Customer 
requirements 
(Image) 

 Owner 
requirements 

 Involved 
management 

 Laws and 
regulations 

 Customer focus 

Follow-up  Ensure competiveness  Well-designed bonus 
system 

  

 

At the Insight level lowered costs and economic reasons, besides from CSR reasons, are of course a major 
driving force for large industry companies. Even though CCES is a profitable company, which operates in 
a country with relatively low energy prices, economic reasons are important driving forces. Since CCES is 
part of a larger West European organization, influences from other countries, where energy costs are 
substantially higher, are present, again affecting mostly higher management, which clearly already has 
reached the insight level. 

CCES sells most of their produce to retailers, but since Coca-Cola is one of the, if not the, most well-
known brands in the world, they have learnt to take image very seriously. Energy use is only made visible 
on a general level at the moment and can hardly be said to be a driving force for smaller investments and 
behavioral change. Only large energy efficiency measures’ results can be traced by higher management. 
CCES is a large company that works in a structured way to reach energy targets and qualify for ISO 
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certification. However, to complete the circle of maturity, cross functions that work with environmental 
issues, but also with production, needs to come in place. This will also affect the “What” and “How” 
stages, since the know-how from operators and shift leaders need to be included in the decision-making 
processes. Management is very involved and certainly a driving force for energy efficiency. And on the 
institutional side, as earlier mentioned, the company is striving to gain ISO50001 certification, which is 
also a great driving force. 

Image, long-term involvement, steering opportunities and visible energy use are cited as major driving 
forces for large industry companies. Except for visible energy use, these all seem to hold true for CCES. 
The question is how these affect the knowledge maturity level. The knowledge level focuses on what can 
be done and if the right competence to do it is available. The managerial level has the insight to develop 
ideas and energy saving options (ESOs), but resistance is met where the actual know-how is, down on the 
factory floor. Driving forces for operators don’t seem to be in place, since energy use isn’t available and 
no incentives for behavioral change are present. 

It is hard to identify any driving forces at the method level. Skilled workers and involved management are 
necessary to drive change, but cannot be said to be specific driving forces. The question “How can I affect 
it” is often uttered at Coca-Cola, not least when introducing new KPIs. The KPI itself could therefore 
maybe be seen as a driving force. 

Information about production status travels swiftly to managerial level in a systematic and structured way 
and is probably the driving force at the Actions level. Operators, production managers and shift leaders 
know that their operations are monitored through dashboards and the incentive to act is therefore quite 
strong when it comes to keep high line utilization for example. The more energy is made visible to 
management, the more incentive there will be for operators to act. 

There are no real driving forces for follow-up of energy efficiency on a sub-metered level at the moment. 
Production is judged based on its line utilization per line. Since no bonus-system is in place that takes heed 
to energy efficiency, operators have little incentive to report how shut-down procedures are followed for 
example. On the other hand CCES is part of a larger organization where energy performance indicators 
are followed closely and initiatives carefully monitored. There is an up-rise of reasons to save energy on a 
total level for the facility, but much less on a sub-metered level. CCES already produce high end brands 
that enjoy high demand. There is little reason to view increased competitiveness as a driving force for 
energy efficiency. 
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5 Model and Modeling Process 
In the previous chapter barriers against energy efficiency at CCES were identified. The EMC system, that 
was installed some time ago at the production facility in Jordbro, had not come to use. In this chapter a 
modeling process is used to develop, evaluate and apply a user friendly tool, used for energy visualization 
and the creation of energy awareness. This is done to try to overcome the barriers identified in chapter 4.  

5.1 Modeling Process 
A model can be said to be a simplification of reality, used by humans to understand a part of a greater 
whole, and instead create a system with boundaries. What is to be included in this system is highly 
debatable. Churchman (1968) uses the definition “A system is a set of parts coordinated to accomplish a 
set of goals”. By using this definition Churchman sets a relative boundary to his system, where 
consideration to whether the parts surrounding the system affects the objective of the model or not. If 
they do they are part of the system and if not they are left as surroundings. Many other definitions exist; 
therefore, to set boundaries, becomes a major task. Once a proper system has been decided on the 
modeling process can proceed.  

The modeling process has several steps towards producing a model that can be used to interpret reality, 
reach desirable goals and make predictions about the future. The steps used here are: 

1. The conceptual/qualitative model, 
2. The quantitative model, 
3. Validation and Evaluation of the model and 
4. Usage of the model 

 

Figure 34: Steps in the modeling process 

The conceptual model shows how this model will work, with the company, to produce the desirable 
result, the projects objectives. The Quantitative model is a mathematical expression of the conceptual 
model that allows for inputs to be processed in order to create an output that can be used to create energy 
awareness and visualize energy use. Through the evaluation process the quantitative model’s correctness is 
affirmed. The evaluation is an iterative process that demands feedback and thorough testing. The actual 
solution comes when you apply the model to real case scenarios. The outcome of the developed model 
can be said to be the answer to the problem the company experienced in the first place.  

In the figure below the modeling process is shown. The environment of the project, the actual system, is 
CCES’ production with their newly installed EMC system that enables energy monitoring and targeting. 
Outside of the system is the Global Climate, the models “Surroundings”, which led up to the creation of 
the system but is not directly affected or affects the model. Even further out is the “Reality” of the model 
which is here defined as the whole world. 

 

Conceptuali-
zation 

Quantification Evaluation Applicaiton 
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Figure 35: Conceptualization of the modeling process and put in a larger context 

This model is meant to be used by CCES in their daily routines, in order to identify and assess energy 
saving options. It will only look at electricity consumption for the production lines and upstream units. 
Therefore the system boundary, in respect to energy, is restricted to electricity for production at CCES. 
However the entire CCE organization can be said to be part of the system, since this model will result in a 
tool that is to be implemented at CCES, but also reported to the larger organization CCE, and affect many 
people at different positions in the whole company. It can also be argued that since this is a model whose 
ultimate goal is to increase energy efficiency and save energy, which in turn will affect GHG emissions, 
the whole world climate constitutes the system of the project. However this definition is deemed too 
farfetched and therefore the definition explained above is used. 

5.2 Conceptual model 
In the first phase of the modeling process, the conceptualization, the objective of the model must be clear, 
in order to define a boundary of the system. The conceptual model also contains a definition of the 
environment of the system, all the components of the system and how those components are 
interconnected. (Arias, 2005) 

The objective of this model is to create a tool that visualizes energy use, in several different ways, to fit 
different levels of the organization. EnPIs, graphs on energy consumption, etc., ought to be provided for 
further understanding of energy use and to provide management and staff with the ability to compare 
different production units and production times, find best practices and energy inefficient production. 

By comparing energy usage data for the different production lines and upstream units, with production 
data, EnPIs are generated for the different lines and units, for different time periods. These EnPIs will 
make it possible to compare different production units and lines in respect to their energy intensity. 
Because of the nature of this thesis not all factors affecting the energy usage can be taken into 
consideration. These constraints will be declared further in the limitations section. 
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Figure 36: Conceptual model of the system 

Figure 36 shows the conceptual model. Energy consumption data is gathered from EMC and meshed with 
production data from an excel file (that is in turn generated from SAP). Together these two sets of data 
enable the model to produce EnPIs for different lines, units and even single pieces of equipment. These 
EnPIs can be used in many ways, merely looked at by operators, or put together to form an energy 
consumption dashboard for higher management. Reports with different resolution and scope can be 
created to fit all levels of the organization. For example at higher management only long term trends 
might be of use, while for short-interval-control meetings, that occur every forth hour, much more 
detailed data might be requested. Once a tutorial or guide is in place on how to use this new information 
energy saving options can be found and analyzed. Bad and good production days, in respect to energy 
efficiency, can be identified. Action plans to make production less energy intensive can be set in place. At 
higher levels, reports can function as a foundation to set goals and targets for future production. When 
the action plans are implemented the model will act as a follow-up tool, that helps to evaluate investments 
or behavioral changes that have been made to lower energy consumption. 

5.3 Quantitative model 
The Quantitative model uses mathematical and physical expressions and relationships to describe the 
conceptual model. In this section all the main equations used to generate EnPIs will be described as well 
as how they ought to be interpreted. Since most EnPIs are derived in the same manner, only some will be 
shown here. For a full list of all the EnPIs developed, Appendix E, is referred to. 

5.3.1 Energy Performance Indicators 
The EnPIs below are developed for the production lines three through ten as well as for the upstream 
production units. The EnPIs here are dependent on electricity consumption, production volume and, in 
some cases, time factors. 

EnPI1 

 

Figure 37: Conceptual build-up of EnPI1 

Perhaps the most commonly used EnPI in industry companies is the simple measure kWh per produced 
unit. This unit can be a measure of volume, mass or simply a number. At Coca Cola energy consumption 
is compared to 1000 liters of produced, sellable beverage. In this project this overall EnPI is termed 
EnPI1. 

EnPI1 takes the appropriate electricity consumption during 24 hours and divides this amount with the 
corresponding beverage production, recalculated to 1000l ready-to-drink. For line S10 for example the 

EnPI1 (kWh/1000l) 

kWh during 24h 

1000l RTD beverage 
produced corresponding day 
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electricity consumption only for that specific line would be divided with the beverage produced on that 
line.  

EnPI1 can be said to be built up of two other EnPIs, EnPI2 and EnPI3. 

EnPI2 
EnPI2 only takes into account the electricity consumption during crewed time and divides this 
consumption with the produced beverage during the corresponding day. 

 

Figure 38: Conceptual build-up of EnPI2 

EnPI3 
EnPI3 takes the electricity consumed during non-crewed time, when production is down, and divides this 
consumption with the length of non-crewed time. 

 

Figure 39: Conceptual build-up of EnPI3 

Conceptual calculations 
Figure 40 depicts the energy quantities used for these calculations. The whole horizontal bar (1) below the 
chart represents 24h. (2) represents crewed time and (3) non-crewed time. 

 

Figure 40: Sketch of electricity consumption during 24h 

To calculate EnPI1 the whole grey (both dark and light grey) area is divided with that day’s production 
volume. The production volume is specific for each line or upstream unit. For example line S10’s 
production volume is the volume produced only on line S10. But for the Bottle Blowing Unit, for 
example, the production volume is the combined volume on line S6, S8 and S10, since these are the lines 
dependent on the Bottle Blowing Unit. To calculate EnPI2, only the light grey area is divided with that 

EnPI2 (kWh/1000l) 

kWh during crewed time 

1000l RTD beverage produced 
corresponding day 

EnPI3 (kWh/h) 

SX kWh during non-crewed 
time 

SX hours of non-crewed time 
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day’s production volume. This is because the grey area is the electricity consumed during crewed time. To 
calculate EnPI3, only the dark grey areas are used. Since no production takes place when this electricity 
consumption is accumulated (or at least it isn’t meant to), this amount is divided by length of non-crewed 
time that day and not a volume. 

5.3.2 EnPIs for Production Lines 

EnPI1 (Line SX): kWh/1000l (electricity consumption per 1000l during 

full day) 
In this thesis the measure kWh per produced 1000 liters of beverage during an interval of 24h is referred 
to as EnPI1 and is expressed as follows: 

 

      (  )  
                       

                                 
 
   

     
  

 

In the analysis and follow-up tool created, this EnPI is measured on a daily basis. Hence kWh is the total 
amount of energy consumed during the full day (00:00-23:59) and liter of beverage is the total volume of 
beverage produced on that same whole day. 

EnPI2 (Line SX): kWh/1000l (electricity consumption per 1000l during 

crewed time) 
EnPI2 shows the energy consumption per produced 1000l during crewed time. That is the time the line is 
scheduled to be manned, though not necessarily running to produce beverage. 

 

      (  )  
                                        

                                 
  

   

     
  

 

What has to be remembered about this EnPI is that it reflects the energy consumption during the only 
crewed time and that it is dependent on the production volume, which means that if a large portion of the 
crewed time one day is scheduled as NRFP time, then the production volume becomes very low, giving 
this EnPI an artificially high value that the production team alone cannot be held responsible for. 

EnPI3 (Line SX): kWh/h (electricity consumption per hour during non-

crewed time) 
This EnPI3 shows how much energy is consumed when the line is not crewed. It takes the accumulated 
consumption during non-crewed time and divides this amount by the length of that day’s non-crewed 
time.  

 

      (  )  
                                           

                                
  
   

 
  

 

EnPIs for line S7 and other upstream units associated with production 

on line S7 
Due to the fact that this line produces bag-in-boxes filled with concentrate the EnPIs developed for this 
line will be slightly different from the EnPIs for the other lines. The volumes used as input for the analysis 
and follow-up tool for this line have to be multiplied by a factor of 5.6, the ratio to which beverage 
concentrate is diluted to made ready-to-drink beverage. 
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The file “Production DB” cannot solely be used to calculate the EnPIs associated with production on line 
S7. Not all production that occurs on this line is logged in the “Production DB” file. Instead the file 
“Produktion”, which is much more detailed and contain most data from SAP, will be used to add the 
production volumes not added to “Production DB”. 

5.3.3 EnPIs for Upstream Units 
These upstream units constitute necessary parts of production, but cannot be connected to the production 
of any one line. This fact makes these EnPIs harder to develop. Some of these upstream units are large 
consumers of electricity. Because of this they have been divided into further sub-levels in EMC. It is not 
always clear which production volumes are to be held responsible for the electricity consumption in 
certain upstream units, such as the Syrup Unit or the Bottle Blowing Unit. For a full quantitative model 
with all the equations used for the upstream units’ EnPIs refer to Appendix E. In the following section a 
summary of the EnPIs is placed where the connected production volumes and electricity flows are shown. 

5.3.4 Summary of EnPIs 
In the graph below all developed EnPIs are shown. All the different production lines are grouped under 
the Type “Production Lines”. The Production lines’ EnPIs are derived on a total level. Only some of the 
Upstream Units’ EnPIs are divided further. The Syrup Unit’s EnPIs can be shown on a total level, or only 
for the parts of the whole Syrup Unit, such as the Water Treatment or Steam and Carbonization. 
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Figure 41: EnPI tree with all defined EnPIs 

The table below shows exactly which virtual sub-meters, available in EMC, and which beverage volumes, 
are used to create the different EnPIs. The names of the EnPIs are in the second column. The third 
column show which sub-meters is used to gather the data on electricity consumption for that specific line 
or unit. In the cases where the unit is divided further than on a total level, the Swedish names of the 
virtual sub-meters are shown. In the fourth column from the left the affiliated beverage volumes, with 
which the electricity consumption is divided, are shown. 

  

Type File Name Sub category 
EnPI 
(24h) 

EnPI (crewed & 
non-crewed time) 

Production Lines SX Total EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Upstream Units 

Process Air Unit Total EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Syrup Unit 

Total EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Preparation  & Sugar 
Treatment 

EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Water Treatment EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Steam & 
Carbonization 

EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Destruction Unit Total EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Bottle Blowing Unit 

Total EnPI.1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Compressors EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 

Rest EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 
Freezer Unit Total 

Whole Production All lines and units Total EnPI1 
EnPI2 

EnPI3 
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Table 11: Summary of and explanation for all EnPIs with their respective electricity meters and affiliated production 
volumes 

Line/Unit Sub-unit name Electricity consumption from 
Sub-meters 

Affiliated production 

Line SX Line SX Whole line 1000l RTD from line SX 

Process Air 
Unit 

Total Whole Process Air Unit 1000l RTD from all lines 

Syrup Unit Total Whole Syrup Unit 1000l RTD from all lines 

Preparation and Sugar Treatment “Beredning” 
“Sockerbehandling” 

1000l RTD from all lines 

Water Treatment “Vattenbehandling” 1000l RTD from all lines 

Steam & Carbonization “Förångarrum” 
“Kolsyretank” 

1000l RTD from all lines but S7 
and S9 

Destruction 
Unit 

Total Whole Destruction Unit 1000l RTD from all lines 

Bottle Blowing 
Unit 

Total Whole Bottle Blowing Unit 1000l RTD from lines 6, 8 and 
10 

Compressors “Kompressor 1” 
“Kompressor 3” 
“Kompressor 4” 

1000l RTD from lines 6, 8 and 
10 

Rest ”Insamling Blowmax 8” 
”Insamling Flaskblåsningen” 
”Insamling Blåsbanor” 
”Kylmaskin blowmax 8” 

1000l RTD from lines 6 and 8 

Freezer Unit Total Whole Freezer Unit 1000l RTD from all lines 

Total Total Whole Production Unit 1000l RTD from all lines 

 

5.4 Analysis and Follow-up Tool 
In order to fulfill the objective of lower energy consumption at CCES a model has been developed. This 
model is described on a conceptual level in section 5.1. A tool that generates EnPIs has been deemed the 
best way to answer the pressing need of energy consumption visualization and to create energy awareness. 
The tool is called the Analysis and Follow-up Tool, or simply AFT. In this section a short description of 
this tool is given. A more exhaustive section about the AFT is found in Appendix A. This appendix has 
been written to be able to double as a tutorial file for users. It therefore includes both explanations and 
walk-throughs. 

The Analysis and Follow-up Tool was created foremost to generate EnPIs that could be used to compare 
production from an energy intensity perspective, both between lines and units, but also between different 
periods in time. The tool is built entirely in excel. 

Each line and upstream unit has its own AFT file that generates these EnPIs. There is also one file created 
for the entire production. The total file also compiles the EnPIs of all the other units. One excel-file has 
also been created to hold all the data on electricity consumption needed by the other files. This database 
gets its data from the Energy Monitoring and Control system by Siemens. The files are all placed in a 
folder on CCES’s servers, depicted in Figure 42 
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Figure 42: Folder containing the AFT files on Coca-Cola's server 

Each AFT file consists of several spreadsheets, some linked to other files, others not. One sheet gathers 
production data such as produced volume, shift times, line utilization, etc. Another spreadsheet fetches 
information about energy consumption. The spreadsheet below, where some of the columns have been 
collapsed, named “AFT”, can be said to be the heart of the program. It combines information about 
production volumes and times, with energy consumption data. The energy consumption is split between 
the part that is consumed during crewed time and non-crewed time. Then these amounts of energy are 
related to production volumes to generate EnPIs, shown as the pink horizontal bars to the right.  

 

Figure 43: Example of AFT sheet in the Analysis and Follow-up Tool 

Other tabs in the AFT contain other spreadsheets to better visualize these EnPIs and enable comparison 
between them. The tab “Rolling averages” show averages of the three different EnPIs for different rolling 
time periods. These graphs can be used to give the user an idea of how energy efficient production has 
been during different time periods and to see if progress is made. 

Date

kWh (S10) 

(24h)

kWh (S10) 

(Crewed 

time)

kWh (S10) (Non-

crewed time)

Number of 

bottles

Number of 

1000l EnPI1 (S10) (24h)

EnPI2 (S10) (Crewed 

time)

EnPI3 (S10) (Non-

crewed time)

2012-11-17 437 0 437 0 0 18,2

2012-11-18 501 0 501 0 0 20,9

2012-11-19 7056 6059 996 353300 530 13,3 11,4 117,2

2012-11-20 5831 3411 2420 167461 251 23,2 13,6 161,3

2012-11-21 7243 5493 1750 335300 503 14,4 10,9 166,6

2012-11-22 5776 4965 812 489984 735 7,9 6,8 90,2

2012-11-23 1873 800 1073 52992 79 23,6 10,1 48,8

2012-11-24 473 0 473 0 0 19,7

FILTERS 
ON/OFF
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Figure 44: Example of Rolling averages sheet in the AFT 

Another tab shows daily values of the EnPIs. In this way outlier values can be identified and the user can 
choose to investigate. The user can choose which days to show, and also, the averages from the previous 
tab is placed next to the daily values, to be able to compare the daily values to less volatile numbers. In the 
background of the daily values production volumes are shown as a grey area. The daily values tab is shown 
in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45: Example of Daily values sheet in the AFT 

There was also a need at the company to better understand the overall progress of the plant, energy 
efficiency wise. Therefore the “Monthly Averages” tab was created. Here the user can see how much 
electricity was consumed, by the line or unit in question, and how much was produced. It then calculates, 
on a monthly basis how energy efficient the line was, which will help managers keep track of electricity 
consumption and evaluate, on a more general level, if the company can reach its energy consumption 
targets. 
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Figure 46: Example of Monthly averages sheet in the AFT 

The tool was created to facilitate the understanding of electricity consumption through the creation of 
energy performance indicators. But in order not to remove valuable information in the process the tool 
also has the possibility to show electricity consumption in absolute numbers in graph form. This is done 
in the tabs “Daily Graph” and “Weekly Graph”. In the daily graph, shown in Figure 47, green bars 
represent electricity consumed during crewed time and red bars energy consumed during non-crewed 
time. The Weekly graph doesn’t have this colored function. It merely shows a chosen full week’s electricity 
consumption.  

 

Figure 47: Example of Daily graph sheet in the AFT 
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Figure 48: Example of the Weekly graph sheet in the AFT 

The last sheet that is available in all files is placed in the “Analysis” tab, of which part is shown in Figure 
49. This tab can be used for more in depth analysis of electricity consumption of each line and upstream 
unit. It relates electricity consumption during one day to production volumes that corresponding day. In 
this way, through further analysis, the user can tell if the relationship is linear or exponential and 
determine what can be interpreted as fixed and flexible electricity consumption. A linear trend line has 
been added in the form of y=k*x+m. This function can be used to set long term goals, for example by 
reducing the coefficients k and m by 5%.  

 

Figure 49: Example of the Analysis sheet in the AFT 

As explained earlier one overview file has also been created. This file takes all the electricity consumption 
that goes into production and relates it to the total production volume of the factory. It has the exact same 
function as shown above, but with one addition. It also gathers the EnPIs of all the other lines and 
compiles them in one Overview Table. This is a function that was added late in the development phase 
due to the need of users to zoom in on problems and high values without having to analyze too large 
amounts of data. The overview table is placed in the “overview” tab and is color coded. Yesterday’s EnPIs 
are colored red, orange or green depending on their relative value compared to their three month 
averages. This overview tab has many practical applications. It can be used by production managers during 
morning meetings to check how energy efficient yesterday’s production was or by higher management to 
get an oversight over the lines and upstream units.  
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Figure 50: Overview table in the AFT 
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6 Model Evaluation and Application 
This chapter holds the two last steps of the modeling process – the evaluation and the application of the 
developed model. Due to the nature of this project more of a conceptual than a mathematical evaluation 
will be made. In the application phase, suggestions for implementation and the use of the tool are given. 
The application model, though customary, does not hold any tests of the tool to answer specific question. 
Rather it can be seen to answer the more general question of how a tool of this kind can raise energy 
awareness and if so, how. 

6.1 Evaluation 
The model is in first hand designed to raise energy awareness in order to, at a later stage, identify energy 
saving options. Therefore, as mentioned above, no major questions are to be answered, or predictions 
about the future, will be made, by the model. The AFT was introduced on one line, and then rolled out on 
all lines and units, in an effort to evaluate it and see what potential problems might arise, but also which 
gains were to be made and how a tool like this would be received. The EnPIs will be gone through 
mathematically and conceptually to see which factors affect the output of the tool and to some extent how 
much.  

This model is built up of relatively simple mathematical expressions and all relationships are linear. 
Because of this no ordinary sensitivity analysis will be conducted. Instead the mathematical expressions 
for the different EnPIs will be explained and adjustments in input data tracked. 

However there are a very large number of factors that affect the input data of the AFT. This tool only 
uses three main sets of input data: energy consumption, produced beverage and crewed time. These are in 
turn affected by factors such as maintenance, planning, variations in produce, etc. The effect of these 
factors on the EnPIs will not be quantified, but the relationships instead described in words and 
sometimes equations. This is to further increase the understanding of the EnPIs and how they are to be 
interpreted.  

6.1.1 Derivation of EnPIs 
EnPI1 is defined as below: 

       
                       

                                         
 
   

     
  

If the nominator is increased or decreased by 10 % the EnPI will increase or decrease by the same 
amount. If the denominator is decreased by 10 % the EnPI will be increased by ten ninths or 11.1 %. If 
the denominator is increased by 10 % the EnPI will be decreased by 9.1 %. Below an example of the 
calculations are shown. 
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EnPI2 is defined in the following way: 

 

      
                                        

                                         
  

   

     
  

 

It is mathematically affected in exactly the same way as EnPI1. A reduction in the denominator gives an 
increase of EnPI2 by 11.1 % and an increase of the denominator gives a reduction of EnPI2 by 9.1 %.  

Also EnPI3 is affected by these mathematical expressions.  
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What is more interesting to identify is how actual changes in production, which are not used as input data 
into this model, affects the EnPIs. Therefore the following sections are dedicated only to that. 

6.1.2 Conceptual Analysis of the EnPIs 
To fully understand the EnPIs generated by this model it is very important to know which factors affect 
the EnPIs, but also how these input values are in turn affected by outer factors. The Syrup Unit, for 
example, prepares beverage for all lines. Hence its energy consumption should be correlated to production 
on all lines, but maybe not to an equally large extent. The energy use of a single line on the other hand is 
mostly affected by the production on that specific line and therefore its use should only be spread out 
over the beverage produced by that line. The EnPIs are analyzed further in Appendix A, where specific 
cases are explained and investigated. In Appendix E all of the EnPIs’ equations and input values are 
shown and explained. 

EnPI1 and EnPI2 are affected by the electricity consumption and production volumes. EnPI2 only takes 
into consideration the electricity consumed during crewed time, and EnPI1 the whole electricity 
consumption during 24h. 

 

Figure 51: Conceptual build-up of EnPI1 and EnPI2 

EnPI3 on the other hand only takes into consideration the electricity consumed during non-crewed time 
when nothing normally is produced. Therefore it is related to the time of non-crewed time, instead of 
production volumes. 

 

Figure 52: Conceptual build-up of EnPI3 

Three things can therefore directly affect the EnPIs, electricity consumption, production volumes and 
lenghth of non-crewed time. Of course these factors are in turn affected by other factors, and the chain 
can be made very long. Here the most closely bound to and most important factors are reviewed. 

Electricity Consumption 
Electricity consumption for EnPI2 is affected by many factors. Since this EnPI represents the line or unit 
whilst in production, at least when it is planned to be in production, what is produced is the factor that 
most affects EnPI2. If a more energy consuming article is produced, such as a multipack, instead of 
singles, more energy will be needed to produce the same volume of beverage. This tool does not take into 
consideration the different articles that are produced; it only bases its calculations on combined volume. 

Also the rate, at which the line is run, affects the energy consumption. If a line produces quickly the 
marginal energy consumption is presumably lower. If, on the contrary the line breaks down during crewed 
time and production stops electricity use will go down, but perhaps not enough to balance the loss in 
production volumes. It often takes more energy to start production than it does to keep it running when it 
is already going. Hence, if production stops and starts a lot, more electricity will be consumed, especially if 
the stops aren’t long enough to bother to turn off equipment. 

EnPI1&2 

Electricity 
consumption 

Production volumes 

EnPI3 

Electricity 
consumption 

Non-crewed time 
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EnPI3 is only affected by the electricity consumed during non-crewed time. If production takes place, 
even though it’s not planned to, or if machines are tested during non-crewed time, this will cause EnPI3 
to go up. But foremost this EnPI is affected by start-up and shut-down procedures. If equipment is 
turned on long before crewed time starts or shut down long after crewed time and production ends, the 
electricity consumption during non-crewed time will be high. 

All production units can be said to have a “fixed” and a variable energy consumption. If for example a 
production line is observed during night, it will still consume some electricity due to the fact that some 
machines are not completely turned off. But when production is started, the effect will be considerably 
higher. By comparing many different production days the baseline fixed effect as well as the variable effect 
can be estimated. Depending on how much the line produces and what is produced the energy 
consumption will change. This marginal rate of this increase or decrease doesn’t have to be linear, but it 
can be. For these calculations the Analysis tab, described above can be used. In the case of CCES a linear 
relationship can be found. In the graph below all production days for the total facility, from the 1st of June 
until the 1st of December, are plotted. The trendline equation’s coefficients reflect these fixed and non-
fixed electricity costs. The trendline equation is written in the form Y=k*X+m. k kan be said to be the 
non-fixed cost and m the fixed. 

 

Figure 53: Scatter chart for the whole production unit. Each day's electricity consumption is plotted on the y-axis, 
against the corresponding day's produced volume on the x-axis. 

The above mentioned causes of electricity consumption are only some of the factors affecting the 
electricity consumption of one line or upstream unit. Hot or cold cleaning-in-place, maintenance and 
operations of machines will also affect the energy use. These factors are not used as input to the AFT. It 
will be up to the users of the program to analyze EnPIs and root out the causes to high values. 

Figure 54 shows which electricity flows in EMC are used to calculate the EnPIs for the different lines and 
upstream units. 
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Figure 54: EnPI tree showing which EMC meters are used to generate which EnPIs 

Production volumes 
The absolute amount of energy used on each line differs quite substantially and can be rather volatile. By 
creating Key Performance Indicators, energy consumption can be compared over time and between 
different units. The EnPIs created in this project are functions of electricity consumption and volumes. 
The relationship between the EnPIs and the energy consumption is linear, and inversely correlated to the 
volumes produced. If the volume produced goes up the EnPIs go down and vice versa.  

In Figure 55, the factors that affect the production, which in turn affect the EnPIs, are shown. 

 

Figure 55: Factors affecting production volumes 

Type File Name Sub category kWh consumption from: 

Production Lines SX Total SX's meter 

Upstream Units 

Process Air Unit Total All unit's meters 

Syrup Unit 

Total All unit's meters 

Preparation and Sugar 
Treatment 

Preparation & Sugar 
treatment meters 

Water Treatment Water treatment meters 

Steam and Carbonization 
Steam & Carbonization 

meters 

Destruction Unit Total All unit's meters 

Bottle Blowing Unit 

Total All unit's meters 

Compressors Compressor meters 

Rest 
All unit's meters but 

compressors' 

Freezer Unit Total All unit's meters 

Whole Production All lines and units Total All meters for production 

Input data Affecting factor Unit 

Production volume 

Planned production Bottles 

Production rate Bottles/h 

Crewed time Minutes 

NRFP Minutes 

Production 
Downtime 

Minutes 

Non-line Downtime Minutes 

Equipment loss Minutes 
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The most important factor that affects the production is scheduling. Production tries to produce exactly 
the amount that has been scheduled by the central planning team. If low volumes are planned, the EnPIs 
are bound to be higher. 

How much is produced is also a factor of production rate, crewed time (the time the line is actually 
manned), NRFP (the time the line isn’t scheduled to run), production DT, Non-line DT and Equipment 
loss time. All these factors will affect the EnPIs, but not all of them are taken into consideration by the 
model. Depending on how far the boundary of the system is stretched to encompass more of its 
surroundings, other factors such as the general economy and political regulations would have to be 
included as factors that affect the produced volume. 

Production is planned during crewed time. EnPI2 only takes the electricity consumed during crewed time 
as input values. EnPI1 uses all the electricity consumption as input data. Hence EnPI1 and 2 will be 
affected by changes in production volumes. EnPI3 that only reflects how much electricity is consumed 
during non-crewed time will ought not to be affected by these factors. If unplanned downtime occur 
during crewed time, this will lower the produced volume. NRFP will also cause the production volumes to 
go down and the EnPIs to rise. 

How much is produced is measured in 1000 liters and registred by SAP at the end of the line. Because 
SAP logges production at the end of the line a small discrepancy arises due to the fact that there is waste 
produced during runtime that is not picked up by merely looking at production data in SAP. 

Below is a complete chart of the different AFT files created for the lines and upstream units. It shows 
which volumes have been used to calculate the EnPIs for each unit respectively. 

 

Figure 56: EnPI tree showing which production volumes are used to calculate the EnPIs for the different lines and 
upstream units 

Type File Name Sub category 
Production volume from 

line 

Production Lines SX Total Line SX's RTD volume 

Upstream Units 

Process Air Unit Total All lines' RTD volume 

Syrup Unit 

Total All lines' RTD volume 

Preparation and Sugar 
Treatment 

All lines' RTD volume 

Water Treatment All lines 'RTD volume 

Steam and Carbonization 
All lines' but S7's and S9's 

RTD volume 

Destruction Unit Total All lines' RTD volume 

Bottle Blowing Unit 

Total 
Line S6, 8 & 10's RTD 

volume 

Compressors 
Line S6, 8 & 10's RTD 

volume 

Rest Line S6 & 8's RTD  volume 

Freezer Unit Total All lines' RTD volume 

Whole Production All lines and units Total All lines' RTD volume 
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Time Factors Effect on Production Volumes 
As mentioned above a production day can be divided into two main parts – crewed time and non-crewed 
time. Crewed time is the time when personnel are scheduled to be present at the line or upstream unit. 
However all of this time doesn’t have to be spent by operators to produce beverage or even at the line. It 
can also be used to carry out scheduled maintenance or to fix something on another line. This can cause 
the EnPIs to represent something they are not supposed to. 

In Figure 57 a production day is drawn, where crewed time is preceded and followed by non-crewed time. 
As an example, not-required-for-production time is scheduled during crewed time, lowering the time the 
line can produce beverage. If the number of liters produced during crewed time is lowered then EnPI2 
will be raised. By definition NRFP is never scheduled outside of crewed time. NRFP time during crewed 
time can also force production to take place during non-crewed time. By definition non-crewed time then 
becomes crewed time, but this is not always logged, creating unusually high EnPI3s. EnPI1 will not be 
affected by this scenario since it takes into account the electricity consumed during the full 24 hours. 

 

Figure 57: Picture of one production day with not-required-for-production time scheduled during crewed time 

The other “disruptions” that affect the number of liters that can be produced, such as CIPs and Planned 
Downtime, and of course Line Downtime, which stems from equipment that malfunction, affect the 
EnPIs in a similar fashion. 

The upstream units’ EnPIs are related to production volumes from several lines. Because of this a 
standard day is used for crewed and non-crewed time. Each day, some line is bound to have production 
during what is here assumed to be non-crewed time. This will cause EnPI3 to become larger than 
intended since the upstream unit has to run even though it is regarded as non-crewed time. EnPI2 on the 
contrary will be lowered due to this simplification. If more beverage is produced during non-crewed time, 
this will increase the denominator in the equations, while the numerator is kept constant. EnPI1 will not 
be affected. This simplification raises the risk of faults in the EnPIs, but was deemed necessary. 

6.1.3 Criticism to the model and Assumptions 
The model can be criticized on several areas. It cannot be viewed as the final version of a full energy 
visualization tool. Rather should it be looked upon as a way to create energy awareness to a satisfying 
extent. Some factors that affect the EnPIs are not included and other simplifications have been made. In 
order to point out these simplifications and to act as suggestions for improvements that can be done to 
the model in the future, the following list of criticism to the model have been compiled. 

 Production data is taken from the Production DB files. These in turn get their information from 
SAP, which logs produced liters of beverage at the end of the line. Therefore a small discrepancy 
between what is actually produced and what is logged by SAP arises, due to waste produced along 
the line. 

 Some values that are fed into the EMC system are askew by a factor of sometimes several 
thousand. Some values are also negative. This has to do with the fact that they are generated from 
accumulative meters that sometimes are reset. In order to correct this, these values have been 
removed and instead zeros have been inserted. This causes the energy consumption to be 
fictionally low when incorrect values are identified. However since measurements are taken every 
30 minutes, which means rather small absolute values, and faults are relatively rare, this source of 
fault is assumed to be small. 

 The data generated by EMC comes in the resolution of 48 data points per 24h. Information on 
crewed times and non-crewed times are fetched from the Production DB files. In these files it is 
specified when crewed time starts and ends. These times are specified in minutes. In order to 
allocate the right amount of energy to each day’s period of crewed time, a rounded function is 
used, in excel, to round the crewed time start and stop value to the nearest half hour value. If for 
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example crewed time started at 06:17 and ended at 22:10 the electricity consumed from 06:30 
until 22:00 will be allocated to crewed time, whilst the rest will be allocated to non-crewed time. 
This doesn’t affect EnPI1, which is calculated for the whole day, but EnPI2 and EnPI3. 

 The EnPIs for the upstream units as well as for the total file are based on several lines’ 
production. These lines are run at different times and therefore have different crewed times. To 
solve this problem standard times for crewed time are used for these files. Production sometimes 
takes place when the units are assumed to be on non-crewed time, which cause faults in EnPI2 
and EnPI3 as explained above. 

 Since the AFT gets its data on production volumes and times from the Production DB files, these 
have to be updated in order for the tool to work. The Production DB files are updated by hand 
and there is therefore no easy way to know exactly when they get updated and if they are indeed 
updated correct information. 

 Excel very quickly makes calculations on and modifications to data. However, this model, to a 
large extent, uses excel as a database, a use excel is not intended for. Since very large amounts of 
data are stored in excel-files and these files are used by the Analysis and Follow-up Tool the tool 
becomes rather slow at start up and can potentially in the future become unstable. 

Assumptions always have to be made when completing a project like this and making a model like the 
AFT. The most basic ones won’t be mentioned, but some of the major ones that could potentially damage 
the trust for the model will be explained. 

The EMC system was installed before the beginning of this project. It was installed by technicians at 
CCES as well as outside operators from Siemens. The EMC system was built to correctly depict the 
electricity consumption of each line and upstream unit. The layout of the system is assumed to be correct. 
It is outside the scope of this project to investigate the validity of the whole EMC system layout. A similar 
assumption has been made about the production data. The data found in the Production DB files is also 
assumed to be correct. 

6.2 Application 
This phase, the application phase, is where the developed tool or model is used to reach the purpose and 
objectives stated earlier in the thesis. The main objective of this model is to raise energy awareness and 
provide the possibility to identify energy saving options. By nature, this is a subjective goal and application 
can therefore be done in a number of ways. 

Here some suggestions for application of the model will be presented. The chapter also contains possible 
ways to visualize energy consumption using EnPIs and how these EnPIs can be brought into the 
organization at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden. 

6.2.1 Information flow with Casual Loop Diagram 
A casual loop diagram is a visualization of how different variables in the system affect each other. In this 
case it describes how information travels within the organization and how the EnPIs could be used to 
actually lower electricity consumption. 
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Figure 58: Casual Loop Diagram for information flow and use of the Analysis and Follow-up Tool 

In this system, data on the actual electricity consumption, will be measured and stored by Siemens’ EMC 
system. This data will manually be inserted into the developed Analysis and Follow-up Tool. Once this is 
done EnPIs will be created for the different lines and upstream units. These EnPIs will be summarized in 
an Overview Table. The table will show all EnPIs from yesterday, for all units, and relate these to 
averages. 

The Overview Table can be viewed by anyone, but is foremost intended for, Higher Management and 
Production Managers. Higher management will be able to set long term targets and develop action plans 
to deal with high EnPIs. However action plans aren’t their only way to affect the situation. By merely 
observing the EnPIs a signal will be sent to Production Managers that this is a highly prioritized issue, 
raising it on the agenda. 

Production managers themselves will also be encouraged to view the Overview Table with all the EnPIs 
on a regular basis. If a high EnPI is found the Production Managers can choose to make a root cause 
analysis to find out why.  

If high EnPIs have natural causes, such as low production volumes or the warm up of necessary 
equipment, Production Managers can make the decision to ignore the high values. If however the cause 
seems to be, for example, a poor shut down procedure or unnecessarily long warm-up times, the 
Production Managers can influence the Operators to change their behavior. They can also together with 
Higher Management develop action plans aimed at lowering energy consumption, that the Operators will 
take part of during short-interval-control meetings, that occur every fourth hour. If an actual change in 
how Operators run their part of the line is observed, a real reduction in energy consumption will be 
achieved. 
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Higher Management also has the possibility to start more long term projects, such as investments in 
energy efficient technology. This will have a direct effect on the energy consumption of the production 
facility. 

6.2.2 AFT use at CCES 
Following the information flow in the Casual Loop Diagram above it becomes clear that there are a 
number of ways in which the Analysis and Follow-up Tool and the EnPIs can be used at CCES. Either 
implement the full routines suggested above or use in an isolated way by anyone who needs information 
on energy consumption of a specific line, upstream unit, compressors, and so on. For different reasons, 
charts of energy consumption might be wanted. The build in copy-paste function for graphs in the AFT, 
makes this job much simpler than to generate the graphs in EMC and then export these graphs.  

For a more structured, regular use of the tool the EnPIs can be used. The overview table, where the 
different EnPIs are color coded depending on their value related to a three-month average, lets staff and 
management tell when something is askew and quickly focus in on the right area for investigation. EnPI2 
and 3 lets the user know whether the unusually high energy consumption was caused during crewed or 
non-crewed time. 

If an EnPI is high and consequently marked red, the user can investigate this value, him or herself, using 
other functions in the AFT. For example, if EnPI3 for line S5 shows red in the overview table one day the 
user could open the separate file for line S5. In the “Rolling averages” tab the high value can be compared 
to other averages, in the “Daily values” tab the EnPI can be compared to other day’s EnPIs and 
production volumes. Different graphs and tables let the user know when electricity was used and where 
the trend is headed. How to use the tool and the different functions for analysis are explained in more 
detail in the Appendix A. 

During Morning Meetings in production the Overview table can be used to assess the situation, much in 
the same way Line Utilization is used, where “bad” values are followed-up and action plans to solve the 
situation are developed. If Production Managers are in need of further information on any high EnPI, 
they can use the AFT to make a Root Cause Analysis. Their findings can then be communicated to shift 
leaders. If a problem is found the shift leaders can take this up with their operators during the Short 
Interval Control meetings. In this way information can travel down the organization to the people that can 
actually affect the energy consumption on a behavioral level, through shut-down procedures and such. 

The Overview table can also be used during the Daily Dashboard meetings to show how well, from an 
energy perspective, the different lines and units did yesterday. Action plans to deal with potential 
problems as well as decisions to look into more energy efficient technology can be made. But merely 
through visualizing these EnPIs for higher management during these meetings show that the company, on 
a higher level, cares about these issues and are willing to set aside resources to do something about it. The 
overview table can be redesigned to fit into the existing daily dashboard, or it can be used on the side, as a 
separate point on the agenda. 

Production losses meetings are held to assess the previous week’s operations and explain and solve 
identified problems in production. During these meetings charts and tables showing the development of 
energy consumption and efficiency, of one specific line or unit, can be shown. Days with high energy 
intensity can be discussed and possible solutions developed, much like the LU and different breaks are 
discussed during these meetings, but with a special focus on energy. 

The weekly operations meetings are used to bring up more long-term initiatives and projects and discuss 
important KPIs. These meetings with their accompanying dashboard could be a place to bring up larger 
initiatives, such as investments in more energy efficient technology or the introduction of new energy 
management systems. They can also be used to assess the previous week and put focus on more long-term 
development. 

The Monthly Management Dashboard already has an energy-KPI on it. However this KPI shows the total 
energy consumption, for both facilities and production, including district heating. If a more specialized 
EnPI is shown here, at least divided between production and facilities, it would visualize energy efficiency 
in a much more correct and meaningful way.  
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6.2.3 EnPI visualization 
Implementing this tool will, like most changes, be a great challenge. Different levels of the organization 
are interested in different information and two major questions arise when managers and operators are 
presented with new KPIs to track and perform against: “What’s in it for me?” and “How can I affect it?”. 

Therefore it is important to analyze the EnPIs generated by this tool to see who might benefit most from 
which data. By using the organizational chart further advice about visualization is presented. The highest 
level of the company might be more interested in overall KPIs that are comparable to already existing 
energy KPIs. The further down in the organization you go, the more detailed information is wanted. At 
morning meetings in production EnPI1, 2 and 3 will be displayed for each line and upstream unit. 
However at the Daily Dashboard meetings, where time is very limited, maybe only EnPI1, for each line 
and upstream unit, ought to be shown, since this EnPI is more correlated to the overall energy KPI used 
at CCE. There is of course no harm in letting all levels of the organization take part of all the available 
data. But this should come naturally and voluntarily, not forced on anyone. The best way has proved to be 
to present small amounts of easily understandable, manageable information and then provide guide 
further when interest is awoken.  

The organizational chart below is a representation of who might be interested in what information at a 
first introduction of the tool. 

 

Figure 59: Suggestion for introduction of EnPIs into the organization at CCES 

6.2.4 EnPI Tree 
It is also important to visualize how the EnPIs are related to each other and build up the general EnPI for 
the whole production facility. This is done in this section. 

Figure 60 shows how the EnPIs are connected to form a general, main EnPI for the whole plant. Today, 
at CCES, energy consumption is measured in kWh/1000l. In this number all energy, both from district 
heating and from electricity, is accounted for. This project only concerns electricity consumption and only 
for production, not for the facilities. In the figure below not all of the EnPIs are displayed, only some so 
that an understanding of the structure is provided. 
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Figure 60: Selected branches in the EnPI tree 

For only electricity and only in production, the EnPI tree looks like in Figure 61. Some arbitrarily chosen 
nodes have been colored red to indicate their relative value to set targets. Even though some nodes are 
red, the main EnPI can still be green. By looking at higher level EnPIs instead of lower branch ones, time 
can be saved. If deviations are noticed further analysis can be triggered and problems with high electricity 
consumption can be traced to their roots. 

 

Figure 61: Example of how some EnPIs, that are off target, may not cause the general, total EnPI to become red 

6.2.5 Example Business Case 
This business case is built around shut-down procedures for different lines and upstream units. The 
reason why shut-down procedures were chosen was that they were early in the project identified as the 
lowest hanging fruit for energy savings. No capital costs were needed and therefore these routines were 
easier to target than investments in new technology. Shut-down procedures foremost affect EnPI3 that 
gives a value of how little energy is consumed during non-crewed time. The total file for the whole 
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production facility is used, which sums up all the electricity that is used for production and all beverage 
that is produced. EnPI3 for the whole factory is calculated using standard times for crewed and non-
crewed time. Some production might take place during, what is here assumed to be non-crewed time, and 
vice versa. This business case is only made as an example of how the EnPIs could be applied to lower 
energy consumption and how much money that could, in a best case scenario, generate. 

Shut down procedures for non-crewed time 
By observing the electricity consumption per hour during non-crewed time, it becomes clear that much 
more electricity is consumed during non-crewed time, in-between production days, than during week-ends 
for example. Some of this is of course due to natural and explainable reasons. Some equipment simply 
doesn’t make sense to turn off for short periods of time, but might be beneficial to turn off during week-
ends. However the difference is large and some improvements can definitely be made. 

 

Figure 62: Daily values of EnPI3 for the whole production process 

The above graph shows EnPI3, that is average kWh/h during non-crewed time. Electricity consumption 
during non-crewed time, before, during and after days when no production at all takes place is quite low, 
at a level of about 500 kWh/h. However, during non-crewed time, surrounding production days, much 
more electricity, about 2000 kWh/h, is consumed. Hence there is a difference of about 1500 kWh/h. 

If electricity consumption during non-crewed time would always be as low as 500 kWh/h, about 1500 
kWh/h would be saved all of those days when EnPI3 is high. 

Hence, if production as a whole could spend as little energy during production nights as during week-end 
nights the yearly gain would be almost as much as 3 000 000 kWh or about 2,5 MSEK with an electricity 
price of 0,85 Swedish cents (Öre) per kWh. 

                                                        
                                                    
               

It is however very unlikely that the whole potential will be reached. A more realistic approximation might 
be 10 % of this whole shut down procedure potential for electricity savings. 
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Figure 63: Conceptualization of how electricity consumption goes up and down during the day and how energy can be 
saved 

In case A) electricity consumption naturally goes up during crewed time when production takes place and 
goes down in-between production, during non-crewed time. In scenario A) the electricity consumption 
only goes down to about 2000 kWh/h during non-crewed time. This is because crewed time is planned 
relatively soon and the choice to turn equipment off isn’t made, since it might be needed in the near 
future.  

In case B) a whole day with non-crewed time is shown. After the first interval of crewed time the 
operators on the line know that this is the case and therefore shuts down most equipment so that 
electricity consumption goes down to about 500 kWh/h during non-crewed time. 

If, as in the last case, case C) the operators shut down equipment to a level similar to case B), the 
electricity save corresponding to the green area will be made. This potential doesn’t stem only from the 
above mentioned arguments. Not only is it important that as many pieces of equipment as possible are 
turned off. It is also important that equipment is turned off quickly after production has ended and not 
started too long before production is started. This is depicted in Figure 64, below.  
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Figure 64: Electricity consumption during three days, where the markings represent late shut-down of equipment after 
crewed time and early start-up before crewed time 

In situation A) the effect does indeed go down before next day’s shift start, but it doesn’t go down straight 
after crewed time has ended. It takes some time before the effect drops. This leads to a potential electricity 
save represented by the red area. In case B) the equipment is turned off straight after crewed time has 
ended, but the effect goes up long before crewed time starts the following day, resulting in further loss of 
energy savings. 

Conclusions 
There are indeed a lot of savings that can be made by changing operating routines. By introducing EnPI3 
to management and operators an incentive to shut-equipment off is created. It proves that there are 
indeed differences between different periods of non-crewed time, at least according to EnPI3. The most 
prominent uncertainty for the business case lies in the way EnPI3 is calculated. For the total file it assumes 
that non-crewed time always stretch from 00:00-06:00 and from 22:30-24:00 each day, even during week-
ends. Some times during week-day nights lines do produce beverage, causing EnPI3 to become fictionally 
high. This effect is not taken into consideration by these calculations.   
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7 Discussion, Conclusions, and Future Studies 

7.1 Discussion 
Many of the barriers mentioned in chapter 4 have been addressed, either directly or indirectly by this 
project. In the sections 4.1 and 4.2 barriers and to some extent driving forces for energy efficiency, found 
at Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden, were mapped. In this section the barriers addressed by this specific 
project and the developed tool, will be discussed. The tool itself will also be analyzed and discussed. The 
project will also be put in a broader context. It will be discussed from an information and communications 
perspective as well as related to Energy Management Systems in general.  

7.1.1 Analysis and Follow-up Tool 
The main objective of this project was to raise energy awareness by making energy performance more 
visible and understandable. This tool gives the user the ability to check if energy consumption in absolute 
numbers and relative to produced beverage has been high over different time periods. It also makes it 
possible, to a certain extent, to check when energy consumption was unusually high, during non-crewed 
time, when no production takes place or during the crewed hours. Graphs, showing daily and weekly 
energy consumption are available, with the resolution of 30 minute intervals. This is available for all 
production lines and upstream units individually. It gives managers and operators many new possibilities 
to evaluate behavior changes and new initiatives.  

The three EnPIs that were chosen to develop have different uses. EnPI1 shows how much electricity was 
consumed during the whole day, related to appropriate beverage production. This indicator is useful to get 
an oversight of one line or unit, but doesn’t give more information about when energy was consumed and 
what ought to be done to lower it. However all electricity needs to be paid for and this is the EnPI used 
by CCES generally. The Energy KPI management at CCES has to report to the European organization 
combines heat and power for both facilities and production, making it a blunt tool for energy 
visualization. EnPI1 is very useful for higher management since it is easily assessable and directly builds up 
the general Energy KPI and is a step towards gaining full insight into energy use of each specific line and 
upstream unit. It acts partly as a mediator of information. By merely looking at EnPI1 for the different 
lines and units management sends a clear signal to production that energy is in focus.  

But to gain more understanding of when energy is actually consumed EnPI2 and EnPI3 can be used. 
EnPI2 shows energy intensity during crewed time and EnPI3 energy intensity during non-crewed time. 
The KPI Line Utilization has been in use at CCES for a rather long time. The more smoothly operations 
run and the faster bottles are produced the higher Line Utilization becomes. Therefor there already exists 
a request of all lines to have a continuous, large production of beverage, without stops. This benefits 
EnPI2. If there are no stops in production during crewed time, and the line is operated at maximum 
speed, only investments in more energy efficient technology will improve EnPI2. Therefor this EnPI 
becomes very interesting for the engineering department at CCES, who are responsible for bigger projects 
such as the acquisition of new technology or retrofitting of lines or units.  

EnPI3 has become the one most focused on at CCES. It tells how much electricity is consumed during 
non-crewed time, when the line isn’t operating. Since nothing should be produced during this time, 
according to plan, in many cases the energy consumed during non-crewed time can be considered purely 
wasted energy. Of course machines has to be warmed up before production starts and it takes some time 
to shut down machines after a shift ens, but the general conviction among operators was that it didn’t 
matter since their main objective was to produce beverage, time efficiently. There was already a project 
initiated at CCES that concerned shut-down procedures that had the potential to greatly improve EnPI3 
of most lines. Perhaps because of this existing project, and the fact that changes in operating routines 
require no upfront cost or that changes during non-crewed time won’t affect production EnPI3 was early 
in the project deemed the most interesting of the three EnPIs. It is hard to argue that, sometimes 
manifold more energy per hour, is consumed during non-crewed time, isn’t a waste. Introducing this EnPI 
among production manager, shift leaders and operators made it easier to convince them of the benefits of 
saving energy, but also that there were indeed differences between different lines and units, and therefore 
there was much that could be done, energy efficiency wise, before the line as a whole started to sub-
optimize.  
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There are many factors that these EnPIs does not take into consideration. For example if maintenance is 
planned during crewed time no production can take place, which lower the denominator in the equations 
for EnPI1 and 2. Also in some cases when electricity consumption is related to the production on several 
lines, template times for crewed time are used. In a more detailed program many more of these outer 
factors could be used as input data. The more input data is used, the more accurate the EnPIs will be and 
the tool would be able, to a much larger extent, tell the user when energy is consumed and especially why. 
However more input data require more complex systems and add more sources for fault. The main 
objective was to make more use of the EMC system and create energy awareness, and that objective is met 
with a quite simple tool like the one developed here.  

The tool was only introduced at CCES. No full implementation was made. During this introduction phase 
the tool was updated once every morning before 8:30, when the morning meetings in production start. 
The overview table was sent out, via mail, with updated information on yesterday’s EnPIs to concerned 
parts. One Production Manager responsible for among other lines, line S10, had an extra responsibility to 
look at the EnPIs of line S10. It becomes hard to draw any general conclusions from this short 
introduction phase. Much focus was put on EnPI3 as predicted. A major problem was to find the time to 
assess the information and analyze it. Sending the information out via mail partly reduced this problem. 
When the EnPIs were first observed by managers and staff, on a regular basis, pieces started to fall in 
place. The EnPIs of yesterday were colored green, orange or red, depending on their value. The 
information started to trickle down from managers to production managers to operators. Since higher 
management also observed the data, the question “What’s in it for me? “, quickly got answered. The other 
question often heard at CCES “What can I do to affect it?” led to further use of the tool. Once people 
had gotten familiarized with the EnPIs the AFT was requested to make more in depth analyses. The lack 
of time for analysis remained a problem, but the more emphasis was put on this project from higher 
management and the more was learned about the tool, the more time was set aside to use it. During the 
introduction phase the overview table wasn’t only sent out to people involved in production. Managers, 
engineers and others also got the information and could see the color coded EnPIs. This had the positive 
side effect that people who were not intended as the first hand users of the tool got an interest in the AFT 
and new uses for the tool were come up with.  

7.1.2 Barriers Addressed by Project 
Energy efficiency initiatives identified at CCES can be grouped into three major categories at CCES, 
investments in new, more energy efficient, technology, behavioral changes, and automated, more fine-
tuned, operation of equipment. Different barriers apply to the different types of groups and so the tool 
solves different problems, wherever it might be used. 

One of the most prominent barriers against energy efficiency at CCES had to do with fear of disruptions 
in production if new routines were adopted or new technology acquired. Personnel had the conviction 
that their job was not to save energy, but to make production processes run as smoothly as possible. Since 
it was very hard to tell if energy efficiency initiatives resulted in any real gains, risk assessments usually 
gave the answer that production should go on as usual. Even though there were no real fear of sub-
optimization among higher managers, shift leaders and operators saw huge risks in implementing new 
energy efficiency measures. 

Information on energy performance, per line or upstream unit, becomes much more easily accessible 
when using the Analysis and Follow-up Tool. The EMC System needed much work to create reports and 
filter out the incorrect data. A person that looked for energy data needed his or her own account to log in 
and had to go through a number of steps and make many choices to retrieve the correct information. In 
short, there was a large barrier for first time users, with the EMC System. The developed excel tool can 
lower this cost of time resources. It will make it much easier to analyze data so that is can be used more 
frequently and easily understood by managers, as well as operators, that often find themselves in need of 
more time. Instead of having to match several sources of data on both production and energy 
consumption one tool can be used to gain a quick understanding of the situation. 

Coca-Cola has excellent engineers that are good at evaluating new technology and equipment. But one 
cannot overlook the human factor and the fact that people tend to put more emphasis on the investment 
cost than on operating expenses, when evaluating new pieces of equipment for example. With the AFT, 
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evaluation of operating expenses can become much simpler. Decision-makers can be made accountable 
for operating expenses as well as up-front costs. If equipment is rented instead of purchased, its operating 
costs can be evaluated before purchase. This would greatly reduce the imperfect information barrier. 

The developed EnPIs can become the foundation for a reporting, and perhaps in the future, a bonus 
system that would greatly increase the incentives for operators to change their behavior, thereby 
overcoming the split-incentive barrier to a large extent. Responsibilities concerning energy use can be set 
for different processes and the responsible person can be held accountable for energy losses. The AFT 
with its EnPIs also gives operators and other staff less reasons to be opportunistic, since it might become 
more apparent why the strong will of management to save energy is indeed important. This would 
decrease the principal-agent barrier. 

This tool can make energy use visible and create energy awareness throughout the organization. The more 
the tool is used, the easier it will be to get a “feeling” for energy use of different lines, units and even 
processes. This knowledge can reduce the cost of acquiring information on energy efficiency initiatives. 
Based on the information from this system, new rules-of-thumb can be created that has the possibility to 
facilitate decision-making, improve possibilities to choose energy efficient technologies and change 
behavior, thereby overcoming the bounded rationality barrier. 

The reason EMC hasn’t been used, even though it was up and running, was that the form of information 
was very unsatisfying indeed. Since some incorrect values were generated, without a filter function, graphs 
were unreadable. The tool developed in this project is by no means perfected, but it can greatly reduce the 
barrier that has to do with the form of information. All users will be able to access the information, but 
the information will be personalized. Different functions and EnPIs will be used by different levels of the 
organization. And the information is much more specialized than before. It is viewable for only one line 
or upstream unit, making sure the information is relevant. To ensure easy and fast understanding, EnPIs 
have been color coded according to a traffic light system. Even though the information is only updated 
once per day, in this way it becomes memorable and persuasive, encouraging new investments and actions 
to be taken. 

The data on energy consumption from EMC has been found to be incorrect a great number of times. This 
fact contributed to the decision not to use the system for a long time after it was installed. The AFT 
automatically filters out outlier values on energy consumption and creates EnPIs that are more easily 
understood, creating more trust for the information and providing a foundation for behavior change. 

More information means more power. If the tool tells managers that too much electricity is consumed on 
one line it will give them the authority to do something and to allocate resources. More information on 
energy consumption can also lead to new values of managers and employees, as awareness is increased. 
Energy consumption can easily be calculated into money, hence the benefit of energy savings become 
apparent. Operators on lines with high EnPIs will be targeted to see what can be done. Changes on one 
line will directly affect the line’s EnPIs raising the incentive to change, in contrast to today, when energy 
saves are diluted and only higher management take part of the information, and only on a monthly basis. 

7.1.3 Energy Efficiency Maturity Level Model 
The AFT is in many ways useful for reaching new levels of maturity in the Energy Efficiency Maturity 
Level model. The model comprises five steps that built on each other to attain higher energy efficiency. 
These steps are insight, knowledge, methods, actions and follow-up. 

Even though the insight level has already been reached to a large extent, in higher management, the AFT 
further concretizes and cements this level due to more easily accessible and assessable information. The 
tool greatly affects the lower levels of the company, which don’t have the time or the information at the 
moment to gain an insight into the use and benefits of energy efficiency. 

The tool can also be used to increase knowledge about what needs to be done to raise energy efficiency. 
Or rather it gives managers and operators the incentive and reason to find out what can be done. If 
specialized information on energy consumption during different times is available root cause analyses can 
be made when something is out of the ordinary. This will quickly expand the knowledge base at CCES 
and create an understanding of what can be done to lower energy consumption. 
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The AFT can hardly be said to help CCES reach the Methods level. Even though it induces root cause 
analyses that can lead to what can be done, it is a long way to go until the tool helps operators and 
managers to figure out what can be done. To figure out how energy can be saved, technical expertise 
needs to be applied. Indirectly through raise allocation of resources for example this tool could help attain 
also this level, but not directly. 

The tool can also indirectly help reach the Actions level through creation of energy awareness throughout 
the organization that will make it easier to allocate time and resources to energy efficiency projects.  

The follow-up level is perhaps the level where this tool is most applicable. It will become much simpler to 
evaluate and assess energy efficiency initiatives, both concerning behavior change and new investments.  

The lack of sub-metering and the fact that energy consumption data wasn’t made visible was identified as 
some of the major barriers for large industry companies against energy efficiency. The tool will positively 
alleviate this barrier. Even though costs are not made visible with this tool, management will have no 
problems relating the saves in energy to money. However, operators might have a harder time relating to 
the information the EnPIs provide. As described earlier, the barrier concerning capital allocation, will 
probably be lowered when energy awareness is raised.  

Looking at the driving forces for energy efficiency and maturity level, energy management systems are 
clear such forces for large industry companies according to the model. Systems like the one developed 
here are crucial steps in energy management systems, such as ISO50001. To develop and implement this 
Analysis and Follow-up Tool are outspoken steps towards becoming ISO50001 certified, which is also 
important in order to improve the image of the company and ensure suppliers and customers that this is a 
company that takes environmental issues seriously. Lowered costs, raised revenue and other economic 
reasons are all brought up as driving forces on the Insight level, and are highlighted with a tool like the 
AFT. More people will have personal interests in lowering energy consumption with EnPIs designed for 
only one line or one process. It is highly likely that higher management will become even more involved 
when energy consumption is followed-up in the daily routines.  

Also on the knowledge level Image is mentioned and so is the visualization of energy use, driving forces 
that will be raised with this tool. There is no clear link between the introduction of such a tool as this and 
the Methods level. However on the Actions level there are several driving forces that could become more 
apparent. It will become easier to make LCC calculations based on operating costs and previous projects. 
Personal interests in energy efficiency initiatives will be encouraged. Also on the Act level the chance to 
get even more involved management is not to be underestimated. There are no specific driving forces for 
large industry companies on the Follow-up level, but without a tool like this, a well-designed bonus 
system, creating incentives for operators and shift leaders to save energy, is very hard to implement. 

7.1.4 Information and Communications Technology 
CCES is a part of the larger Coca-Company Enterprises Europe. To have these international ties has 
made CCES used to work with ICT systems to ensure an effective, dynamic and responsive organization 
that can use in-house knowledge and act dynamically.  

But perhaps CCES wasn’t ready for a system like EMC. The right routines that turn raw data into 
information and knowledge, using for example energy KPIs, were not in place. Indeed the system was left 
untouched for a long period of time before this project was initiated. If the general trend in ICT, but also 
in many other fields, is to provide a package deal where the whole value chain is incorporated, the system 
from Siemens did exactly the opposite. Instead of providing a systems view, with help at each step 
towards becoming more energy efficient, a web-based, sub-metering program was delivered. What CCES 
wanted and needed was help to develop and implement routines for energy follow-up and energy 
efficiency. For example no tutorial of the EMC system was given and only an incomplete, inadequate 
manual existed. Some very useful functions within the program weren’t discovered until very recently and 
some surely remain unknown. The EMC system had the potential to help reach the Insight and the 
Follow-up level in the model, but was left in isolation and therefore never came to use.  

The program or tool developed in this project does not pretend to fulfill all the necessary needs for real 
energy savings to come in place. But it has proved to be a valuable tool for understanding the torrent of 
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data generated by the Energy Monitoring and Control System from Siemens. The EnPIs used in the 
Analysis and Follow-up Tool were created to be similar to already existing KPIs in the organization. To 
use the same routines as for existing KPIs, with excel-based spreadsheets and data visualization, ensured 
further success of the AFT. Dashboards, based on KPIs calculated in excel, are a common way to display 
information at CCES. The AFT was developed with this in mind and made ready for implementation into 
the Daily Dashboard for example. 

7.1.5 Energy Management Systems 
Coca-Cola Enterprises Sweden is already ISO140001 certified and intends to become ISO50001 certified 
in the future. A contributing factor to the initiation of this project was in fact the upcoming certification. 
One requirement of this project was that the tool created would be compatible with the new standard. 
The result of this modeling process was a tool that is indeed compatible with the model “Plan-Do-Check-
Act”, which is found in many ISO energy management systems.  

The Plan and Check stages of the model are greatly helped by an analysis and follow-up tool like the one 
developed in this project. Without EnPIs it becomes very hard to set goals and targets and compare 
different lines among each other to find best practices and challenge old routines. There are targets for 
energy consumption, set for the coming years, but these targets have been set on a much more general 
level. It has not been possible to break down these targets to fit the new EnPIs. Since the tool has been 
available for such a short period of time, not enough historical data exists to set baseline values or phased 
targets for coming periods. This is a large drawback of the project and identified as a great area to place 
future emphasis on. The AFT ensures that the Check phase can be completed when future energy saving 
actions are implemented, but until a baseline scenario is in place, it will be hard to make exact calculations 
showing the energy reduction due to one action. Rather a trend will be visible, which will probably be 
enough in a first stage of implementation of the AFT. If trends are visible, on sub-metered levels, the 
stage Do will also be helped, since more incentives to change are found, in contrast to carrying on with 
business as usual.  

Higher management is ready to put emphasis on the task at hand. They are ready to put aside resources 
and develop new target models and initiatives. This all falls under the category Act. The fact that CCES is 
a part of a larger European company seems to be only helpful in this respect. On average, in the countries 
where Coca-Cola Europe are present, energy prices are much higher than in Sweden. Therefore much 
focus has been put on lowering energy consumption due to high costs, not only CSR. This project does 
not ensure the implementation or success of yet another energy management system. It does however 
provide key steps towards becoming ISO50001 certified and helps CCES to fulfill the positive cycle with 
the four steps Plan, Do, Check, Act.  

7.2 Conclusions 

7.2.1 Energy Efficiency 
The industry sector is a large, if not the largest, energy consumer in most countries. In Sweden alone the 
industry sector accounted for about 39 % of the delivered energy in 2009. A number of studies have 
shown that there is a great potential for improvements and energy efficiency measures. Numerous ways to 
save energy in this sector, ranging from investments in new more energy efficient technology, to 
behavioral changes, have been identified. Many of these changes would both save energy and be 
economically favorable. However, due to different barriers, that were discussed and explained earlier in 
the thesis, the full potential of energy efficiency measures is not fulfilled. This discrepancy is referred to as 
the “Efficiency Gap”.  

By implementing Energy Management Systems, according to certain standards, a company can assure best 
practices when it comes to energy efficiency and structure their work to close the Efficiency Gap. Many of 
the barriers that constitute this gap can to a large extent be overcome by using Information and 
Communication Technology to visualize energy consumption and create energy awareness throughout the 
organization. The tool developed here is one building block, using ICT, for full incorporation of a new 
energy management system. It has been introduced at CCES and proved its qualities. Much work is still to 
be done, both on the programming side, with further development of the tool, but also concerning more 
soft issues such as implementation and overcoming behavioral barriers. In the next sections it is 
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concluded if the addressed barriers were indeed overcome and what can be done to further improve the 
tool and the whole project in the future. 

7.2.2 Barriers Overcome 
Many of the barriers identified by earlier research apply to CCES, but so do many of the driving forces. As 
in many other organizations, energy use wasn’t visualized on a more detailed level than for the whole 
plant, at CCES. Hence, energy awareness couldn’t be created on a personal level. This was found to be 
one of the biggest barriers against energy efficiency. Even though an Energy Monitoring and Control 
System from Siemens was installed, that provided highly detailed, sub-metered data, energy saving 
initiatives were hard to follow up, existing equipment and new investments couldn’t be assessed based on 
their energy use and there was no incentives for individuals to lower energy consumption. The data 
generated from the EMC system was hard to access, and its accuracy questioned. EMC was viewed as one 
step towards the goal and much effort was put on fixing the problems with EMC and to make it more 
usable so that it would be used once fully launched. 

Higher management was found to be heavily interested in energy efficiency measures, but the effect didn’t 
seem to trickle down to production manager, shift leaders and operators. There was only one KPI 
dedicated to energy that was used in the organization and this KPI only showed total energy consumption 
for district heating and electricity and combined facilities with production.  

During the test of the system it became apparent that information became much more easily accessible 
with the new tool. The EnPIs, with their color coding, were used during Morning Meetings in production 
on a daily basis. The frequent use made it simpler to gain an understanding of the data and make root 
cause analyses of deviating EnPIs. Since the data was transferred from EMC to the Analysis and Follow-
up Tool by a third party, the people in need of information had to spend less time retrieving the 
information. Instead of having each person generating each chart or graph they needed, one person 
updated the tool so that all information was available to all recipients.  

Already before the start of the project most focus was put on shut-down procedures for equipment and 
atomization of stand-by modes. These were the areas where the low-hanging fruits were believed to be 
found. The implementation of the tool suggests the same. The AFT has been used to create energy 
awareness among the people that actually run production lines and upstream-units. Even though no 
bonus system has been connected to the EnPIs, incentives to save energy have developed. Since both 
staff and management use this tool, operators, shift leaders and production managers know that the EnPIs 
are tracked on a much more detailed level than before. There is less reason to believe that wasted energy 
will go unnoticed and therefore a great barrier has been overcome.  

Before, only data was generated and no usable information, much less knowledge and apprehension about 
the situation. This tool enables CCES to use the data, turn it into information and relate it to production. 
A mere absolute number of kWh per half hour for example tells the user nothing about energy efficiency. 
Before the introduction of the AFT, deviations were almost impossible to trace, since no information 
about what was produced was available in conjunction with the electricity consumption data. If an 
investigation of high energy consumption were to be carried out the person needed to go to many 
different sources and match data, consuming enormous amounts of resources. Hidden costs to energy 
efficiency measures were hence overcome through the introduction of the tool.  

Risks will always be associated with investments in new technology or implementation of new routines. 
The AFT did not directly lower business, external or even technological risks. However it did provide the 
company with the ability to more fairly assess the upsides of new projects and breaking business as usual. 
If, in the future, more and more projects are evaluated using this tool, a knowledge base can be built. New 
projects can be evaluated on new grounds and the risks of energy efficient equipment and routines 
diminished. At present, risks associated with energy efficiency measures are sometimes believed to be 
larger than they actually are. The AFT got production managers to make root cause analyses of high 
energy consumption and try new routines, which in turn decreased their fear of sub-optimization. 

The hidden cost barrier was greatly reduced by the introduction of the AFT. Instead of having to go 
through the tedious procedure of creating different reports for different days, and then matching that 
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information with production data, the user is now able to view EnPI that relate energy consumption to 
the correct production data automatically. The color coding of the EnPIs in the overview table lets time 
restrained users get an overview and focus their attention on deviations, rather than having to go through 
all the data all the time. This greatly reduced the resources it took to gain an understanding of the situation 
and made the torrent of data manageable. 

Looking at the Imperfect Information barrier it can be said that the analysis and follow-up tool itself was 
not able to provide more information on beforehand about new investments. But as mentioned earlier, it 
did increase the knowledge base about energy efficiency measures and thereby can be used to henceforth 
provide more information about new, similar projects. 

Split incentives and the principal-agent issues were present at CCES and still are, after the introduction of 
the AFT. What could be noted after the short introduction of the tool was that lower levels of the 
organization became aware of energy as a limited, costly resource, rather than a fixed cost of production. 
The fact that information about energy performance was sent out to all levels of the organization provided 
clear incentives for energy savings. With a bonus system connected to the EnPIs, these incentives are 
increased further. The bonus system present today has almost the opposite effect. It is perceived to be too 
farfetched, that reducing energy consumption on one line will reduce the total costs of the company and 
thereby increasing the probability that bonus will be paid. Indeed very little heed was put on the effect 
costs in general had on revenue. The only goal of operators was to deliver what was sold, not pay 
attention to how much energy was used in the process. The tool did not only illuminate economic reasons 
to save energy, but also reasons that had to do with values of the organization, and personal reasons, such 
as showing managers that the specific line was doing well. In this way the goal of higher management, of 
saving energy, was broken down and trickled down in the organization, to the people that had the ability 
to actually save energy. 

It is practically impossible to evaluate decisions that affect routines or investments on entirely objective 
grounds. At CCES, as at all other companies, rules-of-thumb and templates are rightly used to save time. 
The AFT, by transforming raw data into knowledge and beginning the process of building a database of 
experience from old projects, has the ability to change those rules of thumb. By introducing the tool, new 
routines began to emerge that has the potential to change the way CCES looks at energy consumption. 
Thereby the bounded rationality barrier was greatly reduced. However it can be argued that this 
accomplishment has more to do with hidden costs and imperfect information, than with bounded 
rationality. 

The fact that the EMC system was generating highly detailed data but that no one used it is definite proof 
of the height of the barrier associated with the form of information. People familiar with the EMC system 
and ICT systems in general perhaps saw no drawbacks with the previous system. These people might say 
that acquiring information about energy consumption at CCES came at almost no cost. However looked 
closer at, this proved not to be the case. If the form of information is unsatisfying a great cost of 
transforming the data into information arises. This cost was lowered at CCEs with the AFT. The EnPIs 
did the work of relating absolute numbers shown in kWh to production volumes. Different lines and units 
could be compared amongst each other and deviations analyzed. EnPIs and graphs, that took into 
consideration when shifts started and ended, proved to be a much more useful form of information that 
raw data. 

Credibility and trust was badly hurt due to all the extreme values the EMC system produced. There are 
two sides to this barrier. One is evaluating the new system and making sure it works and is reliable from a 
scientific perspective. The other is to convince staff and managers of that same reliability. The filter 
function in the AFT worked well and outlier values were nullified. But even though this worked much 
skepticism was aimed at the system. The EnPIs are indeed dependent on production volumes and 
production volumes are in turn dependent on a number of factors. This relationship will always be true, as 
long as not all of the outer factors are used as input by the tool. To explain all relationships of the EnPIs 
were crucial to create trust for the tool and thereby overcoming a barrier deeply entrenched at CCES. 

CSR issues were already deeply rooted in CCES’ values. Energy efficiency was placed high on the agenda 
for management. This tool proved to be a valuable asset in further increasing the power put in the hands 
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of decision-makers and driving spirits that encouraged energy saving initiatives. When the project was 
presented to the European board is was welcomed and it was set as a goal to reach full implementation 
before next summit. By using the EnPIs to show differences in energy intensity, between different days, 
managers could more easily convince operators to try new routines and make root cause analyses of 
problems. 

7.2.3 Analysis and Follow-up Tool 
Many lessons were learnt from the development, application and evaluation of the Analysis and Follow-up 
Tool built in this project. The tool was developed as part of a master thesis project and as a response to 
the need to make use of an overload of energy consumption data. As explained earlier many barriers are, if 
not overcome, diminished by introducing the AFT. The tool proved useful, but can be improved and 
further developed in a great number of ways. 

The AFT was developed for each line and upstream-unit. All users can see the EnPIs of all units. This is 
still a lot of information to take in, especially perhaps for lower levels of the company that does not even 
have access to a computer capable of running the AFT. Maybe the information flow ought to be 
decreased further. But the more data is removed, the harder in depth manual analysis becomes. And since 
the tool does not take into consideration all the factors that affect the EnPIs such manual analysis is 
needed. Perhaps the key to success lies in finding the golden middle way, where all the data and tools for 
in depth analysis are available, but only so much information is shown at first glance, as not to deter. In 
the AFT, this middle way currently consists of an overview table that only shows very little information, 
but still a hint of where deviations might lie. In close proximity to this overview table, the tools that could 
guide the user further in making a thorough root cause analysis lies. When the tool was first introduced to 
production managers and shift leaders the overview table, with all its EnPIs, was perceived as a stick, 
rather than a carrot. But as time progressed, and people started to trust the tool and understand the EnPIs 
the overview table became the carrot that led to much more use of the rest of the tool, with all its 
functions. The tool was seen as help to do something about high values and not as something that was 
forced on production personnel.  

During the development of the project on a whole, and the AFT in particular, many people were 
interviewed and given the chance to air their opinions and give suggestions. However these continuous 
interviews that acted as evaluations of the project ought to have been done more systematically and 
structured way to include everyone more concretely in the process. For example no particular reference 
group was assigned. Instead the steering committee and a few selected people at different levels of the 
organization were met with when opportunity arose. Indeed the ones already enthusiastic about the 
development of such a tool were informed, but the ones who would actually come to use it didn’t receive 
as much information during the development phase. Rather they became involved and were updated on a 
regular basis when the tool was to be introduced. 

It is pointed out in the literature about energy management systems and the efficiency gap the importance 
of frequently updated data that is not lagging in time. This tool is only updated once per day and then only 
for the previous day. This is the same as for the KPI line utilization. This update frequency is enough for 
the current use of the AFT, where mainly production managers actively use the tool and shares the 
information with operators and shift leaders. But if the tool was rebuilt so that it could be updated several 
times per day and computers would be available on the production floor, operators could make much 
more use of the tool at SIC meetings and in their daily work. Similar systems are already in place at other 
sites in Europe, owned by CCE.   

The most imminent threat to the whole project is the lack of ownership. It has been very hard to assign 
one person to actually update the tool. The update needs to be done before Production Managers access 
the data at 8:30 and every weekday morning. Some research has been done into how to make the tool fully 
automatic, but this upgrade falls outside the boundaries of this project. Also, only guidelines on how to 
use to tool have been developed, no strict, cemented routines. This can bring with it both possibilities and 
problems. It can never be said with guarantee how a tool like this will be used. To implement loosely 
without sticks have resulted in optional adoption of the tool and alternative uses. On the other hand it 
increases the risk of project fade out if not enough time is spent on securing routines in the future. 
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One of the main lessons learned from this project is that a tool like this can be developed without much 
programming skills or database knowledge. The important thing is that it is simple and reliable. If it is 
made available to all and presented to an enthusiastic management department, it will be used. And if 
used, almost no matter how, it seems to create energy awareness.  

Concerning the business case developed, it only focuses on shut-down procedures. It is very unrealistic 
that all of these changes can, or even should, take place. But some of them ought to, in order to save 
electricity. If only a small amount of the changes are made, a lot of energy will be saved which converts to 
quite large amounts of money. Even if the Business Cases presented in the application section isn’t 
probable, there are still great benefits of making it. Energy awareness is created and the numbers in the 
EnPIs are converted into real money, a feat the AFT does not include. A separate Business case could be 
done for each line and upstream unit so that the largest gains could be focused on. Successful projects 
would increase the rate of change and one could avoid focusing on the lines where production is 
comparatively energy efficient.  

7.2.4 Risks after hand over 
There are big risks associated with projects where an outside project leader comes in and runs a time 
restricted project. If not enough time is set aside to implement what is developed and create routines for 
follow-up, even the best of projects can fade out. 

As discussed earlier the biggest challenge has been to assign a project owner once the Master Thesis 
project is completed; someone who would care for and tend to the project, once taken over by CCES. 
This person does not have to, and probably shouldn’t be, responsible for all the practicalities, but would 
rather ensure that the project lives on and is developed and further implemented.  

The first thing that needs to be ensured after hand over of the project is that the updates of the system are 
made. The tool doesn’t stand or fall with frequent updates; it can just as well only be updated once a week. 
However, if the tool isn’t updated for long periods of time usage of the system might be affected. Trust 
for the AFT would decrease and CCES might seize to use the new found information altogether.  

A person has been assigned to this task, but relying on just one person is not a stable solution. Also the 
trust for the system needs to be ensured. Regular evaluations of the tool need to be carried out in order to 
check the correctness of the AFT. But the trust and confidence in the person behind the development and 
implementation may be just as important as the actual tool.  

There is still much that can be done to improve the tool purely technical. If a project owner without the 
required knowledge, foremost in excel, is assigned, there is risk that the tool won’t be improved or 
developed at all. If faults are detected, as the tool is used in the future, the explanatory file (tutorial file) 
won’t be enough for an inexperienced user to fix all problems. A way to handle this would be to take in 
outside expertise, such as IT consultants.  

The tool is built by linking several excel sheets together. If some of these sheets are altered or their names 
changed the tool will stop working. This major risk was identified early in the project. If problems arise 
these can easily be fixed by altering links in the program, but to have fixed routines for who actually is 
responsible for this is important. The program is not just dependent on other excel-files that contain 
information on production data. The reports generated from EMC look different depending on the 
number of sub-metering points available and chosen. If CCES decide to add one extra sub-meter the 
generated reports with the data going into the tool, would change. There is little risk that this will happen 
according to interviewed people at CCES, at least for electricity consumption in production, but a small 
change made by Siemens could also potentially make the system unstable. 

The main conclusion to be drawn from most of these risks is that the normal user won’t be able to assure 
the stability of the program. In depth understanding is required to fix potential technical problems. This 
knowledge exists at CCES, but to set aside the time to do it will be a challenge. Without a project owner 
who cares for and understands the benefits of development of the system, the tool risks to be phased out. 
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7.3 Further recommendations 
This project is a combination of a developed practical application and a theoretical part. Due to the extent 
of the project and the limitation in time, there are many things that can be done in the future to both 
develop the theoretical framework and improve the Analysis and Follow-up Tool. 

The barriers that were identified at CCES and discussed can be explored further. The basis for the study 
was continuous work within the organization as well as open interviews with staff and managers. More 
structured interviews, maybe complemented with surveys, would increase the knowledge about barriers 
against energy efficiency at CCES. 

The implementation suggestions, given in the application section of the thesis, are in no way exhaustive. 
There may be other ways to implement a tool like this in the organization. The project leader has mainly 
introduced the tool to production manager and higher management. Only some operators and shift 
leaders have yet been directly informed about the benefits of using the tool. To do this would greatly 
benefit the implementation of the tool. 

The original thought was to display the EnPIs for all lines and units in an assigned square in the Daily 
Dashboard each morning. The main objection against this was that the Daily Dashboard was viewed by 
the European central organization and if routines to handle deviating EnPIs weren’t in place, much 
criticism would be placed on the CCES management. In the future it might be a good idea to work 
towards the introduction of the Overview table into the Daily Dashboard meetings. Either as an assigned 
square in the actual Dashboard or as a point on the agenda during the meeting. 

In general this tool can only be seen as a first step towards a full implementation of a new energy 
management system. It creates energy awareness, but in order to complete the full positive circle, 
explained in the conceptual model a baseline should be developed and targets for future periods set. Both 
the baseline and the targets for the EnPIs ought to be developed for each line and upstream unit. 
However, it will be very hard to do this until more historical data is available. A dependable baseline 
would make it much easier to follow-up and assess implemented projects in the future. Setting targets is a 
science of its own. But if this is done, and these targets are both reliable and realistic they would increase 
the incentive to work towards energy savings. Long term it might also be wise to connect a bonus system 
to these targets to assure even more incentives for operators and shift leaders, who are not directly 
responsible to higher management. To increase the awareness and understanding of energy consumption 
the targets could be recalculated to show currency instead of kWh. Relating high EnPIs to the money that 
could be saved, had they not been high, increases the chances of successful behavioral change. A business 
case like the one done in this thesis can act as a signal to higher management that energy savings are worth 
bother, but to encourage operators and shift leaders to save energy, relating energy use to costs more 
frequently and specialized would be necessary.  

Today LU is the main KPI used at CCES. To learn from the routines and adopt solutions around this KPI 
is one way to implement the tool. There are many synergy effects from working in the same was as with 
existing KPIs. The knowledge transfer for LU is already in place. The suggestions for implementation 
given earlier in the thesis are indeed similar to the way LU works and how knowledge about this KPI is 
transferred. 

The special meetings once per week where losses that affect production are discussed could be made to 
include energy losses as well. Or new energy losses meetings could be instated. During these meetings last 
week’s production could be gone thorough and assessed, from an energy perspective; much in the same 
way as time losses are gone through now. 

It has been very hard to assign the task of updating the system to one person. The 10 minute procedure 
that needs to be done each morning seems to be nobody’s responsibility. An improvement of the tool, so 
that it updates automatically each morning is pressing. Some work was done on this subject late in the 
project, but unsuccessfully. However, the author’s strong belief is that full automation is possible, with or 
without the help from outside consultants. If automatic automation is accomplished, it opens up the 
possibility to update the tool more often. Most useful would be if the tool could be remodeled to show 
EnPIs for the last four hours to fit the short-interval-control meetings. However, this requires new 
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underlying databases with production data that work as input to the tool. In general it is important to 
remember that this project was made with the resources that were available at the time the project was 
initiated. New databases and more available input parameters on production would make it possible to 
create a much more sophisticated tool.  

This project only focused on electricity consumption in production. A similar work could be made on 
electricity consumption for the facilities or for other types of energy, such as district heating. Similar 
EnPIs could easily be developed for other entities.  

The project quickly became focused on EnPI3 due to the perception that shut-down procedures would be 
the most effective way to rapidly lower energy consumption without almost any upfront costs. If a small 
business case is developed for each line and upstream unit it could act as guidance where most energy is to 
be saved and act as an energy audit, to ensure that the lowest hanging fruits are picked first. 

There is also an uncountable number of small improvements that could be made to the Analysis and 
Follow-up Tool. Explanatory texts could be improved, more functions added or the design of the tool 
could be changed. To work continuously with the tool and be open to suggestions from all levels of the 
organization ensures the development of a tool that fulfills all needs and can be used by the whole 
organization to create energy awareness and ultimately save electricity.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Analysis and Follow-up Tool (Explanatory 

Document and Tutorial) 
This appendix is a complete manual and explanatory document for the Analysis and Follow-up Tool 
created in this project. It has been made to work as a tutorial file for users and administrators and is 
therefore written to address these groups. It has been placed as an appendix in this master thesis, but can 
just as well be distributed in insolation to concerned parts.  

About 
This tool consists of 13 excel files, one for each production line and upstream production unit as well as 
one for the whole production. One file has also been created to act as a database for energy consumption 
data. That makes 14 excel-files, 13 for the actual tool and 1 for the database, all together. 

 AFT 
o EMC-Data 

 AFT – EMC input - Production 
o AFT – S3&4 – Final 
o AFT – S5 – Final  
o AFT – S6 – Final 
o AFT – S7 – Final 
o AFT – S8 – Final 
o AFT – S9 – Final 
o AFT – S10 – Final 
o AFT – Bottle Blowing Unit – Final 
o AFT – Destruction Unit – Final 
o AFT – Freezer Unit – Final 
o AFT – Process Air Unit – Final 
o AFT – Syrup Unit – Final 
o AFT – Total all units – Final 

 

Figure 65: Folder containing the AFT files 

 

These files are found on CCES’ server at the address provided below.  
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\\SECBSWA3\Cokedata\Production\Produktion\Production DB\New Excel DB\AFT 

What these files do is to combine electricity consumption data with production data to form EnPIs 
(Energy Performance Indicators) or energy KPIs. If for example 2000 kWh are used on line S10 one day 
and 1000 000 liters of beverage has been produced on S10 that day, EnPI1 will be 2000/1000 = 2 
kWh/1000l. 

Each excel-file gathers data on both electricity consumption and production volumes automatically when 
opened,  

To better be able to analyze electricity consumption several EnPIs are constructed that highlight different 
things. More about this in chapter: EnPIs. 

The AFT have been created to be as intuitive and easily used as possible, with explanations attached to 
each chart. The main goal of the tool is to facilitate the understanding of electricity intensity (how much 
electricity is required to produce one unit of beverage) and create awareness about energy efficiency. The 
program itself does not pretend to lower energy consumption. It is merely a tool to visualize and help 
analyze electricity consumption. What is done with that further understanding is up to the user of the tool 
to decide. 

I (David Maler) hope you’ll enjoy working with this tool and find it useful. If you have any questions 
about or views on the program, don’t hesitate to contact me on dmaler@cokecce.com. 

Walk-through 
As mentioned above the tool exists as 13 excel-files, one for each unit and one total file. These files are all 
very similar. However, some differences exist due to the build-up of different lines in EMC (Siemens’ 
energy monitoring and control system). The bulk of this guide will focus on the files for the production 
line, but usage of the other files will be analogue. The pictures in this guide will foremost come from the 
excel file for line S10 (named “AFT – S10 – Final”). 

Sheets 
Each excel-file consists of several worksheets (arbetsblad; flikar) as show in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66: Tabs in analysis and follow-up tool (AFT) for line S10 

These sheets are divided into four main parts: 

 Input data (red) 

 The actual tool (yellow) 

 Visualization of EnPIs (green) 

 Analysis tab (grey). 

There are always two or three red tabs (depending on the file opened). In these sheets data is simply 
gathered from other excel-files that contain information on production volumes, time factors, LU, 
electricity consumption, etc. 

The worksheet “Production DB (linked)” gathers all the required information from the Production DB 
files and the worksheet “EMC input (linked)” gathers necessary data on electricity consumption from the 
database file, which in turn gets its information from the EMC system.  

Under the tab named “AFT” (the yellow tab) data on production volumes and electricity is matched to 
create EnPIs for each day. This can be said to be the heart of the program. 

The green tabs, places to the right contain visualizations of the data in the “AFT” tab, in order to facilitate 
understanding and analysis of the data at hand. 
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The final tab, the grey one, is used for further analysis. It should not be used on a daily basis. Rather 
should it be used to set targets and to understand the fixed and non-fixed parts of energy consumption for 
production. 

“Production DB (linked)” and “EMC Input (linked)” sheets 
The sheets “Production DB (linked) and “EMC Input (linked) are placed furthest to the left and colored 
red. It is not necessary for the regular user to change or even view the information in these tabs. However, 
knowing about them can be useful for understanding and possibly for future debugging. 

The tab “Production DB (linked)” contains information on production volumes and looks something like 
Figure 67. 

 

Figure 67: Production data in AFT from the file Production DB for line S10 

All of this information is transferred to the AFT tab and can be viewed there.  

The tab “EMC Input (linked)” might look something like Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68: Part of worksheet "EMC Input (linked) - Data on electricity consumption 

It fetches information on electricity consumption in 30 minutes intervals. 

AFT Sheet 

 

Figure 69: Part of worksheet "AFT" with generation of the EnPIs 

Figure 4 shows how the tab “AFT” looks when opened. As explained above this sheet takes input data 
about production volumes, times, LU and electricity consumption and combines it to make EnPIs.  
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In column F, the electricity consumption during the days 24 hours is summed up. In column G only a 
part of the total electricity consumption, the part that was consumed during crewed time, is summed. And 
in column H the part that was consumed during non-crewed time (before and after crewed time) is 
summed. 

In column J an amount of RTD beverage is shown (its relative size shown as blue bars). This amount is 
carefully selected to best fit the unit in question. For example for line S10 only the beverage from that line 
is summed. However, for the Syrup Unit, beverage production on all lines is summed up, since the syrup 
unit produce beverage for all lines. More information on these divisions and details are found in Appendix 
E. 

Further to the right, with dark green background, the EnPIs are calculated. Their relative size is indicated 
by the pink horizontal bars.  

Some columns in this spreadsheet have been collapsed to better fit the page. If the first plus (+) sign is 
expanded, times indicating when crewed time started and ended for that specific line and day, are shown. 
If the second plus sign is expanded, information about earned time, LU, NRFP, etc. is displayed. For most 
use this information won’t be needed, but it is important to know about its existence if further analysis of 
one day’s EnPIs is required. 

Most “AFT” spreadsheets look like this. However, some of the more complicated ones, for example for 
the Syrup Unit, have more columns, but are basically built up the same way.  

Rolling Averages Sheet 

 

Figure 70: Part of worksheet "Rolling averages". Shows chart on EnPI1 

If the tab named “Rolling averages” is selected, the top of the sheet will look like Figure 70. Here rolling 
averages (1 week, 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months, 1 year) of the EnPIs are calculated and shown in charts. 
Nothing can or should be altered by the user, in this tab. Since EnPI1 and EnPI2 are dependent on 
production volumes these EnPIs can only be calculated when production occur. When it does not, and 
production volume is zero the previous day, yesterday’s bars appear blank. Averages have been 
constructed to take this into consideration. 

Furthest to the right in the chart above, yesterday’s value is shown as a comparison to the other rolling 
averages. The colors in the lower table on the right are chosen so that the higher the values are (how 
much electricity per unit is needed), the redder the cell’s background color, and the better the value the 
greener the cell background. 

Figure 71 only shows the chart for EnPI1. The other two charts for EnPI2 and EnPI3 are further down in 
the same spreadsheet. 
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Daily Values Sheet 

 

Figure 71: Part of worksheet "Daily values". Shows daily values of EnPI1 furthest to the left and average values in the 
chart to the right. 

In the “Daily values” sheet, as the name suggests, daily values of the EnPIs are shown. Again, to fit the 
size of the page, only one chart, showing EnPI1, is shown in Figure 71. In Figure 72 though, the whole 
page is shown.  

 

 

Figure 72: Whole sheet "Daily values" with EnPI1, EnPI2 and EnPI3 

 

The dark grey bars in the left charts indicate daily values of EnPI1, 2 and 3. The light grey area in the 
background indicates production volumes associated with that specific unit. In the charts to the right the 
averages from the previous tab “Rolling averages” are shown. The scale of the daily EnPIs and the rolling 
averages are the same to facilitate comparison.  

For example, in Figure 73, the value yesterday (2012-10-31, furthest to the right), is lower than the one 
year rolling average, while EnPI1 2012-10-30 was considerably higher than the one year average.  
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Figure 73: Charts from worksheet "Daily values" showing EnPI1 

There are also buttons that can be clicked in the “Daily values” sheet. These buttons are places in the top 
right of the sheet. 

 

Figure 74: Button bar used in AFT files 

These buttons affect what is filtered out or not filtered out in the AFT table under the yellow tab “AFT” 
and consequently affect what is shown in the daily charts.  

APPLYING AND REMOVING FILTERS ONLY CHANGE THE APPEARANCE OF THE DAILY 
CHARTS. IT DOES NOT ALTER ANY INFORMATION IN THE ACTUAL TABLES.  

The buttons available are the following: 

 Remove all filters: removes all filters from the table AFT. 

 Show all days: All days, including non-production days, are shown.  

 YTD: Shows all values in the present year, up until the current date. 

 Only production days: Only show days when production took place. 

 Last week: Show values from last week. 

 Rolling 1w: Show values from last rolling week (not including today). 

 Rolling 2w: Show values from last two rolling weeks (not including today). 

 Rolling 30d: Show values from last 30 rolling days (not including today). 

 Rolling 90d: Show values from last 90 rolling days (not including today) 

 Rolling 365d: Show values from last 365 rolling days (not including today) 

The buttons “Show all days” and “Only production days” can be seen as on/off filters. If the button 
“Only production days” have been pressed once, the chart only shows production days, no matter which 
time interval is chosen, until “Show all days” or “Remove all filters” have been clicked.  

HOWEVER, IT MAKES MOST SENSE TO ALWAYS SHOW ALL DAYS IN THIS “DAILY 
VALUES” SHEET, THEREFORE THE USER SHOULD ALWAYS ENSURE THAT THE “SHOW 
ALL DAYS” BUTTON HAVE BEEN PRESSED. 
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Non-production days should only be filtered out in the analysis tab. More information about these filters 
is found in their respective sections. 

Monthly Averages Sheet 

 

Figure 75: Whole sheet "Monthly Averages". Shows monthly average values for EnPI1 for last year and current year. 
The graph furthest to the right shows target values set by management. 

The sheet “Monthly averages” show monthly electricity consumption, monthly beverage production and 
the resulting EnPI1 per month. It also shows the user the year-to-date value of EnPI1 so that it can be 
determined how energy efficiently the unit is run up to date. 

The chart and the table to the left shows last year’s values, the ones in the middle show the current year’s, 
and the ones furthest to the right can be set to show targets for next year. Since EMC started generating 
data the first of June 2012 only months after this date are filled in. 

Since the tool is built as individual excel-files for each unit, only the production volume and electricity 
consumption associated with that unit are shown. 
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Figure 76: Middle of worksheet "Monthly Averages" showing this year. 

Figure 76 provides a closer look at the current year. Again the dark grey bars represent monthly averages 
of EnPI1 and the light grey area in the background depicts the total production volume that month.  

For example it can be noted from this chart from line S10 that month 6, June, had rather high electricity 
intensity, EnPI1, at 14.4 kWh/1000l. While month 9, September, was better with a value of 13.5. Even 
though less was produced in September EnPI1 was lower. 

Below the table with the monthly averages is a square that shows year-to-date information on EnPI1, 
production volume and electricity consumption for that specific unit. 

Daily Graph Sheet 

 

Figure 77: Part of worksheet "Daily Graph". Displays chosen day's electricity consumption with 30min resolution. 
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The “Daily Graph” tab reveals electricity consumption for the unit in half hour resolution. The green bars 
represent electricity that was consumed each half hour during crewed time (crewed time is based on data 
from the file Production DB). The red bars represent electricity consumed before and after crewed time, 
during non-crewed time.  

By altering the number in the cell next to “Days back:” to the right of the chart, the user can display the 
desired day. To do this the password “aft” has to be entered.  

When a new day is selected the shift start and end will automatically update and the chart will change its 
appearance. The table to the right with green headings is only used to generate the graph and should not 
be altered. From the table it can however be read which date and what weekday is displayed in the graph. 

 

Figure 78: Graph on daily electricity consumption. 

In Figure 78, displaying electricity consumption 2012-10-31, the user can tell that electricity consumption 
went up and down in a quite volatile way during the day. After the shift was ended, at 22:30 machines 
were shut down and electricity consumption went down. However, before the shift started, something 
happened that caused an extra rise in electricity demand, shown here as the red top to the left in the chart. 
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Weekly Graph Sheet 

 

Figure 79: Part of worksheet "Weekly Graph". Shows chosen week's electricity consumption with 30min resolution. 

This sheet, the “Weekly graph” sheet, is basically the same as the previous “Daily graph” sheet. It shows 
the electricity consumption for the specific unit in half hour resolution during an entire week. By altering 
the number to the right of the cell named “Weeks back:” any week can be shown. Again, the user needs to 
put in the password “aft” to do this. The weekdays are displayed below the chart, and isolated by vertical 
lines in the chart itself. In this chart, in contrast to the daily chart, it is not possible to see when each day’s 
crewed time started and ended. 
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Analysis Sheet 

 

Figure 80: Whole "Analysis" sheet. Electricity consumption is plotted agains production volumes for different days. 
Each point represent one day. 

The last sheet is called the “Analysis” sheet. This sheet is mainly used for further, more detailed analysis, 
of electricity intensity. Only charts for total and crewed time electricity consumption can be displayed 
here, not electricity consumption during non-crewed time. 

The charts furthest to the left are scatter charts, where each day’s production has been plotted with its 
respective electricity consumption. That is, the electricity consumption is on the vertical axis and the 
produced volume is on the horizontal axis. One dot represents one day’s produced volume and that very 
same day’s electricity consumption.  

By plotting all days relationships can be found between production volume and electricity consumption. 
In literature linear relationships are often found, meaning the marginal electricity cost of producing one 
extra unit (in this case more beverage) is constant. However, the more beverage is produced one day, the 
more the fixed electricity consumption can be spread out over, lowering the electricity cost per produced 
liter of beverage. 

In each chart a linear trend line has been fitted. This line is in the form of y=k*x+m. Where the 
coefficient k can be interpreted as the non-fixed electricity cost and m the fixed electricity cost (where the 
line intersects the y-axis).  

If a long term goal of 5 % reduction in electricity use wants to be set, one could reduce both k and m by 5 
% and plot the new trend line. If data points are below, to the right or on that trend line, the target would 
be met. The trend line’s equation is shown in the top right corner of the chart. 

For comparison averages of the EnPIs are shown in the charts to the right. But it is important to 
remember that the EnPIs cannot be directly compared to the slope of intersection of the trend lines. 
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 The buttons bar is present in the “Analysis” tab as well. 

 

Figure 81: Button bar 

By selecting different time spans more or less days can be displayed and the trend line altered. Here it 
sometimes makes sense to remove non-production days by clicking the “Only production days” button.  

The “Total all Units” File 
One file is created to sum up the entire production facility. This file is named “AFT – Total – Final”. To 
create EnPIs in this file, the total electricity consumption of all lines and all upstream production units are 
included. The production volumes of all lines are recalculated to RTD beverage and summed.  

Since crewed and non-crewed time varies from line to line a standard day has been chosen. This day is 
used to calculate the EnPIs of all days, including week-ends and holidays. During this standard day, 
crewed time stretches from 06:00 until 22:30. 

 

      
                                           

                                 
 
   

     
  

 

      
                                                   

                                 
 
   

     
  

 

      
                                                      

                                
 
   

 
  

 

Files with Sub-units 

Syrup Unit 
The Syrup Unit has more sub-measurements than any other production unit. The following categories can 
be viewed: 

 Total level 

 Preparation and sugar treatment sub-category 

 Water treatment sub-category 

 Steam and carbonization sub-category 

For all of these, as well as for the whole Syrup Unit, EnPIs have been constructed. This means that the 
user can observe EnPIs for only part of the Syrup Unit, which may come in handy if in depth analysis is 
wanted. Some functions in the AFT tool however are still only available on a total level.  

The tabs that are affected by these sub-categories are the “Rolling averages” tab and the “Daily values” 
tab.  

The “Rolling averages” tab looks like Figure 82. 
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Figure 82: Rolling averages sheet in the Syrup Unit file 

In this tab the user can choose which sub-category to display by pressing the white buttons. Both the 
digits in the table and the charts change.  

The other worksheets that are different are the “Daily values” sheets. One sheet for each sub-category has 
been created.  

For example the worksheet for only Water treatment looks like this: 

 

Figure 83: Daily values sheet in the Syrup Unit file 

Furthest to the left daily values of the EnPIs are shown (in this picture, at the top of the worksheet, 
EnPI1). To the right of the daily values, as in the other files, rolling averages are shown. In order for these 
rolling averages to show correct values water treatment has to be chosen in the “Rolling averages” tab. 
This can be done by either clicking the buttons in the “Rolling averages” tab, or by clicking the RED 
WATER TREATMENT BUTTON at the top of the worksheet. The same procedure applies to the other 
sub-categories, including Totals (for the whole Syrup Unit). 
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The tabs containing the sub-categories of the daily values are named “DV (tot)”, “DV (prep&sugar)”, 
“DV (water)” and “DV (steam&CO2)”. 

The other tabs, “Monthly averages”, “Daily graph”, “Weekly graph” and “Analysis” are only available on a 
total level. 

Bottle Blowing Unit 
The Bottle Blowing Unit can also be viewed in more detail than on a total level. The compressors can be 
viewed in isolation as can the rest of the equipment under this unit. That makes three categories: 

 Total level 

 Compressors sub-category 

 Rest sub-category (all equipment but compressors) 

These sub-categories work in the same way as the Syrup Unit’s. What has to be remembered is that the 
rolling averages need to be changed by clicking the buttons, so that the right values are displayed. 

Overview Tab 
In the Total file a tab named “Overview” has been created. In this spreadsheet information on EnPI1, 2 
and 3 from all the other files is gathered. Yesterday’s values of the EnPIs for the different lines are also 
compared to averages, to give an indication if yesterday was an energy intensive day or not. 

The spreadsheet with the overview table is shown in Figure 84. 

 

Figure 84: Overview sheet in the Total AFT file 
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Figure 85: Part of Overview table in the Total AFT file 

EnPI1 is shown in Figure 85 and chosen as an example. It is the leftmost framed box in the table. For 
tutorial reasons all columns for EnPI1 (columns C, D and E) have been expanded. 

The first column, column A, shows which production line or upstream unit the EnPIs come from. 
Column B shows yesterday’s value of EnPI1. If yesterday’s EnPI could not be generated, due to lack of 
production volume, this field is left blank. The grey columns to the right in each box are averages of that 
specific EnPI.  

Column EnPI (3m) is the three month average of that EnPI. Column EnPI: +X is the same three month 
average, but with a fractional increase (can be chosen by the user). EnPI: +Y is also based on a three 
month value, but increased slightly more than +X. 

“EnPI: +X” and “EnPI: +Y” allow yesterday’s values to take on different colors. If yesterday’s value is 
less than the three month value plus a marginal of X % it is colored green. If yesterday’s value is between 
the increase of X and Y it is colored orange, and if it is above the three month value plus an increase of Y 
% it becomes red. 

 

Figure 86: Intervals for color coding of the Overview table 

The user can change these intervals, but the default values are X = 5% and Y =15 %. The spreadsheet will 
be locked for editing, but by entering the password “aft”, in small letters, X and Y can be changed. 
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Figure 87: Setting the intervals for the Overview table 

In order for this file to gather updated data, all the other files have to be opened and updated. Since this is 
quite tedious work a macro (algorithm) that automatically does this has been created. By clicking “OPEN 
ALL FILES TO UPDATE VALUES” this operation is commenced. However, running the program may 
take up to several minutes (about five with a normal internet connection). All of the files do not need to 
be updated each time the overview table is to be viewed. Since the tool only shows yesterday’s data, one 
update per day, after the Production DB files are updated, is enough. 

 

Figure 88: Button to which a macro, that opens, updates and closes all files necessary to update the Overview table, is 
attached 

The “AFT – EMC input – Production” file 
The file “AFT – EMC input – Production” is used to gather data from Siemens’ EMC system in order to 
make it accessible for the other AFT files. However, the transfer of data has to be done manually from the 
web-based EMC system to this database file. 

Update the EMC Input Production file 
Reports in EMC can be generated in a number of ways, one is explained here. 

The first step is to open the EMC web based system. The address is: 

https://eadvantage.siemens.com/emc/index.cfm.  

Use your username and password to log in. After login, the system will look like in Figure 89. 

https://eadvantage.siemens.com/emc/index.cfm
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Figure 89: First view after log-in to the EMC System by Siemens 

 

For this project only electricity used for production is targeted. Therefore the user should open the 
production tab in the grey square to the left. Clicking this node will expand the following headings. 

 

Figure 90: Layout of EMC for CCES (2 levels) 

By further clicking El, below “Produktion”, and making sure the green marker is on “El”, the following is 
expanded. By placing the green marker on the El-node below “Produktion” it is made sure that all nodes 
(for the production lines and upstream units) below El are included in the following reports. 
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Figure 91: Layout for electricity consumption meters for production in EMC 

To the right of this grey square, different options can be chosen. More or less options might be available 
due to user restrictions. The one that is used in this case is called “Generate reports”. 

 

 

Figure 92: Where to click in order to create reports showing electricity consumption in production 

If this button is clicked the user is presented with the following view. 
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Figure 93: Second step in the creation of reports for electricity consumption 

In the rolling list above the option “Meter Report Multiple Meters” should be chosen. Also here, more or 
less options might be available depending on the user’s administrative rights. Choose appropriate start and 
end date and time. Remember that 12:00 am is midnight and reports for this project use should always be 
generated from 12:00 am until 12:00 am another day. Choose resolution every 30 minutes and Sub 1. 

For editing reasons choose CSV as output format.  

IF REPORTS HAVENT BEEN GENERATED FOR SEVERAL DAYS, DATA FOR MORE THAN 
ONE DAY WILL HAVE TO BE INCLUDED. TO FIND OUT WHICH DATA IS MISSING, OPEN 
THE “AFT – EMC Input – Final” FILE AND CHECK FOR THE LAST ENTRY. 

In Figure 93 an excel report will be generated from the 7th of November 2012 (11/7/12 month/day/year) 
until the 8th of November 2012. That means data for all half hour intervals during the 7th will be 
generated. That makes 48 data points (24*2=48). 

By clicking the “Next” button the following appear. 

 

Figure 94: Third step in the creation of reports 

In this screen “Electricity no tariff” and kWh ought to be chosen. By clicking “Finish” the following 
CSV/Excel file will be created. 
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Figure 95: Top part of report generated by EMC in CSV format (opened in Excel) 

A yellow bar at the top of the window that says: “file originated from an internet location and might be 
unsafe”, might appear. This file is indeed generated from an internet location, but is completely SAFE. 
Click “Enable Editing” in the yellow bar to proceed.  

In column A, dates with times are displayed. 48 rows per day are created, due to the fact that one day 
holds 48 half hours. In column B, the total electricity consumption per 30 minutes for all units and sub-
units are summed. In column C through X the units’ and sub-units’ values are gathered.  

The actual values start from row 10 and go down until the following rows appear that mark the end of a 
report. Whether the report shows one day or several the following three summarized rows will always 
appear at the bottom. These are NOT to be included. 

 

Figure 96: Lower part of report generated by EMC 

The user should copy all the rows from (and including) row 10 until (but not including) the row that says 
“Sum” (in this case row 58) in column C through X. Column A and B should not be included. 

Figure 97 shows which columns and rows ought to be copied. The same columns should always be 
included, but the number or rows vary with the number of dates chosen. A good rule to remember is that 
the selected number of rows should always be a multiple of 48 (0, 48, 96, 144, 192, …, 48*n).  
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Figure 97: Marked cells to transfer from EMC report to ”AFT – EMC input – Final” file 

The selected cells are then copied by either pressing ctrl+c or by right clicking on one of the marked cells 
and selecting copy.  

When this is done it is time to open the file “AFT – EMC input – Final” which is used to gather and 
modify all past data from EMC. This file is located in the following folder: 

\\SECBSWA3\Cokedata\Production\Produktion\Production DB\New Excel DB\AFT\EMC-Data 

The file contains three tabs that are shown in Figure 98. 

 

Figure 98: Tabs in the file ”AFT – EMC input – Final” 

In the green tab named “EMC Input Data (x100)” the data just copied is to be inserted! This tab is just 
used to store data. In the red “EMC” tab these values are recalculated automatically and incorrect values 
are filtered out. The grey tab “Charts” is only used to store charts that might be useful for further analysis.  

The spreadsheet under the green tab looks like Figure 99. 
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Figure 99: "EMC Input Data (x100)" tab in the data base file "AFT - EMC input - Final". This is where the data from 
the generated reports is pasted 

Much like the table that was previously copied, the first column, column A, contains dates and times and 
the second column, column B, contains hour numbers. It is in column C through X data on electricity 
consumption is inserted. It is very important that the data is inserted into the correct column and row. 
Therefore a few buttons that filter out irrelevant dates have been created. 

 

Figure 100: Buttons in green tab ”EMC Input Data (x100)” 

The first button, “Convert EMC Data to numbers”, contain a macro that removes all dots, commas and 
blanks from the numbers so that they actually become numbers. The reason this is necessary is that EMC 
sometimes generate data in an “American” syntax, adding signs that are interpreted by excel as words. 
THIS BUTTON HAS TO BE CLICKED AT LEAST ONCE. However, clicking it several times doesn’t 
matter, so it is better to press it once too many times than once too few. 

The buttons “Only show today” and “Rolling 7 days” are date filters. “Only show today” filter out all days 
except for today, and “Rolling 7 days” makes the table only show the last rolling week. Show last rolling 
week is perhaps the most useful button, since it becomes very easy to spot which values need to be filled 
in, since last entry was made, unless values haven’t been inserted for more than one week. If this is the 
case, the user has to remove filters and look for the last entry. 

When pasting the values into the excel spreadsheet in the green tab “EMC Input Data (x100)” the option 
“only paste values” ought to be chosen. This is done by right clicking on the top left corner of the field 
onto which the values will be pasted and choosing the correct option as shown in Figure 101. 
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Figure 101: Paste procedure for values from report 

It is important that the user makes sure that the correct values are copied and pasted in the right place. If 
for example values for the 3rd or November are generated, they have to be pasted next to the 
corresponding 48 half hours of November 3rd in this excel file.  

 

Figure 102: Part of the "EMC Input Data (x100)" tab, showing the first columns and buttons 

The values to be inserted into the table above are the ones starting at 00:00 on the 9th of November. The 
first half hour of every day has been marked with grey background instead of dark green. 

Once the values have been copied and pasted it is time to press the “Convert EMC Data to numbers” 
button. This will make sure only digits remain in the spreadsheet’s columns C through X. Now the file can 
be saved and closed.  

To summarize: 

Right click here 
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Figure 103: Step-by-step tutorial for update of the system 

Data tab 
The red tab simply named “EMC” contains the filtered data on electricity consumption per half hour for 
the different units and sub-metering points. There are two main problems with EMC. Sometimes it 
generates blank data, which come out as zeros, and other times the values are completely wrong. They 
might be too large by a factor of 100 000 or negative. What this tab does is to simply remove data points 
from the tab named “EMC Input Data (x100)” that are either to large, negative or zero. Sometimes, but 
rarely, electric currents might actually reach a value of zero. No difference between these correct values 
and incorrect values are made, since they both result in the value zero to be the output. 

Log onto EMC 

Choose Production => El and generate 
report ("Meter Report Multiple Meters") 

Copy data from generated report 

Paste data into "AFT - EMC Input - Final" 
file 

Press the button "Convert EMC Data to 
numbers" 

Save and exit file 
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Figure 104: Filtered and corrected data in the database file "AFT - EMC input - Final" 

The spreadsheet “EMC” looks like in Figure 104. Furthest to the left are columns containing dates and 
times. In the middle the values of electricity consumption per half hour are shown. If correct values are 
found, the cells will be colored light green. If the underlying value is either too large, negative, zero 
(incorrect) or zero (correct) the cells will have a white background. 

 

Figure 105: Part of the sheet containing the filtered data from EMC 

Also in this tab the last rolling seven days can be filtered. In the top row, row 1, the maximum values per 
half hour that are allowed for this specific unit are placed. The yellow fields represent entire units and the 
cells directly below the yellow cells are the actual meters and sub-meters. Nothing should be changed by 
the user in this file! 

EnPIs 
For each line and upstream unit three different EnPIs have been developed. The Syrup Unit and the 
Bottle Blowing Unit have been divided further adding more EnPIs, however, the same types of EnPIs are 
used. 

EnPI1 (kWh/1000l) (24h) 
This EnPI takes the total kWh of electricity used during 24h and divided this amount with the 1000l of 
RTD beverage produced during the same 24h. This can be said to be an average of the energy intensity of 
the line or unit. The whole electricity consumption of the unit, during crewed and non-crewed time, is 
spread out over the produced volume. 

EnPI2 (kWh/1000l) (crewed time) 
This EnPI only takes the kWh of electricity consumed during the day’s crewed time and divides this 
amount of electricity with the 1000l of ready-to-drink beverage produced that day (the same volume as in 
EnPI1, hence EnPI2 can never be larger than EnPI1). This EnPI, in contrast to EnPI1, only represents 
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the efficiency of the line whilst in use (or at least during crewed time). It doesn’t take into account the 
electricity used while not in production. 

EnPI3 (kWh/h) (non-crewed time) 
This EnPI takes the kWh of electricity consumed during non-crewed time and divides this quantity with 
the length of the day’s non-crewed time. This EnPI only takes into consideration the electricity consumed 
during non-crewed time. Hence it can be said to represent how well equipment is shut off when not 
producing. 

Figure 106 depicts the energy quantities used for these calculations. The whole horizontal bar (1) below 
the chart represents 24h. Bar (2) represents crewed time and (3) non-crewed time. 

 

Figure 106: Sketch of electricity consumption during 24h. 

To calculate EnPI1 the whole grey (both dark and light grey) area is divided with that day’s production 
volume. The production volume is specific for each line or upstream unit. For example line S10’s 
production volume is the volume produced only on line S10. But for the Bottle Blowing Unit, for 
example, the production volume is the combined volume on line S6, S8 and S10, since these are the lines 
dependent on the Bottle Blowing Unit. To calculate EnPI2, only the light grey area is divided with that 
day’s production volume. This is because the grey area is the electricity consumed during crewed time. To 
calculate EnPI3, only the dark grey areas are used. Since no production takes place when this electricity 
consumption is accumulated (or at least it isn’t meant to), this amount is divided by length of non-crewed 
time that day and not a volume. 

EnPI tree 
The chart below shows which AFT files have been created and what EnPIs have been developed. In the 
column “File Name” the actual AFT files are named. In “sub category” further divisions are displayed. 
For example in this column it can be seen that the Syrup Unit has one total EnPI branch and one branch 
for Preparation and sugar treatment, one for water treatment and one for steam & carbonization. 
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Figure 107: Tree of the different EnPIs. 

Associated production volumes 
In Figure 108, the different sub categories’ associated production volumes (the volumes with which the 
electricity consumption for EnPI1 and EnPI2 should be divided) are shown. For example: if EnPI1 for 
steam and carbonization below the Syrup unit is high. You can investigate if the combined production 
volume of all lines, but lines S7 and S9 is low. This volume is of course calculated automatically in the 
program. 
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Figure 108: Sub categories and their associated RTD volumes 

Buttons 
In each excel file there are buttons that can be used to alter which days are displayed in the daily charts or 
in the analysis charts. These buttons are placed in a box that looks like this: 

 

Figure 109: Button bar 

These buttons affect what is filtered out or not filtered out in the AFT table under the yellow tab “AFT” 
and consequently affect what is shown in some graphs. 

APPLYING AND REMOVING FILTERS ONLY CHANGE THE APPEARANCE OF THE DAILY 
AND ANALYSIS CHARTS. IT DOES NOT ALTER ANY INFORMATION IN THE 
UNDERLYING TABLES.  

The buttons available are: 

 Remove all filters: removes all filters from the table AFT. 

 Show all days: All days, including non-production days, are shown.  

 YTD: Shows all values in the present year, up until the current date. 

 Only production days: Only show days when production took place. 

 Last week: Show values from last week. 

 Rolling 1w: Show values from last rolling week (not including today). 

 Rolling 2w: Show values from last two rolling weeks (not including today). 
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 Rolling 30d: Show values from last 30 rolling days (not including today). 

 Rolling 90d: Show values from last 90 rolling days (not including today) 

 Rolling 365d: Show values from last 365 rolling days (not including today) 

The buttons “Show all days” and “Only production days” can be seen as on/off filters. If the button 
“Only production days” have been pressed once, the chart only shows production days, no matter which 
time interval is chosen, until “Show all days” or “Remove all filters” have been pressed. 

Another way to apply filters is to go to the “AFT” table under the “AFT” tab. Here filters can be applied 
directly to the table.  

When filters are applied the top row might look something like in Figure 110. 

 

Figure 110: Part of "AFT" worksheet. 

Yearly Updates of model 
The Analysis and Follow-up tool handles large amounts of data. This data is foremost stored in the “AFT 
– EMC input – Production” file. For each half hour, each day, 22 sub-meters give a value of how much 
electricity has been consumed for each piece of equipment, whole line or upstream unit. 

Data on electricity consumption is taken from EMC and inserted into the EMC Input file. There has to be 
enough rows in these files to store all of this data. For each day, 48 rows are needed, one for each half 
hour. If the number of rows runs out, the AFT will stop working. Therefore it should be made sure, at 
least once per year, that enough number of rows are present, both in the “AFT – EMC input – 
Production” file and in the separate files for the different lines and upstream units. Each half hour value 
showing electricity consumption is placed on a row with three columns to the left. The columns to the left 
look like in Figure 111 and contain: 

 Date – The date the value is generated for 

 Date and time – both the date and the time the value shows. The resolution in this column is half 
hour values. The first time for each date is 00:00 and represents the accumulated electricity 
consumption during the days first half hour (00:00 until 00:29). 

 Hour number – Made for programming reasons and shows which half hour value is shown on 
the row. 

 

Figure 111: Three columns containing date, time and hour number in the EMC input file 

When there are no more empty rows the three columns with date, time and hour number have to be 
expanded. The tab “Date list” placed in the “AFT – EMC input – Final” file can be used for copy paste of 
these new rows. 
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Also in the AFT files for the production lines and upstream units data tables have to be expanded 
eventually. This table lies under the “EMC input (linked)” tab. Its dates and times can also be fetched 
from the “Date list” tab. 

 

Figure 112: Table with date, time and hour number from the AFT file for line S7 
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Appendix B: Schematics of EMC for CCES 

 

Figure 113: All meters and sub-meters available for CCES in EMC 
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Appendix C: Screenshot of EMC Layout for Electricity use in 
Production 

 

Figure 114: complete layout for electricity for production at CCES 
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Appendix D: Electricity purchased from grid (facilities and 
production) 

Table 12: Electricity purchased from grid per month for 2011 and part of 2012 

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 

Electricity consumption 
2012 (MWh) 

1538 1540 2026 1944 2163 1891 2585 1891 2276 1835 1680 2176 

Electricity consumption 
2012 (MWh) 

1681 1762 2123 1818 1752 2390 1892 1800     

 

Appendix E: Quantitative model - EnPIs for Upstream Units 

and “Total all Units” 

Process Air Unit 
The Process Air Unit’s EnPIs are simple and developed analogue to the production lines’ EnPIs. Since 
process air is used on all lines its energy consumption is spread out over the produced volume of all lines. 

 

Figure 115: EMC layout for the Process Air Unit 
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Syrup Unit 
The Syrup Unit provides ingredients that are used on all lines. Therefor its energy consumption is 
associated with the production volume of all lines, however to a differently large extent. 

 

Figure 116: EMC layout for the Syrup Unit 
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These are the different sub-metering points accessible in EMC, which are rather unintuitive.  

Under “Beredning” (Syrup Unit, green marking) lie the different parts included in this category. 

 Beredning (Syrup Unit): The total electricity consumption of the Syrup Unit. 
o Beredningen (Preparation): Electricity needed for pasteurization, pumping of the 

beverage, etc. This part is necessary for all lines’ production and should therefore be 
allocated to the production on all lines.  

o Förångarrum (Steam room): Used for the process of carbonization of the beverages. 
Only concerns carbonated beverages, and therefore shouldn’t be associated with 
production volumes from line S7 or S9. 

o Kolsyretank (CO2 tank): Used to store the carbon dioxide that is used to carbonize the 
beverages. Not associated with production volumes on line S7 or S9. 

o Sockebehandling (Sugar treatment): Only the electricity consumed to pump sugar in the 
process of making beverage. Associated with production on all lines.  

o Vattenbehandling (Water treatment): Electricity used for water treatment. Associated 
with production on all lines.  

Below is a pie chart displaying how much electricity each sub-unit in the Syrup Unit consumes. 

 

Figure 117: Average electricity consumption of the different parts constituting the Syrup Unit 

A problem associated with this production unit’s EnPI comes from line S7, which produce bag-in-boxes 
filled with beverage concentrate. The production on line S7 should therefore not be associated with the 
energy consumption needed for mixing and water treatment, since this is done by the customer, i.e. 
restaurants and such. In order to account for this fact the EnPI for this unit has to be divided in the 
following parts:  

 Total electricity consumption for the Preparation unit will be spread out on all lines. 

 Electricity consumption for Preparation (“Beredning”) and Sugar treatment (“Sockerbehandling”) 
should be spread out over the beverage production on all lines.  

 Electricity consumption for Water treatment (“Vattenbehandling”) should be spread out on 
production on all lines but S7. 

 Electricity consumption for Steam preparation (“Förångarrum”) and Carbonization 
(“Kolsyretank”) should be spread out on all lines but line S7 and S9. 
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Table 13: Electricity consumption and affiliated production volumes for the EnPIs created for the Syrup Unit 

EnPI: Syrup Unit Electricity consumption Affiliated production 

EnPI (Total) All sub-meters under the Syrup Unit  

EnPI (Preparation and sugar 
Treatment) 

Beredning 
Sockerbehandling 

Production on all lines 

EnPI (Water treatment) Vattenbehandling Production on all lines but S7 

EnPI (Steam and CO2) Förångarrum 
Kolsyretank 

Production on all lines but S7 and S9 

 

As with the other EnPIs these will be divided between full days (24h), crewed time and non-crewed time. 
Another problem arises when this is done. As stated earlier this unit produces for all lines and hence its 
electricity consumption should be spread out over several lines. These lines don’t always have the same 
crewed hours. This will not be taken into consideration. Most production shifts start at 06:00 and end at 
22:30. Therefore these times will be used as template values for the Syrup Unit. 

 

Figure 118: Break-down of the Syrup Unit's sub-meters and EnPIs 
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Syrup Unit 

Total EnPI1 
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Beredning & Sockerbehandling EnPI1 
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Vattenbehandling EnPI1 
EnPI2 
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The energy consumption in the Syrup Unit is also influenced by the occurrence of CIPs. For a CIP hot 
water has to be produced which consumes a lot of energy, even though most of this energy is taken from 
the district heating system, some fluctuations in electricity consumption occurs as well. This variance is 
neglected in this project due to the problem of attaining data of when the CIPs occur and of which sort 
they are. 

Destruction Unit 
The Destruction Unit’s energy consumption stems from scrap produced on all lines and therefore should 
be spread out on the scrap produced on all lines. Due to problems obtaining reliable data on scrap 
volumes it is assumed that scrap volumes are heavily correlated to overall production. Therefore the 
electricity consumption of this unit will be spread out on the production volume of all lines.  

 

Figure 119: EMC layout for the Destruction Unit 
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Bottle Blowing Unit 
 

 

Figure 120: EMC layout for the Bottle Blowing Unit 

In Figure 120 the different sub-meters for bottle blowing are depicted. The compressors’ (“Kompressor 
1”, “Kompressor 3” and “Kompressor 4”) electricity consumption stands for about 71 % of the total 
electricity consumption of this unit. This consumption should be spread out over lines 6, 8 and 10, where 
the high pressure air is used. The electricity consumption of the bottle blowers for line 6 and 8 (“Blowmax 
8” and “Insamling Flaskblåsningen”), their cooling machines (“Kylmaskin blowmax 8”) as well as the 
bottle conveyors (“Insamling Blåsbanor”) should only be spread out over the production of line 6 and 8. 
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Figure 121: Average electricity consumption of the different parts constituting the Bottle Blowing Unit 

 

The following EnPIs have to be constructed to give a fair evaluation of the situation.  

Table 14: Electricity consumption and affiliated production volumes for the EnPIs created for the Bottle Blowing Unit 

EnPI: Bottle Blowing Unit Electricity Consumption Affiliated Production 
EnPI (total) All sub-meters Production on line 6, 8 and 10 

EnPI (compressors) “Kompressor 1” 
“Kompressor 3” 
“Kompressor 4” 

Production on line 6, 8 and 10 

EnPI (rest) ”Insamling Blowmax 8” 
”Insamling Flaskblåsningen” 
”Insamling Blåsbanor” 
“Kylmaskin Blowmax 8” 

Production on lines 6 and 8 
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Rest (blowing machines, cooling machines for blowers, etc.) 
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As with the Syrup unit the electricity consumption here should be spread out over several lines. These 
lines’ crewed time don’t match. These discrepancies will not be taken into consideration when calculating 
the EnPIs for the bottle blowing unit, instead the template times 06:00-22:30 will be used. 

Freezer Unit 

 

Figure 122: EMC layout for the Freezer Unit 

The freezer at CCES consumes around 250 kWh per day. This unit is necessary for production on all lines 
since it contains some of the ingredients for the beverages. The freezer has to and does indeed, run 
independent of the production on the lines. Figure 123 shows the electricity consumption for the freezer 
during three consecutive, rather typical days.  

 

Figure 123: Freezer electricity consumption in kWh per 30 min during three typical consecutive days 

As can be seen the consumption does not vary with production during the day, but instead depends on 
how often the freezer room door is opened and new, less cold, goods are put inside. 
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Absolute Consumption 
Because the electricity consumption of the freezer is relatively constant, hence not correlated to 
production volumes a special EnPI for this unit has been developed. This EnPI merely shows the total 
absolute consumption of the freezer unit during one day. This EnPI is only available for the Freezer Unit. 

                                                   

EnPIs (Total all Units) 
EnPIs have also been created for the whole production unit, including all lines and upstream units. The 
electricity consumption for the whole production process is spread out over the entire ready-to-drink 
volume of the whole factory each day. Also this EnPI will be divided into three parts, electricity 
consumption during full 24h, during crewed time and during non-crewed time.  

Crewed time will be based on standard values, from 06:00 until 22:30 each day, even during week-ends. 
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